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ABSTRACT
The Northwest Boreal Partnership (“Partnership”), established in 2012 as part of
the U.S. Department of the Interior’s Landscape Conservation Cooperative Network,
encourages cross-jurisdictional, collaborative natural resources management at a
landscape scale. The Partnership is a governance network of Indigenous and nonIndigenous land managers, researchers, and local resource users from a 330-millionacre region of boreal ecosystems in Alaska and northwestern Canada. Central to the
purpose of the Partnership are ideas of sharing science information to improve
environmental conservation.
This case study investigated the relationship between science information and
collaboration among diverse participants by drawing on theoretical frameworks related
to governance networks, collaboration, and diverse knowledge. Document review,
observations, and participant interviews helped characterize the science information
shared in the Partnership, its value to participants, and how this relates to collaboration.
The analysis highlights themes useful for understanding how the partnership has
evolved while maintaining an interest in sharing scientific information: change and
uncertainty, scarcity and abundance, and the individual and the whole. These themes
provide insights into the complexity of sharing scientific information among
participants and the challenges of bringing together diverse ways of knowing that span
government, non-profit, Indigenous, and academic settings.
Study findings address how the perceived neutrality of science can support
participation of a diverse group. Findings also raise questions about whether and how
the Partnership creates a base of stability that can sustain trust in a changing natural and
political landscape. Lessons from this case may be relevant to other collaborative
natural resource management networks with diverse participation.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Natural resources and ecosystem processes often span management jurisdictions.
Chapter 1 confirms that multi-jurisdictional resources can be challenging to manage
without conflict and explores what scholars offer as local, collaborative, and networked
management solutions. The Northwest Boreal Partnership (“Partnership”) is one such
collaborative governance network that convenes actors across the boreal forest of
Interior Alaska and northwestern Canada under the shared vision of healthy lands and
communities in the context of environmental change. The Partnership shares science
information and knowledge in support of decision-makers working to make local
decisions through a regional lens in natural resources government, non-profit,
Indigenous, and academic settings. Since 2011, the Partnership has acted in the context
of observable climate change in the region and major political shifts in both Canada and
the United States. Those political changes led to the abrupt loss of the Partnership’s
operational funding which precipitated changes in the organization’s structure.
Chapter 2 details how this qualitative case study draws on frameworks from
governance networks, collaboration, and diverse knowledge literature to understand the
nature of the science information shared in the Partnership, and how shared science
information relates to participant interests and abilities to engage with the network. The
analysis of document, observation, and interview data highlights themes useful for
understanding the complexity of sharing science information and bringing together
different ways of knowing among diverse participants: change and uncertainty related
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to politics and the landscape; scarcity and abundance with regard to funding; and the
relationships between individual participants, their organizations, and the Partnership.
Chapter 3 describes the Northwest Boreal Partnership as a governance network
and offers a qualitative complement, focused on the significant role of government, to
Bixler’s (2018a) quantitative social network analysis of the Partnership. The chapter
explores barriers to participation including scarce time to commit to the Partnership
and to collaborative initiatives generally. Change and uncertainty is an enduring theme
for the Partnership, which recently relocated its facilitator role from the U.S. federal
government to a non-profit organization. Additionally, the 2017 U.S. presidential
administration change led to the withdrawal of baseline funding for Partnership
operations. Positive perceptions of the facilitator change sparked questions about the
role of government in a collaborative network. Most notably, concerns about
maintaining neutrality in the Partnership led participants to prefer that the government
play a participatory rather than facilitating role.
Other participation questions surfaced when considering the relationship between
the individual participant and the whole Partnership. Some reported that they
participated for the direct benefit to their home organization while others reported
prioritizing the success of the Partnership itself. Still others reported that they
participated with deep personal interest but without support from their home
organization. Analysis indicates that the Partnership offers a sense of stability to
participants in a context marked by political, environmental, and even organizational
change. Both frameworks from literature and comments from participants indicate that
2

organizational and experiential diversity in the steering committee, as well as robust
relationships, can buffer against change over time to create stability for participants.
Chapter 4 explores the science information shared in the Partnership and its
relationship to collaboration and participant experience. Most participants indicated
information sharing across international and/or provincial borders motivated their
participation. Information about land use planning and monitoring is shared most
frequently during virtual and in-person Partnership gatherings and includes scientific
articles, project-specific information, and non-science information (challenges,
opportunities, personal experience). Participants generally disagreed with the research
question’s framing of science as the Partnership’s main tool to facilitate collaboration.
Participants suggested instead that collaboration grows out of relationships built upon
common interests, and that science information can be shared within those communities
of common interest. Analysis showed that the Partnership’s focus on science, however,
creates the perceived neutral ground needed for convening diverse participants around
values-laden natural resource management activities like land use planning. Participants
perceive science to be neutral and they correlate participating in and sharing science
with good working relationships. Participants talked about collaboration in terms of
both scarcity and abundance, but specifically linked funding scarcity to increased
collaboration and funding abundance to decreased collaboration in natural resources
research.
Additionally, Chapter 4 synthesizes science and information factors that: a)
strain collaboration, including that some information is protected or proprietary and that
3

data compatibility issues are common; and b) encourage collaboration, including
diversity in information formats and communication methods, and place-based science
products like maps. The Partnership recently began incorporating storytelling at inperson and virtual meetings to both communicate diverse knowledge about landscape
change and build relationships.
Chapter 5 explores the diverse types of knowledge present in the Northwest
Boreal Partnership, whose current focus is on integrating Indigenous Knowledge and
western science. This chapter discusses the benefits, barriers, and outcomes of
integrating Indigenous Knowledge and western science in natural resources settings.
Scholars argue that environmental science is a good fit for integrating Indigenous
Knowledge and western science because Indigenous Knowledge, broadly speaking, and
adaptive environmental management both embrace observation over time and change
and uncertainty as a quality of all natural environments. Knowledge integration can
lead to the co-production of knowledge, defined generally as people with knowledge
based in different epistemologies working together to understand problems and find
solutions, often creating new knowledge in the process. Partnership participants value
and understand the imperative of co-production of environmental knowledge in their
region. However, most participants did not know how to practice co-production of
knowledge or knowledge integration in their work. This chapter considers solutions
from the literature and where the Partnership has begun to recognize and incorporate
diverse knowledge, particularly at Partnership gatherings. This chapter also explores
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how the Partnership might integrate social science inquiry into its work to further
knowledge integration efforts.
Chapter 5 reports on how participants frame their perceptions of collaboration in
terms of both scarcity (a lack of resources requires collaboration) and abundance
(individuals can achieve more together). Additionally, trust between individuals and
within the whole network emerged as foundational to the work of the Partnership,
especially to relationship building which supports their intentions to engage in coproduction of knowledge. Analysis shows that social learning and vulnerable dialogue
take place in the Partnership, even among participants without close relationships. This
indicates that the Partnership itself may hold a base level of trust amidst organizational,
political, and landscape change. These discussions lead this study to ask what is the
effect of constant change on trust building? And does framing collaboration out of
scarcity or abundance impact trust building in the Partnership?
Chapter 6 details study findings including how the perceived neutrality of
science can support participation of a diverse group, and whether the Partnership itself
creates a base of stability that can sustain participant trust in a changing natural and
political landscape. This study also considers the collective impact framework, a
method of tackling pressing but complex social issues (Kania and Kramer, 2011).
Collective impact outlines a collaborative strategy in which organizations agree to a
common agenda and undertake mutually reinforcing activities. Organizations do what
they are good at in a way that serves the common agenda. Analysis finds this
framework may provide the Partnership with a new way to talk to funders and others
5

about the value of the Partnership’s collaborative, landscape-scale approach to natural
resources management and their role as the network’s backbone organization.
Recommendations to the Northwest Boreal Partnership
1. Continue to foster the Partnership’s base level of trust by:
a. collaboratively drafting and/or adopting a set of group norms or principles
as a statement of mutual trust (e.g., Jemez Principles, 1996) (page 280).
b. maintaining a transparent and participatory process; monitoring for uneven
or unintended consequences of using science information as a central
collaborative tool (pages 35, 171, 183).
c. establishing common language where possible and encouraging diverse
communications methods to support mutual learning (page 202).
2. Convene dialogues in which participants explore what it means to co-produce
knowledge in practice.
a. Clarify the different ontological and epistemological foundations of
knowledge types and participant understandings of what it means to coproduce knowledge (page 245).
b. Critically examine assumptions about and simple categorization of
knowledge types and knowledge holders. Avoid the pitfall of packaging
and removing knowledge from its foundational context (page 277).
c. Generate ideas to make co-production of knowledge operational in the
Partnership and within partner organizations.
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d. For government participants particularly, convene conversation about the
nuances of interacting or co-producing knowledge with First Nations and
Tribes given government-to-government consultation mandates and
complex histories (page 128).
3. Leverage formal and informal communities of practice, defined in the literature as
groups of people who interact to learn about a common interest (Wenger-Trayner
and Wenger-Trayner, 2015), to encourage Partnership stability.
a. Leverage an informal community of practice interested in Partnership
success to balance the goal of maintaining an inclusive and diverse
steering committee with Partnership responsiveness, agility, and ability to
move programming forward (page 166). See also Recommendation 4,
below.
b. Highlight opportunities for interested participants to work in collaboration
with others in the partnership.
c. Establish best practices for formal communities of practice (e.g., subcommittees), especially to ensure diverse representation of participants.
4. Balance the Partnership’s inclusivity while maintaining a nimble, productive
organization (page 166). See also Recommendation 3(a), above:
a. Focus outreach efforts to strategic members of organizations who can
bring organizational support and relevant experience (page 157).
b. Leverage formal and informal communities of practice (existing and new)
to provide support and move priorities forward. Because these
7

communities will exist in many places throughout the network, they can
help connect participants working at the edges of the network and increase
cohesiveness. For example, participants who are particularly invested in
overall Partnership success could survey participants and generate draft
measurements for and indicators of Partnership success (page 152).
c. Other recommendations, including establishing group norms and
indicators of success in the Partnership, will provide structure to ground
the Partnership and avoid mission-drift or being pulled too far from its
goals by an influential or disruptive actor.
5. Use social network analysis (Bixler, 2018a) to:
a. understand the impact and inform next steps when an organization leaves
the Partnership (e.g., U.S. Bureau of Land Management). Who did that
actor interact with, connect, or bring into the Partnership? What outreach
is needed to mitigate the loss? (page 102)
b. inform leadership’s approach to gathering feedback and making decisions
by understanding that participants may have different perspectives and
experiences based on their network position (page 113).
6. Expand the types of knowledge explicitly considered in the Partnership to
effectively engage in and with social science inquiry (page 277):
a. Use social science methods to investigate questions about how to integrate
Indigenous Knowledge and western science, to illuminate assumptions,
and to identify opportunities to practice knowledge co-production.
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b. Consider adding human dimensions such as subsistence harvesting
concerns or community economic factors to monitoring efforts.
7. Leverage the collective impact framework (Kania and Kramer, 2011):
a. to establish a shared understanding of success for the Partnership, and
methods to measure and track that success (page 220).
b. in conjunction with the work of other scholars of co-production of
knowledge (Berkes, 2009a; Berkes, 2009b; Robards et al., 2018; Reed and
Abernethy, 2018) to communicate with funders about the Partnership’s
role as a backbone organization and the necessity of long funding
timelines (pages 264, 272, 281).
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Dent, M. (2021)

CHAPTER 1: RESEARCH PLAN
1.1 Introduction
Natural resources rarely conform to social and political boundaries. While this
is especially evident with mobile resources like air, water, and wildlife, it can be
equally true for natural processes, ecosystems, natural communities, and connected
habitat. These cross-boundary or shared resources exist at multiple scales from local to
global: a deep forest with high habitat value for black bears might span the jurisdictions
of two or three towns; the Lake Champlain basin is a regional watershed that stretches
10

across two U.S. states and one Canadian province; and the Arctic Ocean, made
increasingly accessible due to retreating sea ice, is a global resource that spans
international boundaries and attracts the interests of nations beyond the circumpolar
region.
It is likely that a combination of federal, Tribal or First Nation, state or
provincial, and local government officials, nonprofit and for-profit organizations, and a
range of local, traditional, and Indigenous groups are all simultaneously making
decisions about how to use, preserve, and manage cross-boundary natural resources.
Because cross-boundary natural resources exist at scales from local to global, the
entities with jurisdiction over these resources also span multiple scales. The Great
Lakes Commission (“GLC”) is an example of a natural resource governance network
that spans multiple jurisdictions and scales of government between the United States
and Canada (GLC, About Us, 2016). Without a collaborative management network like
the GLC, decision-makers in the Great Lakes region may end up working in relative
isolation, which could lead to conflict or negative unintended impacts to the resource.
Additionally, some resources are “too complex to be governed effectively by a single
agency. Governance of many kinds of fisheries, forests, grazing lands, watersheds,
wildlife, protected areas and other resources, requires the joint action of multiple
parties” (Berkes, 2009b, p. 1692).
To illustrate how a landscape-scale view might lead to more informed and better
management decisions about the resource, consider the Atlantic Coastal Pine Barrens
ecoregion. The ecoregion is present in noncontiguous locations along the United States
11

North Atlantic seacoast, spanning New Jersey, New York, and Massachusetts. If natural
resource managers working in the Pine Barrens in New Jersey make management
decisions based only on local information, they may conclude that the Pine Barrens are
not a specific area of concern right now—much of the ecoregion there is wellpreserved, and some areas are already federally protected. However, a landscape-scale
view reveals that the Pine Barrens are under considerable pressure in New York and
Massachusetts. Population increases and development in these areas are causing steady
losses of habitat (Sohl, USGS, 2003). In this context, resource managers in New Jersey
may reevaluate the importance of protecting their local Pine Barrens; they may choose
to prioritize conservation of their uniquely large, healthy, and connected piece of the
ecoregion. The landscape-scale perspective allows for New Jersey land use managers to
see and consider new options for their local management decisions.
Landscape-scale and cross-boundary management approaches have traction in
the conservation field, including with the United States government. The National Park
Service (“NPS”) published a Call to Action in advance of their 2016 centennial that
indicated the NPS would undertake conservation work across political and international
boundaries in partnership with others (NPS, 2011). The NPS also published a document
titled Scaling Up: A Collaborative Approach to Large Landscape Conservation (NPS,
2014), which outlines ongoing NPS efforts to collaboratively manage national and
international natural resources including national parks, national trails, and World
Heritage Sites. Additionally, the U.S. Department of the Interior (“DOI”), in its 2010
Secretarial Order 3289, established the Landscape Conservation Cooperative Network
12

and recognized that “given the broad impacts of climate change, management response
to such impacts must be coordinated on a landscape-level basis” (U.S. DOI, 2010, p. 3).
The Landscape Conservation Cooperative Network
The Landscape Conservation Cooperative (“LCC”) initiative established 22
self-directed LCCs across the United States, the Pacific Islands, and Puerto Rico that
envisioned “Landscapes capable of sustaining natural and cultural resources for current
and future generations,” (LCC Network, 2018). This vision guided their mission to
build a network of regional LCCs that “work collaboratively to identify best practices,
connect efforts, identify science gaps, and avoid duplication through conservation
planning and design,” (LCC Network, 2018). The Secretarial Order establishing the
LCC Network shows that a goal of the initiative was to encourage collaboration among
federal agencies as well as with other stakeholders in natural resources management:
“Interior bureaus and agencies must work together, and with other federal, state, Tribal
and local governments, and private landowner partners, to develop landscape-level
strategies for understanding and responding to climate change impacts” (U.S. DOI,
2010, p. 3). Each LCC had a similar structure of USFWS-based staff and a volunteer
steering committee. The boundaries for each region were based on North American
Bird Conservation Initiative bird conservation areas and incorporate regions with
similar ecology (NABCI, Interview F). Many of the LCCs extend outside of the United
States to Canada, Mexico, and elsewhere in North and Central America (Figure 1).
LCC documents report the initiative’s purpose was to support management
responses to landscape-scale stressors like climate change and invasive species
13

concerns with landscape-scale, regionally appropriate solutions. To achieve this goal,
LCCs engaged a steering committee to “develop shared, landscape-level, conservation
objectives and inform conservation strategies that are based on a shared scientific
understanding about the landscape, including the implications of current and future
environmental stressors” (LCC Network, 2018). Each regional LCC would provide to
its steering committee member organizations technical expertise and science products
including models, plans, and monitoring strategies.

Figure 1: Map of Original 22 Landscape Conservation Cooperative Networks
(The Landscape Partnership)
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Regionally based employees of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (“USFWS”)
Science Applications program staffed each LCC Network (LCC Network, Science
Applications). Each LCC had at least two staff: a Network Coordinator who acted as a
facilitator and support for the steering committee; and a Science Coordinator, who
managed science and project work. An LCC’s steering committee was a large group of
natural resource actors in the region including government agencies, Tribes, land
managers, scientists, and actors from private, non-profit, and academic entities. The
regional LCCs were connected by a centralized four-person staff that also administered
the international LCC Council and two internal committees. The LCC Council, a
rotating group of advocates for the LCC Network, supported the LCC Network in
achieving its goals and sustained the initiative by helping to build “a constituency of
partners” (LCC Council Charter, 2015, p. 2). Finally, two internal committees included
the LCC Coordinators Team of 22 individual and one national LCC Coordinators, and
the LCC Network Science Coordinators Team of 22 individual and one national
Science Coordinators. These two internal committees reinforced whole-network
connectivity and collaboration by providing avenues of cross-LCC information
sharing.
While landscape-scale and cross-boundary natural resource management efforts
remain generally popular, the 2017 change in U.S. presidential administration led to the
withdrawal support for the LCC Network initiative and a diminished emphasis on
climate change research. The following research was conducted before, during, and
after this transition period.
15

Case Study: The Northwest Boreal Partnership
This study focuses on the Northwest Boreal Partnership (“Partnership”), which
began its work in 2011 as the Northwestern Interior Forest LLC, one of five original
LCC networks in the State of Alaska. In 2012, the LCC’s steering committee changed
their name to the Northwest Boreal LCC in part to better include Canadian actors; the
term boreal better aligned with Canada’s National Ecological Framework ecozone
name for the region (Northwest Boreal Partnership, 2012; Interview F). The
Partnership’s region (Figure 2) is a 330-million-acre boreal forest biome, also called
the Taiga, and boreal transition zone that spans most of Interior and Southcentral
Alaska and stretches into Canada across Yukon Territory into southern Northwest
Territories and northern British Columbia (Northwest Boreal Partnership, 2015). The
region is home to national and state/provincial parks on both sides of the international
border as well as a joint U.S.-Canada World Heritage Site. Characterized by extremes,
the region includes North America’s tallest mountains as well as coastline and lowlying river basins, lakes, and wetlands. Both expansive boreal forest and treeless tundra
cover the region. Summers there see long hours of daylight and periods of significant
heat; winters see minimal daylight and periods of extreme cold. Wildlife in the region is
both residential, like moose, and migratory, like geese, salmon, and caribou. Natural
processes like wildfire, earthquakes, changing permafrost, glacial erosion and
sedimentation continue to shape the landscape. Effects of the changing climate on this
region are noticeable in melting permafrost and increased winter freeze-thaw cycles.
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Figure 2: Map of Northwest Boreal Partnership Region
(Northwest Boreal Partnership, Where We Work)

The Northwest Boreal Partnership’s region includes the largest population
centers in Alaska (Municipality of Anchorage, pop. 288,000; Matanuska-Susitna
Borough, pop. 108,000; Fairbanks North Star Borough, pop. 96,000), the Yukon (City
of Whitehorse, pop. 22,000), and the Northwest Territories (City of Yellowknife, pop.
19,000) (U.S. Census Bureau; Statistics Canada). Dozens of Tribes and First Nations
have traditional territory in this region and continue to practice a range of traditional
activities on the land including subsistence hunting, fishing, and gathering. Other major
actors include U.S. and Canadian governments at all scales, Tribal and First Nations
governments, Alaska Native Corporations, and other public and private entities.
Extractive industries are common including logging and mining. To help characterize
and understand the region, one of the Northwest Boreal Partnership’s earliest projects
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was to map the anthropogenic footprint of their region. Figure 3 shows one product of
that initiative: a map of the historical footprint of mining operations in the region.

Figure 3: Map of Historical Mining Footprint in Northwest Boreal Partnership Region
(UAA Alaska Center for Conservation Science)

Though the Northwest Boreal Partnership region is home to many communities,
significant portions of the region remain remote. The Partnership describes information
gaps as characteristic of the region and identifies a need for “science-based and targeted
conservation at landscape scales to inform management decisions,” in the context of
global climate and environmental changes (Northwest Boreal Partnership, 2015, p. 3).
To address this need, the Partnership convenes natural resource decision-makers across
the region via in-person and virtual facilitated conversations. A large, diverse steering
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committee directs the work of the Partnership under a shared vision: “A dynamic
landscape that maintains functioning, resilient boreal ecosystems and associated
cultural resources” (Northwest Boreal Partnership, 2015, p. 1). The steering committee
is led by two co-chairs and two co-vice-chairs. Each pair, which rotate every few years,
has one person from the Canada side and one person from the Alaska side of the
international border. Steering committee membership has changed over time as
participation ebbs and flow, and I heard and observed that the steering committee is
gaining representation from Canadian land planning groups and Indigenous
communities and governments in the region.
History of the Northwest Boreal Partnership
Over the course of this study, I observed the Northwest Boreal Partnership
experience significant organizational change both by choice and resulting from national
political change in the United States and Canada. In 2011, members of the LCC staff
and early steering committee (which was then led primarily by USFWS staff) invested
in an outreach effort in Alaska and Canada to invite participation and build a robust, binational steering committee (Interview F). The LCC ratified its charter (2012) at its first
steering committee meeting in the spring of 2012. The group met in the City of
Whitehorse as a show of their cross-border commitment (Interview F). Between 2012
and 2016, the LCC saw three different staff in the Science Coordinator position and in
2016 added the Partnership Director role. The LCC then chose to move the Partnership
Director role from the USFWS to the U.S. non-profit Wildlife Management Institute
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(“WMI”) to increase the perceptions of neutrality in the network (see extended
discussion in Chapter 3.4).
Significant political changes happened on both sides of the international border
during this study period. While Canada experienced a 2015 change from the
Conservative government of Stephen Harper to the Liberal government of Justin
Trudeau, the United States experienced a 2017 change in presidential administration
from Democrat Barack Obama to Republican Donald Trump. Both governments of
Harper and Trump deemphasized climate change and landscape-scale conservation
efforts in their governments, while the governments of Obama and Trudeau directed
more funding to these efforts. After the 2017 U.S. presidential administration change,
the USFWS was directed to no longer host, fund, and staff the 22 LCC Networks (U.S.
House of Representatives, 2019). Individual LCCs reacted differently to this change;
some dissolved while others moved their support functions to other organizations (U.S.
House of Representatives, 2019). The Northwest Boreal LCC had just moved their
director role to WMI but their Science Coordinator staff at the USFWS was impacted
by the loss of funding to participate. Some government staff continued to participate as
steering committee members.
In 2019 and 2020, respectively, the Northwest Boreal LCC steering committee
voted to relocate their Partnership Director position to the non-profit Alaska
Conservation Foundation (“ACF”) and change their name to the Northwest Boreal
Partnership. Today, the Partnership remains in a state of uncertainty as it looks to shore
up long-term operational funding. The Northwest Boreal Partnership’s website, which
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is currently undergoing renovations, displays a roster of present steering committee
partner organizations and a note that several individuals participate without an
organization including Indigenous leaders, students, and retired professionals
(Northwest Boreal Partnership website, Partners). This study’s observations find that
the roster does not include the interested parties that often attend Partnership meetings.
The roster does not reflect the ebb and flow of individual and organizational
participation at any given time.
Two other remaining Alaska LCCs are also housed at ACF, which has provided
some stability and mutual support. Throughout the changes of the past few years, the
Partnership continues to work toward its original vision of a connected and healthy
landscape. The Partnership continues to facilitate communication and informationsharing via a website (currently undergoing renovations), email, and in-person and
virtual meetings.

1.2 Literature Review
Problem Context and Foundation
Existing literature provides a foundation that justifies my investigation of the
relationship between collaboration and science communication across diverse ways of
knowing in the Northwest Boreal Partnership. In this review, I begin by exploring the
challenges of managing the Commons and shared natural resources. I show how the
literature supports further study of collaborative solutions to these management
challenges, especially at the landscape scale, and how the Northwest Boreal Partnership
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is a dynamic case through which to learn. I then narrow the discussion to collaboration
within governance networks in the natural resource management field. I incorporate
ideas about sharing science information across diverse ways of knowing, specifically
Indigenous Knowledge and social sciences. This gradual narrowing from big ideas to
specific inquiry mirrors the process by which I developed my research question, goals,
and objectives.
Garrett Hardin, in his 1968 paper The Tragedy of the Commons, spelled out the
ecological ruin of the Commons, or shared natural resources. He argued that when no
property rights govern a Commons, and thus no restrictions to use are established, the
human condition drives users to gain maximum individual benefit at the expense of
exhausting the resource entirely. His solutions were to “sell [the resource] off as private
property,” or “keep them as public property, but allocate the right to enter them” via
lottery, fee, or similar barrier (Hardin, 1968, p. 1245). Privatization or restricting access
were preferable to sharing, he said, because “the Commons, if justifiable at all, is
justifiable only under conditions of low population density” (Hardin, 1968, p. 1248).
When a tragedy of the Commons occurs, it usually entails catastrophic environmental
degradation and user conflict. Hardin (1968) argued that common natural resources
cannot be sustained in this age of rapid population growth: “The Commons has had to
be abandoned in one aspect after another” (p. 1248).
With regard to managing the impacts of climate change to shared resources,
Hardin’s two options – privatization or exclusion – are both impractical (e.g., assigning
ownership to entire oceans) and nearly impossible to enforce (e.g., excluding access to
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emerging Arctic shipping lanes). It is both a problem and an opportunity to discover
alternative management techniques for shared resources like drinking water and
waterways, all in the context of the needs of resource users and local communities.
Dietz, Ostrom, and Stern (2003) argue that Hardin’s options ignore that many
local governments have implemented strategies that steward sustained use and
protection of a shared resource. They articulate the importance of finding effective
methods of governing Commons resources by asking: “Is it possible to govern such
critical commons as the oceans and the climate?” (p. 1910). They remain “guardedly
optimistic,” (p. 1910) and cite self-organization and adaptive governance systems as
examples of successful governance structures. In The Drama in the Commons, Stern et
al. (2002) discuss potential areas of research to build upon the body of knowledge of
managing and governing shared, large-scale resources. The authors promote research
that expands upon the insights gained in local-scale research and explores regional and
global scale resources. Dietz et al. (2003) discuss that open-access resources are easier
to manage when certain criteria are met, including ease of monitoring use, moderate
rates of change in the resource, and that resource users maintain significant social
capital allowing for trust. Many landscape-scale scenarios lack at least one of these
characteristics, so the authors argue that it is possible to “devise institutional
arrangements that help establish such conditions” (p. 1908).
Furthering our understanding of such institutional arrangements, Ostrom (2009)
establishes that human-used resources are part of social-ecological systems. Ostrom’s
framework holds that in a social-ecological system, resource systems (e.g., a national
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park) and resource units (e.g., wildlife, trees, water) interact with governance systems
(e.g., the National Park Service) and users (e.g., recreationists) in various ways to
produce various outcome (p. 420). Ostrom (2009) refutes Hardin’s (1968) narrow view
that resource-users would never consider using a resource in a way other than for
maximum personal gain. Ostrom (2009) argues that social-ecological systems can be,
and are in practice, arranged to avoid a total collapse of a shared resource. She
discusses ten variables that can lead to successful conservation of a common resource
and encourages further research. The LCC Network, and now the Northwest Boreal
Partnership, can be considered an example of an “institutional arrangement” that
intends to create conditions that facilitate managing shared ecosystems.
Jacobson and Robertson (2012) propose the LCC Networks were “bridging
entities” providing “structure and a process for integration of…science into a
deliberative and adaptive process to inform conservation” at the landscape scale (p.
335). They argue the LCC’s networked, non-regulatory design (which persists in the
Northwest Boreal Partnership) creates forums in which managers in a region can
collaborate to identify conservation and management concerns, and find information
and tools needed to act on those concerns. The LCC Network provided a defined scope
for conservations effort, but also transcended political boundaries that fragment the
ecoregion. This approach facilitates a local manager’s ability to make conservation
decisions within a regional context (Jacobson and Robertson, 2012). The authors also
note that LCCs encouraged connectedness to build and maintain social capital in the
region. The LCC Network, and now the Northwest Boreal Partnership, is a dynamic
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case study through which to explore creative solutions to the challenge of managing
shared and cross-boundary natural resources at a landscape scale.
Concepts and Theoretical Frameworks
To frame this study, I drew upon theoretical frameworks in scientific literature
about governance networks, collaboration, and diverse knowledge and ways of
knowing. Below, I explore connections between these concepts to better understand the
role of science information in a diverse, collaborative governance network.
Governance Networks
Koliba et al. (2011) assert that networked governance structures can form for
many reasons, including as a response to complex, or wicked, problems like climate
change. The authors note that networks have always been at the heart of government
because increasingly complex social networks eventually necessitate government
structures to thrive (p. 14). The Northwest Boreal Partnership can be considered a
governance network, or “interorganizational networks comprised of multiple actors,
often spanning sectors and scale, working together to influence the creation,
implementation, and monitoring of public policies” (Koliba et al., 2011, xxv). The
Partnership’s networked design allows for collaboration across jurisdictional
boundaries and scales of governance, which is essential to addressing the complexity of
managing shared resources.
Collaboration can happen with or without true networks, but Agranoff (2006)
notes that, “importantly, networks open up new possibilities that would be hard for one,
two, or even three organizations working together to achieve” (p. 611). While
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collaboration does not require a network, Koliba et al. (2011) posit “that all governance
networks possess, to one degree or another, certain collaborative characteristics” (p.
57). This is true even if the type of network leans toward a hierarchical structure or is
bound by contract.
Several scholars argue that collaborative networks build social capital—trust,
respect, legitimacy, network norms—which precipitates future collaborations (Koontz
et al., 2004; Agranoff, 2006; Koliba et al., 2011). Koliba et al. (2011) discuss the
importance of understanding the amount and type of resources exchanged between
actors in a network and, more specifically, what “knowledge capital” (p. 99) is
developed through those exchanges. Information flow is a critical component of a
network in that it impacts how “collective meaning and goals are established” (Koliba
et al., 2011, p. 119) and contribute to problem definition (Koliba et al., 2011, p. 11;
Heikkila and Gerlak, 2005). A central function of the Northwest Boreal Partnership is
to create and disseminate science information about resources in the region. Jacobson
and Robertson (2012) note that the LCC network, through collaboration, intended to
facilitate “knowledge exchange at multiple levels,” to “break down institutional barriers
facing landscape-scale conservation efforts” (p. 337).
Meadows (1999) defines information flow as a powerful leverage point in a
system or network, arguing that small, targeted changes to the way information moves
can ripple outward to create network-wide impacts. Information sharing and knowledge
capital play a pivotal role in creating conditions for governance networks to thrive. But
individuals understand and respond to information differently based on many factors
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including preferences and prior experiences. This leads me to inquire: in a diverse
network like the Northwest Boreal Partnership how does information sharing relate to
participation?
Collaboration
Scholars have explored various themes, theories, and frameworks of
collaboration across many disciplines, and existing literature about collaboration
reflects the complexity of the concept itself. In her foundational book, Collaborating:
Finding common ground for multiparty problems (1989), Barbara Gray defines
collaboration as “a process through which parties who see different aspects of a
problem can constructively explore their differences and search for solutions that go
beyond their own limited vision of what is possible” in order to “create a richer, more
comprehensive appreciation of the problem among the stakeholders than any one of
them could construct alone” (Gray, 1989, p. 5). She notes that collaboration is an
emergent process and that it supports democratic values. Gray (1989) holds that conflict
is not a prerequisite for collaboration, but that collaborative approaches are effective for
finding solutions to complex, multi-party problems where conflict might otherwise
arise, such as the management of shared natural resources.
Both governance networks and environmental management literature readily
acknowledge the challenges of practicing collaboration, as well as critiques of
collaborative governance approaches to environmental management. A critique relevant
to my study is the challenge of ensuring all stakeholders in a case are afforded a voice
in the collaboration. This is especially complicated when the collaboration balances the
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needs of local resource users and broad national interests (Koontz et al., 2004, p. 12).
Furthermore, several scholars agree that collaboration has a cost, and sometimes is
neither necessary nor the most prudent choice for decision-making (Koliba et al, 2011;
Agranoff, 2006; Gray, 1989). They argue that collaboration should not be blindly
accepted as a cure against conflict or divisive politics (Scarlett, 2013). But healthy
collaborations often involve creatively working through conflict (Gray, 1989).
Collaborations that do not experience conflict may lack diversity and be at risk for
groupthink, meaning the scope of ideas or solutions narrows as members of a group
continue to agree and avoid challenging ideas (Koliba et al., 2011). Finally, Koontz et
al. (2004) note that while natural resource managers often agree that collaboration is a
positive management model, “knowledge is limited about the degree to which
collaborative environmental management fosters improved ecological conditions in
practice” (p. 27). Despite acknowledging the challenges associated with collaboration,
Gray (1989) remains clear that there is no shortage of problems where thoughtful
collaboration is a sound choice for finding solutions. The Northwest Boreal Partnership
shares this sentiment and has adopted a collaborative model.
The Northwest Boreal Partnership values diverse ideas and strives to create a
structure where “input from a broad diversity of stakeholders” is sought through
multiple methods, such as “via inquiry or more interactive approaches” (Jacobson and
Robertson, 2012, p. 341). While embracing multiple viewpoints allows a collaborative
network to avoid groupthink more easily, other methods of ensuring equity among
participants are necessary. Bussey et al. (2016) suggest that collaborators need to be
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aware of existing privileges and power imbalances to fully understand collaborative
dynamics. Pasquero (1991) notes that the collaborative process leads to the adaptation
of new group norms, which can perpetuate exclusion of stakeholders who are not
included at the outset. The convener has a critical role in creating space for full and
diverse participation (Gray, 1989). As a convener, the Partnership should consider the
complexity of achieving full representation in a collaborative network.
Wood and Gray (1991) argue that governing shared natural resources is
challenging in part because often no obvious convener exists. The authors expand on
Gray’s original work to create a broader definition that moves toward a comprehensive
theory of collaboration. Their definition of collaboration intends to balance
generalizable theory with enough specificity to allow decision-makers to recognize
collaboration in practice: “Collaboration occurs when a group of autonomous
stakeholders of a problem domain engage in an interactive process, using shared rules,
norms, and structures, to act or decide on issues related to that domain” (p. 146). With
this definition, the authors discuss the role of the convener and other preconditions for
collaboration. While Wood and Gray (1991) do not define the convener as a necessary
precondition for collaboration, they note that successful conveners can facilitate
collaboration. These observations resonate with Ostrom (2009) who holds that certain
variables, including shared rules, norms, and the presence of leadership, can lead to
collaborative governance structures for shared natural resources. The original LCC
Network, in a departure from the regulatory role of the federal government, intended to
provide structured support to convene collaboration (Jacobson and Robertson, 2012).
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The convener has the power to identify and bring all stakeholders to the table (Gray,
1989) and has qualities that support their own legitimacy including trustworthiness,
fairness, and facilitating skills (Wood and Gray, 1991). The role of the convener relates
to the institutional arrangements of Dietz et al. for managing shared natural resources
(2003).
An additional framework for collaborative initiatives is the Collective Action
framework by Kania and Kramer (2011). Five pillars that support the framework
describe how initiatives for large-scale social change (e.g., school reform) can move
from isolated projects resulting in isolated impact to collective or systemic impact, all
within constraints of existing resources. The framework is interesting to consider in this
case because the Northwest Boreal Partnership exemplifies most of the central pillars of
the framework. Kania and Kramer (2011) argue that, to achieve collective action,
organizations must agree to a common agenda and undertake mutually reinforcing
activities, meaning organizations do not all do the same thing—they do what they are
good at in a way that serves the common agenda. Additionally, collective action
requires continuous communication and the support of a backbone organization, a role
that the Northwest Boreal Partnership staff and steering committee hold. Kania and
Kramer (2011) hold that even complex social problems can benefit from this approach.
I return to this framework periodically throughout this thesis, particularly as a possible
method of communicating the value of the Partnership’s work to potential funders.
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Collaboration and Governance
In the natural resource management domain, Koontz et al. (2004) in
Collaborative Environmental Management: What Roles for Government? show that
slow, consistent movement of federal environmental management from command-andcontrol to a more collaborative approach equates directly to a movement from a theory
of traditional government to governance. They adopt the Milward and Provan (2000)
definition of governance as a “process that takes place through the collective action of a
variety of participants, all of whom retain some control over decision making or
implementation,” (Koontz et al., 2004, p. 6). This notion is similar to the collaborative
aspect of governance networks explored by Koliba et al. (2011).
Collaboration in this case stands in juxtaposition to the regulator role of
government in natural resources management. Also, because collaborative efforts are
often seen as grassroots, it can be difficult to imagine hierarchical institutions having a
collaborative role at all. Koontz et al. (2004) assert that government entities can engage
in collaborative governance in many ways, including as participants in efforts led by
non-governmental actors. In collaborative environmental management, government
may or may not have legally binding authority even though the traditional role of
government is to be the “expert, manager, or enforcer” (Koontz et al., 2004, p. 21). In
the Northwest Boreal Partnership, the role of government in the collaboration has
morphed: as established, the convener was a federal government agency; now that
agency joins others federal entities as well as state/provincial and local governments as
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participants only. This illustrates the dynamic character of networks and of participant
positions in networks.
Koontz et al. (2004) also discuss collaborative environmental management
processes and outcomes (p. 23-28). Issue definition is an important step in establishing
the purpose of collaboration: what is the problem; what solutions are available? Issue
definition also takes biophysical constraints into account, such as the physical size or
range of the resource to be managed and the range of stakeholders involved. Resources
for collaboration have an impact on what kinds of environmental management goals
can be achieved, including “technical” resources, which are “information and
knowledge about the natural resource…both scientific and local time-and-place data”
(p. 24). This consistent emphasis on information and knowledge capital throughout the
governance network and collaboration literature points to deeper questions regarding
the relationship between information and collaboration.
Science Information, Collaboration, and Adaptive Management
Existing literature supports the idea that shared information is critical to the
success of collaborative networks (Koliba et al., 2011, p. 120; Heikkila and Gerlak,
2005). Additional literature suggests that science information, specifically, can be an
effective tool for encouraging collaboration. Heikkila and Gerlak (2005) found that
science information, beyond leading to effective problem or issue definition, can act as
a “neutralizing force for value differences,” (p. 587) which can bring diverse
stakeholders together and into action. Scarlett (2013) observes that situations defined
by complexity, uncertainty, and change require collaboration across jurisdictions. The
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uncertainty of global climate change inspired the establishment of the original LCC
Network and persists in the work of the Northwest Boreal Partnership.
In the Northwest Boreal Partnership, the information shared is broadly
described as scientific—but what does that mean in practice? LCC documents indicate
that the LCCs were established to provide technical expertise to support “landscapescale conservation using adaptive management principles” (LCC Network, 2010, p. 1).
Landscape scale conservation includes both processes and resulting products from
“biological planning, conservation design, inventory and monitoring program design,
and other types of conservation-based scientific research, planning and coordination”
(LCC Network, 2010, p. 1). Nassauer and Opdam (2008) acknowledge that science can
be both a product and a process when they define landscape design, a collaborative
planning process rooted in landscape ecology, as both a product and a process.
Bartuszevige et al. (2016) push this idea further by suggesting that the product of
landscape design may be intangible: “Landscape design…is a stakeholder-driven
process for which the final product is not a written document but a commitment by a
partnership of stakeholders to implement conservation recommendations” (p. 412).
Like collaborative conservation approaches, adaptive management also emerges
as tools for groups to achieve solutions by creating opportunities to respond to new
information (Jacobson and Robertson, 2012). The Collaborative Adaptive Management
Network (CAMNet, 2016) defines adaptive management as “a systematic management
paradigm that assumes natural resource management policies and actions are not static,
but are adjusted based on the combination of new scientific…information.” They
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further describe collaborative adaptive management as “incorporate[ing] and link[ing]
knowledge and credible science with the experience and values of stakeholders and
managers for more effective management decision making” (CAMNet, About, 2016).
Scarlett (2013) adds that an adaptive management framework is based on continual
learning, or the “capacity to generate ongoing knowledge and adjust action based on
that learning” (p. 2). Karpouzoglou, Dewulf and Clark (2015) relate adaptive
management of natural resources to governance networks: “Adaptive governance is in
line with the emergence of new modes of governing in which multiple actors are
involved, interactions within and across state, private sector and civil society are key
and decisions require action across multiple scales and levels” (p. 1). While adaptive
management practices alone do not demand collaboration (agencies and individuals can
employ adaptive management procedures in isolation), Jacobson and Robertson (2012)
acknowledge that the LCC networks intended to adopt adaptive and collaborative
governance structures, and the Northwest Boreal Partnership perpetuates this today.
Koontz et al. (2004) describe a case in which a government convener of a
collaborative environmental management program tried to rely on science information
to eliminate conflict among participants. In this case, the science products and the
process of sharing those products did not produce positive collaborative results. Science
information was central to the collaboration process because the convener assumed that
conflict between participants arose from an inconsistent understanding of the
ecosystem. With this assumption, the convener concluded that providing the same
accurate science information to all collaborators would ameliorate the discord.
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However, achieving a shared scientific understanding of the ecosystem did not address
the conflicting interests among the parties. Additionally, Koontz et al. note that the
government’s choice to focus on science information to facilitate collaboration had real
and uneven impacts on the participants’ collaborative experiences: “this approach
reduced the power and relevance of nontechnical participants, which in turn
undermined the program’s ability to develop consensus and buy in despite its
collaborative structure” (p. 124).
Diverse Ways of Knowing
Rathwell et al. (2015) note that environmental commons are often shared by
“diverse social actors with unique (although not independent) forms and types of
knowledge” (p. 852). Exploring questions about the presence and role of diverse
knowledge and ways of knowing in the Northwest Boreal Partnership is critical to this
case study because individuals interact with science information produced and
communicated in the network in part based upon their way of knowing, or their
ontological and epistemological beliefs. At a practical and operational level, the
Northwest Boreal Partnership seeks robust participation by a full spectrum of natural
resource decision-makers in each region, not only those steeped in western science
perspectives. This includes a range of local and traditional resource users who have
unique histories with the landscape, and thus may have different understandings of their
individual role in a governance network. Of note, Tribal and First Nations governments,
communities, and non-governmental organizations play significant roles in natural
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resource management in the region and contribute a diversity of ontological and
epistemological perspectives.
Roux et al. (2006) make a distinction between information and knowledge that
illuminates a challenge of communicating science information among diverse
stakeholders in a network. They define information as data that can be packaged and
transported between and among parties. Knowledge, however, derives from a “mix of
experiences, values, contextual information, and intuition that provides a framework”
from which to understand the world (p. 6). These definitions leave room for different
knowledge to be interpreted from the same set of information. Roux et al. (2006) argue
that knowledge cannot be transferred without social interaction because of the
additional context that information alone lacks (p. 7).
A study by Bussey et al. (2016) of participants in a forest co-management group
compares the nature of participants’ ecological knowledge as well as the generation and
transmission of that knowledge. Interviews revealed differences in management
priorities and “knowledge content” between Indigenous Knowledge and western
science (p. 105). First, management priorities for individual species were sometimes at
odds. Indigenous Knowledge users managed for culturally significant species, and
western scientists managing for economically viable species. Second, while methods of
knowledge generation overlapped around observation and hands-on interaction with the
resource, Indigenous Knowledge users also reported generating knowledge in a
personal, spiritual, or identity-based way. Third, Bussey et al. (2016) report that some
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users had species-focused knowledge that acted as an indicator, or representation of
larger ecosystem status (p. 105).
As previously discussed, scholars of collaboration and governance networks
recognize that maintaining diverse perspectives and complete information is key to
success of collaboration and to the functional health of governance networks (Gray,
1989; Koliba et al., 2011). Jacobson and Robertson (2012) describe that the process of
information-gathering was not systematic or institutionalized across the individual LCC
Networks. Though the authors believe the LCCs generally recognized the benefits of
“soliciting input from a broad diversity of stakeholders via inquiry or more interactive
approaches” (p. 341), each network had to determine what that looked like in practice.
The authors cited the then Pacific Islands LCC as having successfully institutionalized
the inclusion of Traditional Ecological Knowledge into their work. And yet, they also
recognized that some types of knowledge (namely social science or human dimensions)
are consistently undervalued within the LCCs—a reflection of broad trends across the
natural resource conservation field (p. 341). Jacobson and Robertson (2012) argue that
while “systematic social science inquiry is not institutionalized within the LCC network
currently,” the organization has created a social network that “has broad reach and
infiltrates the larger stakeholder community both by seeking input and sharing
information among stakeholders at multiple levels” (p. 341). This inclusive foundation
is important for eventual integration of ways of knowing different than western science.
Theoretical concepts highlighting the importance of diverse perspectives
transcend the specific fields of governance networks, collaboration, and natural
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resource management. Karpouzoglou, Dewulf and Clark (2015) discuss the benefits of
incorporating “multiple theories” to improve the practice of adaptive governance. The
authors define theoretical multiplicity as a “meta-paradigmatic approach” that values
how different theories “inform each other without undermining the distinctiveness of
individual theories” (p. 2). Echoing Koliba et al. (2011) and Gray (1989),
Karpouzoglou et al. (2015) argue that including diverse theoretical perspectives is what
allows for “a more nuanced understanding…of ‘wicked’ societal and sustainability
issues” (p. 2). The authors cite several studies that combine adaptive governance theory
with complementary theories and find better results in practice, particularly within
complex natural resource arenas (p. 5-7).
Indigenous Knowledge
Traditional Ecological Knowledge (TEK), local knowledge, and Indigenous
Knowledge are three representations of ways of knowing and knowledge held by
Indigenous individuals and communities, in this case specifically relating to the natural
environment. The intersection of Indigenous Knowledge and western science in natural
resource governance and management is important to my study because the Northwest
Boreal Partnership prioritizes the integration of multiple knowledge types and the
coproduction of knowledge to further conservation efforts (Northwest Boreal
Partnership, 2018). Berkes et al. (2000) acknowledge the challenges inherent to
integrating diverse ways of knowing in a research setting, but also identify how western
science and Indigenous Knowledge are similar in natural resources management,
including specific methods (observation of change over time) and specific management
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tools (seasonal and temporary restrictions on hunting, and protection of specific species
and habitat) (p. 1254). The major difference that Berkes et al. (2000) identify is that
Indigenous Knowledge and western science grow from different ontological and
epistemological beliefs. The authors adopt the ideas of anthropologist Claude LeviStrauss and philosopher Paul Feyerabend, who describe Indigenous Knowledge as
concrete and rooted in experience and the collective history, and western science as
abstract and theoretical (p. 1251). While it can be argued that western science also
incorporates empirically grounded observation, Berkes et al. (2000) acknowledge that
the different foundations of each knowledge type can translate to practical applications.
For example, Berkes et al. (2000) argue that traditional Indigenous hunting practices
are derived from experience, communicated through elders and story, and maintained
via social expectation; in western science, hunting regulations are often established
through population surveys and modeling. Berkes et al. (2000) argue that these diverse
ways of knowing can be complementary in ecological adaptive management, and they
frame their argument as western science moving to adopt facets of Indigenous
Knowledge and other local ways of knowing.
Several scholars of natural resources governance have explored cases where
collaboration across different ways of knowing was successful. Several studies
(McBride et al., 2016; Bussey et al., 2016) and practicing resource managers (Wrangell
St-Elias National Park and Preserve, personal communication, 2015) hold wildfire
management as a proven example of successful collaboration between multiple
jurisdictions and between western science and Indigenous Knowledge. Emery et al.
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(2014) outline a cooperative study by the USDA Forest Service’s Forest Inventory and
Analysis Program (FIA) and the Great Lakes Indian Fish and Wildlife Commission
(GLIFWC) to improve targeted inventory of paper birch trees. The study applied both
western science and Indigenous Knowledge as complementary ways of knowing and
doing science in development of the study methods. The study was designed to
maximize relevance for GLIFWC member Tribes by focusing on a “cultural keystone
species” for the traditional resource users—paper birch—and designing methods that
combined western science with traditional methods used by birch bark gatherers (p.
208). The goal of collaboratively approaching the research and intentionally combining
diverse perspectives was to create space for empirical triangulation, or the emergence
of new insights and ideas drawing from both ways of knowing (p. 209). This is an
illustration of theoretical multiplicity (Karpouzoglou et al., 2015) because the study
allowed diverse perspectives to inform each other and create new understanding. Emery
et al. (2014) note that the process necessitated an iterative or adaptive approach, which
resonates with the Northwest Boreal Partnership’s focus on adaptive management
frameworks (Jacobson and Robertson, 2012). This suggests that the Partnership
established a model in which diverse perspectives could be integrated.
Berkes et al. (2000) make a particularly pointed connection between Indigenous
Knowledge and its “scientific analogue,” adaptive management. The authors draw
parallels between the ontologies underlying Indigenous Knowledge and adaptive
governance: “adaptive management can be seen as a rediscovery of traditional systems
of knowledge and management…because of its integration of uncertainty into
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management practices that confer resilience” (p. 1262). Berkes et al. (2000) argue that
Indigenous Knowledge and adaptive management both assume that “uncertainty and
unpredictability are characteristics of all ecosystems, including managed ones” (p.
1262). This belief about the nature of reality as uncertain necessitates adaptive
processes, iterative management practices, and observation of change. It also provides
common ground with some forms of western science.
Even with these complementary elements, both incorporating diverse
knowledge in research and management and communicating science across diverse
audiences is a challenge. Emery et al. (2014) recognize integrating Indigenous
Knowledge and western science in a research setting requires time, relationship,
learning, and a mutual understanding of the fundamental differences between
worldviews (p. 209). Sometimes establishing a common language by which to
communicate can be a challenge. In the paper birch study, researchers found that visual
aids helped to create a shared understanding where language proved insufficient
(Emery et al., p. 210). Visual tools were also a bridging entity in a study by McBride et
al. (2016) in which participants from diverse backgrounds mapped experiences with
natural resources (e.g., where prescribed burning historically took place on tribal land;
areas affected by bark beetle infestation). The visual tool, called “Mapping Meanings,”
captured social narratives to supplement the spatial component. In both cases, visuals
were both science products as well as part of the science process.
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Social Science
Social science, and particularly qualitative social science, is a type of western
science with unique ontological and epistemological beliefs that differ from those of
quantitative, and often biogeophysical science (additional discussion in chapter 2.1).
Social science is the systematic study of societies and social phenomena and is useful in
conservation because human-used resources are part of social-ecological systems in
which human relationships to and perceptions of the environment greatly impact
conservation action and environmental outcomes (Ostrom, 2009). The Northwest
Boreal Partnership’s expressed interest in integrating diverse knowledge types includes
social science. This study investigated whether and how this occurs in the Partnership.
Bartuszevige et al. (2016) discuss social science in two ways: social science as a
method of doing conservation, and human dimensions as the actual influence of human
processes on the landscape, driven by social, cultural, and economic needs. Bennett et
al. (2016) discuss several specific contributions from the purpose and scope of social
science to the practice of conservation. Most notably, the authors argue that the
reflexive quality of the social sciences is what allows researchers to consider diverse
perspectives of different groups or cultures, as well as the underlying histories,
traditions, or assumptions from which those perspectives grow (p.103). Practically,
Bennett et al. (2016) argue that incorporating social sciences into conservation
improves outcomes for conceptual and practical reasons. First, social sciences make
space for generative, innovative, or even disruptive new ideas to emerge; this echoes
themes from the Emery et al. (2014) paper birch study, and the theoretical multiplicity
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framework (Karpouzoglou et al., 2015). Second, Bennett et al. (2016) assert that social
sciences can help produce practical conservation outcomes that are more inclusive and
regionally specific, and thus more accepted.
Ostrom’s (2009) social-ecological systems framework highlights several social
variables that impact how well users of a resource might self-organize to improve the
long-term sustainability of that resources. For example, societal factors like the
presence of community leaders, social norms, and autonomy to craft and enforce rules,
as well as personal factors like individual perceptions of the resource all contribute to
how a resource may or may not be managed over time (p. 421). Quantitative and
qualitative social science research about these factors are critical to further
understanding of best management practices for complex social-ecological systems.
Bartuszevige et al. (2016) echo this sentiment and say that the “failure to recognize the
social, cultural, and economic circumstances of people living on affected landscapes”
keeps conservation knowledge from being successfully transferred to management
action (p. 412).
Incorporating social science techniques also provides a way to address common
challenges of integrating diverse ways of knowing in research, including the
accessibility of Indigenous Knowledge, the lack of a shared management language, and
skepticism of the reliability of unfamiliar knowledge types. Huntington (2000) notes
that “many wildlife managers and researchers are unfamiliar with social science
methods to gain access to information that otherwise remains out of reach” (p. 1273).
Huntington (2011) suggests social science methods as a bridging mechanism between
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local knowledge holders and other research participants when research methodologies
become exclusionary. He illustrates this point with an example of a research project in
which Indigenous Knowledge holders were often community elders who were not able
to participate in physically rigorous field work. Another example of potentially
exclusionary methods shows up in a technical modeling project by the Appalachian
LCC (Bartuszevige et al., 2016). The goal of the project was to create a model to
prioritize conservation areas based on important characteristics. Incorporating social
values and areas of cultural significance along with connectivity and ecological
integrity data allowed greater accessibility to the project.
Jacobson and Robertson (2012) argue that social science, or human dimensions
of natural resources, is valued yet underutilized in the Partnership and in the former
LCC Networks more broadly. Expanding upon this idea, Bennett et al. (2016) argue
that, though social science and human dimensions are often noted as important, a “lack
of awareness of the scope” and “uncertainty about the purpose of the conservation
social sciences” are two major factors that keep researchers and managers from fully
integrating social dimensions (p. 93).

1.3 Research Goals, Questions, and Objectives
Research Goals
The rich body of literature on collaborative natural resource governance and the
knowledge I gained through my 2015 pilot study (Appendix B to my research proposal)
informed my research goals. These goals were practical and scholarly (Maxwell, 2005).
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A practical goal for my study aimed to contribute useful information to natural
resource managers:
1. Provide insightful information to the Northwest Boreal Partnership that
contributes to the success of the Partnership: address identified collaborative
and communication challenges, especially with respect to the usefulness of
information sharing among diverse participants; inform problem-solving;
inform the goal of achieving full participation among natural resource managers
working in the region; and potentially inform other similar multi-jurisdictional,
cross-boundary resource management scenarios.
The scholarly goals for my research aimed to create space for new ideas to emerge that
may contribute to the existing bodies of knowledge upon which I built this research:
2. Engage in a research process that is open to diverse qualitative methodologies to
provide a more holistic understanding of a complex case.
3. Gain deeper understanding of the nature of the products and processes driving
science communication across a diverse set of participants in a collaborative
governance network to contribute to the literature about collaborative natural
resource management.
Research Question
With these goals in mind, I chose to conduct a qualitative study that asked the
initial research questions: What is the nature of the science information shared across a
diverse set of participants in a collaborative natural resource governance network, and
how does the information move through the network? Given its nature and patterns of
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movement in the network, what is the value of the information to the diverse set of
network participants, and how does this relate to their interest and ability to participate
in the network?
Research Objectives
To guide my exploration of these questions and accomplish my research goals, I
outlined a series of research objectives. These research objectives included practical
and scholarly objectives.
Practical Objectives:
1. Communicate with coordinators of the Northwest Boreal Partnership to
understand their specific challenges, questions, and research opportunities with
respect to the communication of science information and participation
2. In partnership with the Northwest Boreal Partnership, determine to what extent
and in what format my research will be most useful to the organization.
Determine specific outputs/deliverables for the network
Scholarly Objectives:
3. Identify member organizations of the Northwest Boreal Partnership and
determine their varied scales of governance (local, regional, state, Tribal,
federal, NGO, private, international). Limit scope to the steering committee
member organizations but remain open to broadening scope should important
non-steering committee players become apparent.
4. Inventory the science information being shared throughout the network and
characterize it based on information types (e.g., model, map, report, etc.),
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methods of communication and sharing, movement through the network,
participants interacting with the information, and other characteristics. Look for
emergent themes or patterns. Related to this, consider the following:
a. Network analysis research conducted by Patrick Bixler (2018a),
Research Assistant Professor at the LBJ School of Public Affairs at the
University of Texas at Austin
b. Northwest Boreal Partnership Strategic Plan 2015-2025 to understand
intent and methods of information sharing
c. Materials disseminated through the Partnership’s website
5. Using the list of participants and the information gathered from my empirical
review of science information being shared across the network, use purposeful
sampling to identify a subset of network participants to interview. Categories of
topics to include in the interviews:
a. How each participant understands their role in the network with respect
to the science information communicated throughout the network (i.e.
creator, recipient, interpreter, and/or disseminator?)
b. What information they have generated, shared, received, used (etc.)
through the network
c. How they value the information shared throughout the network and the
methods of communication
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d. How they perceive connections between the types of information shared
and the methods of communicating throughout the network, and
their/their organization’s ability or desire to participate in the network
e. What information and/or participants they perceive to be missing
6. Participate in “observations” on steering committee calls, webinars, and other
group interactions as available and appropriate.
7. Using data collected from interviews, observation, and empirical review,
evaluate whether the types of science information shared, and communication
methods used within the network create conditions that support, hinder, or
otherwise affect participation in the collaboration.
a. Evaluate responses for trends across the network members. Do members
respond differently depending on scale of governance or relationship to
the information?
b. Are there instances in which perceived challenges spark creative
collaboration and joint problem solving?
c. Evaluate missing information types, communication methods, and
participants.
8. Use data collected and relevant literature to write body of thesis, assess
challenges identified with Northwest Boreal Partnership staff, make
recommendations, and discuss additional research opportunities.
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9. Translate thesis work into a usable, meaningful report and/or other deliverable
for the Northwest Boreal Partnership. Determine format through conversations
with Partnership.
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Researcher’s Cache:
Personal Goals and Objectives
Dent, M. (2021)

Personal goals and objectives for my research grow out of my background,
experience, and professional aspirations to support my interest in collaborative natural
resource governance and my work to understand myself as a qualitative researcher.
Personal Goals

1. Increase the breadth and depth of my understanding about the nature of
collaborative governance of multijurisdictional, landscape-scale natural
resources so that I may better contribute to such networks as a natural resource
manager in the future.

2. Build relationships with natural resource governance decision-makers in the
Northwest Boreal Partnership region.

3. Strengthen my critical self-reflection skills to understand and build an identity
as a qualitative researcher.

4. Complete and defend this master’s thesis.
Personal Objectives
1. Write analytic memos throughout my research process. Use these memos to
track and understand my research process, document changes and evolutions of
my research, and as an analytic tool in the coding process.
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Dent, M. (2021)

CHAPTER 2: METHODOLOGY AND WORK PLAN
2.1 Qualitative Case Study
Yilmaz (2013) defines qualitative research as “an emergent, inductive,
interpretive and naturalistic approach to the study of people, cases, phenomena,
social situations and processes in their natural settings to reveal in descriptive terms
the meanings that people attach to their experiences of the world” (bold added, p.
312). While key elements bring research under the qualitative umbrella (e.g., emergent
quality, intent to understand meaning), myriad types of research that fit the paradigm. It
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is important, then, to be clear about the foundational assumptions of a qualitative
research project. In this case study of the Northwest Boreal Partnership, I found it a
useful challenge to consider the ontology (beliefs about the nature of reality or truth)
and epistemology (beliefs about how knowledge is gained) that support my research
(Glesne, 2011). Quantitative research is often associated with positivist ontology and
objectivist epistemology (Crotty, 1998; Glesne, 2011; Yilmaz, 2013). Positivism holds
that reality is fixed and external to human interpretation; objectivism holds that this
truth can be measured and understood, at least partially, through objective research
(Glesne, 2011; Yilmaz, 2013). Qualitative research is often considered to be part of the
constructivist epistemology which holds that meaning is not objectively uncovered but
rather constructed differently based upon context and experience (Crotty, 1998; Glesne,
2011; Yilmaz, 2013). Constructivism settles within interpretivism ontology (Crotty,
1998; Glesne, 2011): a view that the world is constructed and ever-changing and does
not have one objective reality. This binary does not capture the variety of combinations
of ontology, epistemology, and methodology in qualitative research. For example,
qualitative research has often been carried out in positivist models (Crotty, 1998). It is,
though, a helpful simplification to create accessible entry into this discussion.
It is difficult to imagine rooting myself as a researcher into one camp or the
other without flexibility. This opinion in and of itself may indicate my leaning toward
an interpretivism-constructivism worldview, but I find certain settings and studies
where I am comfortable with an objective truth or reality (for example, in the inherent
value of Earth, flora and fauna, processes and ecosystems, and people irrespective of
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their human-applied worth). That said, in social realms including natural resources
management structures I believe there are many interpretations and that experience and
context matter. And I am also aware that some epistemologies make meaning through
interaction with the natural world and each other. Certainly, it is possible to do
qualitative research without critically examining one’s ontological or epistemological
positions, and these positions are not often the most obvious drivers of new research
(Crotty, 1998, p. 13). But the methodological and theoretical choices one makes during
the research say something about the researcher’s ontology and epistemology whether
one considers them or not; I believe it is better to have considered and to continue that
consideration over time.
In this study, I conduct qualitative research because I seek to understand the
relationship between science information and participation in a collaborative natural
resource governance network. And I seek to understand that relationship through the
experiences of individuals participating in the collaborative partnership. I employ case
study methodology because it is a useful methodology for exploring how, what, and
why questions. Case studies also allow for an “in-depth, multi-faceted exploration of
complex issues in their real-life settings” (Crowe et al., 2011). The Northwest Boreal
Partnership serves as an instrumental case to provide potentially transferable insights
into the relationship between science information and collaboration (Glesne, 2011).
Underpinning this methodological choice is a constructivist epistemology and
interpretivist ontology that together hold that people make meaning of a constantly
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changing reality together through context and experience (Crotty, 1998; Glesne, 2011;
Yilmaz, 2013).
I used context from existing literature to frame my research and the knowledge
gained from this study is place-specific but with themes generally transferable to
similar cases, including other former LCCs (Crowe et al., 2011). Another quality of the
case study is that the methodology is used across disciplines. This is important for my
research because I intend the study to be relevant to both the social and natural
sciences, and to academics and practitioners alike. Noted common pool resource
scholar Elinor Ostrom (2009) points out that research in the Commons (or shared
natural resources) is transdisciplinary, interesting researchers from natural and social
sciences as well as other disciplines and sectors. Case study is an acceptable,
recognizable, and approachable methodology for the diversity of players in the natural
resource management decision-making field.
I bounded the case as the Northwest Boreal Partnership (formerly the Northwest
Boreal LCC). While this case covers a substantial geographic region, the participants
and scope of the network are well defined. Initially, the LCC Network’s goal to create
collaborative networks for managing natural resources at a landscape scale sparked my
personal and professional curiosity. Additionally, the networks represented various
scales of government from local to international, federal to Tribal, and I am particularly
interested in the role of government in collaborative settings. I settled on the Northwest
Boreal Partnership as the focus of my case study because the area includes my
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hometown and gaining access to appropriate people and organizations was started
through a 2015 pilot study (Appendix B to my research proposal).
Criticisms of the case study methodology include the tendency of researchers to
become lost in voluminous data and that the methodology can lack scientific rigor. And
the truth is, I did get lost in the data. At times I was challenged to reign it all in—to
keep perspective when staring down deep fields of literature and stacks of interview
transcripts and observation notes. But my research design and the coding process
provided useful scaffolding to address the data load. I created parameters around the
case to guide my questions and help me assess whether data was central or tangential.
Specifically, I used an initial empirical review of documents and Partnership
information to narrow my focus for targeted participant interviews, which also helped
me craft the interview instrument. To maintain scientific rigor throughout the process, I
bracketed my research with theoretical frameworks from the literature, including
governance networks and integrating diverse knowledge: “Frameworks are useful for
providing conceptual structure to a suite of ideas and can help align the analysis of field
data to broader contexts and findings in the literature” (Nguyen et al., 2019, p. 464).
Additionally, I asked for participants to verify my interpretations and assumptions
(member checking) during interviews and took note of their feedback. Finally, I applied
a robust qualitative coding process to analyze the collected data. This planning work
and early decision-making allowed me to understand when data collection was finished.
The frameworks and coding process helped me identify cohesive themes, which I could
then connect back to foundational literature. To maintain transparency, I engaged in
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critical self-reflection and analytic memo-writing throughout the research process. I
share some of this self-reflective process with my readers through the Researcher’s
Cache sections distributed throughout this thesis.
Before beginning my research, I gained IRB approval and throughout the
process I asked for and gained the informed consent of all participants before
continuing. Tracy (2013) reminds that consent is an ongoing process and should remain
front of mind throughout the study: “Once you have received official permission from
gatekeepers, the path toward research consent in the field is still not exhausted.
Researchers must continually negotiate informal approval to observe and formal
approval to conduct audio-recorded interviews” (p. 80). I was originally given
permission from the primary gatekeeper, the director of the Northwest Boreal LCC I
met with in person in Anchorage, Alaska. As the Partnership went through changes in
leadership, I worked with each of the new directors to gain continued permission. For
observations, the Partnership Director and Steering Committee co-chairs and co-vicechairs encouraged me to participate in the in-person Partnership meetings in
Whitehorse (October 2018) and Yellowknife (April 2019). I gave a short presentation
about my work to the Steering Committee and other participants in Whitehorse to begin
the process of gaining consent from participants. In small group settings and on
subsequent teleconferences, I made sure to introduce myself and assessed the group
comfort-level with my presence. For formal interviews, I developed an informed
consent document (Appendix A) and provided a copy to each participant in advance of
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our interview. Before beginning the recorded interview, we reviewed the form and I
asked for verbal consent.
Tracy (2013) reminds researchers to remember that “what is a 'research project'
for you is always, to some degree, an intrusion into the lives of the participants in your
study. You need to follow the rules for considerate interaction with others, and to learn
these rules if, for the people or setting you're studying, they are different from what
you're used to” (p. 85). I recognize that not only is participation in my study elective
and on personal time, but that participation in the Northwest Boreal Partnership itself is
also elective, may be on personal time, and is certainly above and beyond most
participants’ day-to-day jobs. I made sure that participants were aware of the voluntary
nature of my research and was prepared to respect their boundaries. As a token of my
gratitude and a form of reciprocity, I provided formal thank you letters and a small
(personally made) print to thank my participants. Participants were unfailingly warm
and welcoming, and eager to contribute their perspectives and thoughtful reflections.
Information Collection
I used a purposeful sampling plan for my study in that I chose “data that fit the
parameters of the project’s research question, goals and purposes” (Tracy, 2013, p.
134). Table 1 provides an overview of the information collected in this study.
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Table 1: Overview of Data Collected
Setting

Dates/location

Pilot Study: Informational
meeting with Northwest Boreal
Partnership Director

March 2015

Pilot Study: Formal Interview
with North Atlantic LCC
Director

April 2, 2015

Meeting and interview with
Northwest Boreal Partnership
staff

May 2016

Northern Latitudes Webinar
Series (Partnership-supported)

February 6, 2018
May 8, 2018

Anchorage, Alaska

Data Type; Other Notes
Briefing Interview (Tracy,
2013); Observation; Pilot study
Formal Interview (1); Pilot
study

Telephone

Anchorage, Alaska

Briefing Interview (Tracy,
2013); Formal Interview (1);
Observation
Observation

Webinar
Partnership Meeting

October 2018
Whitehorse, Yukon Territory

Partnership Meeting

April 2019
Yellowknife, Northwest
Territories

Interviews

Spring 2019

Briefing Interviews (Tracy,
2013); Observation; Document
Review
Briefing Interviews (Tracy,
2013); Observation; Document
Review
Formal Interviews (12)

Telephone/video conference
Partnership calls

December 14, 2018
December 18, 2018
February 20, 2019
July 1, 2019
June 11, 2020

Observation, Note-taker

Telephone/video conference
Review of foundational
documents, public documents,
emails, websites

Ongoing

Document Review
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Maxwell (2005) argues that the term sampling is a bit problematic in that it comes from
quantitative research and “implies the purpose of 'representing' the population sampled”
through equal probability of being chosen at random (p. 88). In qualitative research, he
argues, selection of interview participants must be purposeful or criterion-based (p. 88).
The goals are to gain “representativeness or typicality of the settings, individuals, or
activities selected” and to capture the diversity in the group (Maxwell, 2005, p. 89;
Tracy, 2013). Terms like selecting and interview panel or participants better represent
the very human element of the work (Maxwell, 2005; Tracy, 2013).
Document Review
I approached data collection iteratively to triangulate the data gathered through
various methods and maintain reasonable bounds on the case study. First, I conducted
an empirical review of the information being shared throughout the network. I reviewed
the Northwest Boreal Partnership’s self-descriptive information and the science-based
information available to participants on the website, in webinars, and in Partnershipwide emails. Tracy (2013) notes that these kinds of public documents "furnish
background on the group's history, information about rules, policies, or requirements
for members, and the group's basic facts and figures” (p. 83). Spending time reviewing
these documents early allows the researcher to “avoid squandering the participants'
time with questions that are easily answered elsewhere” (p. 83). I scanned these
documents for initial themes and patterns that informed my literature review and
questions for participant interviews.
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Related to but separate from the initial inventory of network information, I
conducted document review, centered on foundational documents including the
Northwest Boreal Partnership’s Charter (including current draft revisions), mission and
vision statements, Strategic Plan (2015), the U.S. DOI Secretarial Order that established
the LCC Network, and foundational documents for the LCC Network (U.S. DOI,
2010). Formal documents often tell the story only from the author(s) perspective;
however, they also provide thick description of how the Northwest Boreal Partnership
operationalizes its goals, mission and vision, and information sharing (Tracy, 2013).
Observation
Observation field sites included two informal meetings with Partnership
leadership in Anchorage, Alaska, and two in-person Partnership meetings: the first in
Whitehorse, Yukon Territory, in October 2018; the second in Yellowknife, Northwest
Territories, in April 2019 (Table 1). Additionally, I participated in webinar
presentations and regular teleconferences of the Partnership. Northwest Boreal
Partnership staff helped me identify these opportunities and gave access permission.
Maxwell (2005) explains the importance of formal and informal observations in
qualitative study, especially as a complement to interviews: “In planning your research
methods, you should always include whatever informal data-gathering strategies are
feasible, including ‘hanging out,’ casual conversations, and incidental observations.
This is particularly important in an interview study, where such information can
provide important contextual information, a different perspective from the interviews,
and a check on your interview data...Such Data should be systematically recorded in
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memos or a field journal” (p 79-80). Similarly, Tracy (2013) encourages the use of
briefing interviews to “informally meet with a series of gatekeepers and other
participants, invite questions, and ask advice as you move forward. Briefing interviews
may occur over the phone, in early meetings, in the hallway, or in the break room" (p.
81). I consider my 2015 pilot study (Appendix B to my research proposal) to have
consisted mainly of these briefing interviews. I continued to have briefing interviews
with Partnership directors and Steering Committee members who offered advice and
opinions about where I should focus or important elements to capture.
The central challenge associated with observation data collection in this case
was the juxtaposition between the scale of the Partnership and that of my master’s
thesis. My time and resources simply would not allow me to carry out many of the indepth qualitative methodologies in a rigorous and respectful way. The regional nature
of the network precludes spending time with each participant. Additionally, a lot of the
Partnership’s interaction is electronic, so "hanging out" was often virtual. A few
elements of my research heled me combat these challenges:
•

Background knowledge: The Northwest Boreal Partnerships region is situated
within a geographical region with which I am familiar. I have spent time in
several of the major cities in this region and in some of the smaller towns. I
have driven the main highway through this region on four occasions, and I am
familiar with the geography, natural communities, climate, and other physical
characteristics. I am Canadian and Alaskan. I understand land use laws in
Alaska and have some related work experience in the region.
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•

In person observation: I found multiple ways to spend time with leadership
and participants of the Northwest Boreal Partnership. These opportunities were
valuable for formal and informal observation, as well as relationship building.

•

Virtual observation: I participated in the Northern Latitudes webinar series and
regular teleconferences, which are virtual Partnership gatherings

Interviews
Semi-structured interviews allowed participants to share personal perspectives,
accounts, and other information that would otherwise be both inefficient to collect and
likely omitted from formal documents (Tracy, 2013). Interviews allowed me to verify
trends, expand on themes, and address questions I had from literature and document
review (Tracy, 2013). Because this study is curious about participant experiences with
the types of science information communicated within the collaborative network it was
necessary to hear directly from members of the network about those experiences.
The semi-structured format of the interviews allows for a balance of structure
and flexibility: I wanted to guide participants to speak about topics that were relevant to
my scope of research (i.e. topics like perceptions of information sharing and
collaboration); but I wanted the interview to be flexible enough to allow for
unanticipated themes to emerge, for personal and emotional reactions of the participant,
and for the participant to speak their mind rather than what they might assume I want to
hear (Tracy, 2013). To create a semi-structured interview experience that accomplishes
both goals, my interview guide had questions and corresponding probes to guide the
interview but not prescribe answers. I used processes outlined by Tracy (2013) to
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construct open-ended interview questions and collected feedback from my graduate
studies advisor and committee. This feedback helped avoid using jargon, added
additional follow-up questions, and ensured the questions were targeted and flowed
well. My interview guide can be found in Appendix A.
I compiled a list of potential interviewees using a maximum variation sampling
plan, which is intended to capture a representation of the diversity in the network
(Tracy, 2013, p. 135), and asked for feedback from the Northwest Boreal Partnership
Director. The main challenge with a purposeful sampling method is that it could lead to
results that are one-sided or missing unique pieces of the collective story (Tracy, 2013).
To address the challenge, I worked with the Partnership director to maintain a
representative sample of Partnership participants: I invited 14 participants to interview
who represented the diversity of organizations, various scales of governance, and
different lengths of participation in the network. Structural diversity in interview
selection helped create space for diversity among participant perspectives.
I conducted 13 interviews with 14 participants. One interview was conducted
jointly while the rest were individual. I conducted one interview in person and one via
Skype video conference; 12 were conducted via telephone. Additionally, I interviewed
one participant of the then North Atlantic LCC as part of a 2015 pilot study
(Attachment B in my research proposal). That pilot study ultimately helped to shape
this research and I did incorporate that interview in my analysis. See Table 2 for a
summary of interviews. I recorded each interview with verbal permission from the
participant. The interviews took place over the course of about three weeks in the
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spring of 2019. I took notes during each interview and, after each concluded, I jotted a
short memo to myself to note any unusual themes or elements of the interview, how I
felt, and any reminders or changes for the next interview. This practice helped me
maintain self-reflectivity. These and other analytic memos were helpful to refer to
during the data analysis phase because they allowed me to accurately evaluate my
position as a researcher and the lens through which I conducted that section of research.
The notes reminded me when I was feeling overwhelmed, confused, or inspired, and
was an important piece of my continued learning about myself as a researcher. I
encountered issues typical of long-distance communication during my interviews: a
couple of dropped calls and some moments of poor audio connection. Overall, these
interruptions were minimal and did not have a major effect on the interview or
information collected.
I surveyed participants about whether the research should involve measures to
ensure anonymity of participants. While answers to this did vary, most participants
preferred that only one neutral descriptor be used to refer to their interviews (e.g.,
organizational sector, nationality). Throughout, I refer to well-known projects or
initiatives, but I obscure details to protect participant perspectives. Finally, it is
important to balance the amount of potential data with the number of interviews
conducted; researchers should not rely on the views of a relatively small number of
people to represent a large and diverse body of information (Maxwell, 2005, p. 89). For
my study, in-person observational opportunities were critical to providing this balance.
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Table 2: Interview Summary and Participant Characteristics
PILOT STUDY
1 formal interview; 1 participant
Length of Participation: unknown
Nationality: United States
Organizational Sector: Federal
THESIS RESEARCH
13 formal interviews; 14 participants
Length of Participation

n

Long (5 years +)

7

Medium (2-4 years)

3

Short (1 year or less)

4

Total

14

Nationality

n

Canada

6

United States

8

Total

14

Organizational Sector

n

Academic

1

Federal

6

First Nation/Tribal

2

Non-profit

2

State/Provincial

3

Total

14

Analysis
I employed iterative data coding for qualitative analysis of my data, primarily
following coding and analysis procedures outlined by Saldaña (2016), but also by Tracy
(2013) and LeCompte (2000). An iterative approach, much like in the data collection
phase, allowed me to conduct a balanced analysis that both reflected on existing
theoretical frameworks and considered new ideas and themes that emerged from the
data. Navigating the analysis was a multi-step process, beginning with preparing my
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collected data. I endeavored to make data-organizing a continuous task, keeping
interview notes, document reviews, and observation notes chronological and
categorized. This also helped to ensure that no major gaps existed in my data and that I
had data collected that corresponded to each of my research objectives.
I did much of my data work in physical form by hand. To organize documents
and observation notes I printed copies and collected them chronologically. I transcribed
all interviews using basic HyperTranscribe software, then printed the transcripts with
page and line numbers and collected them chronologically. While the transcription
process was indeed time-consuming, I agree wholeheartedly with Tracy (2013) in that it
was not time-wasting (p. 178). Transcribing was highly effective in deepening my
understanding of the case and reminding me of the many topics covered in each
interview. It also allowed me repeated opportunities to reflect on myself as a researcher
and interviewee; I was able to identify plenty of room for growth (especially learning to
ask one question at a time), but I also found myself proud of my effort after hearing the
interviews again. Additionally, reviewing the transcripts imparted a deep sense of
gratitude and admiration for the thoughtfulness of my participants.
First Cycle Coding
With interviews transcribed, the next step was to begin the coding process to
identify answers to questions and novel themes. LeCompte (2000) outlines three
phenomena to look for when beginning this process: frequency, omission, and
declaration. Notable pieces of data may show up frequently or consistently. Or it might
be notable to see what themes are absent from the data. Interview participants will also
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likely identify certain themes as important, and the data analysis process can evaluate
these declarations. Tracy (2013) describes primary level codes as descriptive codes that
give who, what, when, and where details (not why, which comes later). Saldaña (2016)
defines process coding as coding for action or activity, useful to understand the routines
or processes people undertake (p.111). Initially my research question seemed to fit this
coding style because I sought to understand the process or activities by which science is
shared throughout a diverse partnership. However, through my interviews I became
aware that the process of sharing science in the Partnership is not strongly defined, and
other topics surfaced as more important to collaboration. With this new information, I
applied a first set of codes better suited to my questions and the data. See Table 3 for a
sample of my coding work.
It proved prudent to develop a few a priori structural codes from my proposal
and initial literature review to make the first level coding process more accessible for
myself as a new researcher. Structural coding is “utilitarian” and “both codes and
initially categorizes” data based upon concepts or frameworks identified in the research
planning process (Saldaña, 2016, p. 98). For example, because my interview guide and
research questions were developed from reviewing literature and theoretical
frameworks in collaboration, governance networks, and diverse knowledge, I
developed a priori codes around collaboration and science communication, and used
these codes to coarsely filter data in alignment with my initial literature review and
interview guide. Saldaña (2016) suggests that structural coding is most appropriate for
interview data, less so for observational notes (p. 98).
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I frequently applied in vivo codes, which are “literal” or pulled directly from the
words of the participant or document (Saldaña, 2016). In vivo codes do not require
translation by the researcher and can be a tool to lift marginalized voices (Saldaña,
2016, p. 106), which resonates with the values of the Northwest Boreal Partnership to
include full participation and diverse perspectives. For example, in vivo codes were
helpful to understand how both Indigenous and non-Indigenous participants understand
the role of Indigenous Knowledge and western science in the Partnership; and, I used in
vivo codes to understand how participants defined science. Additionally, the
Partnership is deeply rooted in place, in the landscape itself. In vivo coding is a way to
honor the specific, place-based words or phrases that hold meaning to participants. For
example, in my study the phrase “on the land” was used by many participants in
various contexts. If used alone, in vivo coding can become limiting because it is tied to
literal interpretation (Saldaña, 2016, p. 110). I addressed this concern by using other
coding methods—structural and concept—to view the data through different lenses. In
fact, I ended up using the in vivo codes less as a formal coding apparatus and more to
find and illustrate emergent themes, which became concept codes.
Concept coding applies big ideas to “lumps” of data – interview transcript or
observation notes – that describe an idea rather than something specifically seen in the
data (Saldaña, 2016, p. 119). These codes were particularly helpful when themes started
to emerge. Saldaña (2016) recommends each concept code be written up in an analytic
memo because the codes themselves can be “highly interpretive (if not creative)” (p.
122). As concept codes began to emerge in my data, I started oversized note pages to
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capture my thoughts about whether and how these themes would become substantial to
the thesis, and to reflect as I went. Saldaña (2016) references work by qualitative
research methodologist Paul Mihas (2014) who describes this as “load-bearing” coding
or a process of bringing ideas into comparison with each other to create big ideas.
Supported by in vivo coding, I used concept codes to find big themes that did become
“load-bearing” in this final thesis, including uncertainty, scarcity, neutrality, and trust.
Finally, because structural and concept codes result in such big ideas and lump
large portions of data together, it was important to use subcoding to lend some
specificity. This was especially useful when talking about the different facets of the
large a priori structural codes established in my thesis proposal; for example: parts of
the network; science processes and science products; funding projects and funding the
Partnership, etc. A portion of my coding schema is found in Table 3 as an illustration
of this discussion.
Second Cycle Coding
My first-to-second cycle coding transition plan used code mapping and
landscaping processes (Saldaña, 2016). I gathered the individual codes generated in
first-cycle coding and categorized these codes into “bins” of related data. LeCompte
refers to this grouping process as simply finding “things that go together” (2000). This
is a multi-step process. I arranged different configurations of groups of codes to help
me see different stories in the data. Code landscaping was also helpful, and I spent time
visually and spatially organizing codes and themes to illuminate connections.
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Table 3: First and Second Cycle Coding Examples
Structural Codes (a priori)
→ Subcodes

Governance Network
Collaboration
Science Information
→ Science as a product
→ Science as a process
→ Data
Diverse Knowledge
Northwest Boreal Partnership
→ Defining the Partnership
→ Benefits of the Partnership
→ Representation/Participation in
Partnership

Concept Codes (emergent)
→ Subcodes

The individual and the whole
→ Whole = Organization
→ Whole = Community
Scarcity and Abundance
Change and Uncertainty
→ Climate change
→ Organizational future
Authentic participation

Versus Codes (emergent)

Organization vs. individual
Government vs. non-profit
Neutrality vs. advocacy

My second-cycle coding technique followed the lead of these mapping
exercises: pattern coding (Saldaña, 2016). LeCompte (2000) characterizes this process
as taking the patterns identify in raw data and building structures that give meaning to
the whole phenomenon. It is here that the need for iterative analysis becomes most
apparent. As I built structures from the data, I reference relevant literature to help me
analyze and explain emergent patterns. The codes in the second cycle label the “bins”
of primary-cycle codes that I identify in the transition step. These codes may directly
reference existing theories of collaboration, environmental management, or others, but
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may also synthesize existing theories and create codes with new meaning in the context
of the case study (Tracy, 2013).
As themes began to emerge, I went back into the data to code more specifically
through the lens of each theme. Some emergent themes were expressed in pairs (almost
dichotomies): change and uncertainty; scarcity and abundance; and the individual and
the whole. Because of this, I applied versus coding to highlight places where one or the
pair of concepts showed up in the data. Versus coding can help dig into areas of tension
or conflict, and can identifies two entities that are in direct conflict (Saldaña, 2016, p.
137). While the conflict in each theme was less actual and more intellectual –
conflicting frames of reference or ways of approaching a situation – the code structure
was helpful to tease out moments that reflected the theme. Importantly, Saldaña (2016)
notes that versus coding does not assign a “protagonist versus antagonist paradigm” (p.
140), meaning just because two concepts are in conflict does not mean one is inherently
bad or good. While reflecting mid-coding, I found myself favoring one frame of
reference over the other and that coding with the word “versus” was amplifying these
biases. I ended up shifting my language to replace “versus” with “and” in a deliberate
move away from the connotation of conflict between good and bad. As a note, versus
coding is often associated with uneven power dynamics. While power dynamics are
certainly at play in most social situations, this was not the focus of my study.
Throughout the coding process, I kept track of my progress by writing short,
informal analytic memos (Saldaña, 2016; Tracy, 2013) to document my interpretation
and analysis. Documenting in this way serves several purposes: avoiding duplication of
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efforts; providing a history of my thought process and understanding that show how my
research evolved; writing as a method of inquiry; and a space to keep track of ideas,
questions, and creative experiments during the research process. Additionally, I could
use this time to begin making hypotheses having to do with emergent themes. Forming
early predictions allowed me to investigate data that appears to be an outlier via
negative case analysis (Tracy, 2013). Purposefully engaging with seemingly
contradictory information during the analysis process helped illuminate various facets
of the research story and help me strengthen my understanding of the case. This was
especially helpful early in the research when I started to hear that not many participants
had direct experience sharing science information in the partnership. It also helps to
reflect the diversity of thought in the case, especially when themes show up as
dichotomies or binaries (Saldaña, 2016, p. 140).
Writing
To move from coding and analysis into writing, I used a couple of "post-coding,
pre-writing” processes similar to those outlined by Saldaña (2016). Saldaña offers
focusing strategies to take insights gained in the coding process and bring them into a
cohesive story. These strategies were especially helpful in the case study context
because of the volume of information to analyze. One strategy Saldaña offers is making
a list of the most impactful passages from notes or interview transcripts and organizing
them together to find themes. I did this a few times throughout the writing process and
found it helpful to ensure I included all the passages that were impactful for me. A
second strategy is to plot major themes on paper and see how their different parts
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overlap with each other. I found this exercise to be tactile and grounding, and it was
helpful to refer to as I wrote (Saldaña, 2016, p. 274-275; Tracy, 2013, p. 187).
Throughout my analysis process, I sought guidance from and engaged in
dialogue with my graduate studies committee. Their input was critical in illuminating
my blind-spots and evaluating both intended and unintended outcomes of my research
and analysis. This check-and-balance is fundamental to the validity and credibility of
my research.
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Researcher’s Cache:
Visual Methods
Dent, M. (2021)

In my second semester graduate course on qualitative research methods, I
learned from a professor who had found ways over her career to incorporate the
creation of original art into her data analysis process. I too am an artist and some of my
favorite academic work over the years has included creative elements. I was
immediately drawn to her method of analysis through painting, but the idea of analysis
via art creation is novel for me. I wanted to explore it.
I discussed using creative mediums to communicate science information with
one interview participant in this study. This participant had a positive experience using
video to communicate with diverse audiences about a research project (Interview B).
Rathwell et al. (2015) offer that allowing information and knowledge to take on diverse
forms is important to allow relevant cultural context to be communicated as well.:
“Indigenous knowledge is communicated in socially and culturally embedded mediums
such as oral history and art (e.g., carving). Legitimizing these means of expression in
the global climate change discourse concurrently offers more flexibility to participants
in terms of how they choose to use their ‘voice’” (p. 855). Though it is often important
to establish a common language in research projects, Rathwell et al. (2015) warn that
this effort should not go so far as to force traditional means of communicating out of
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the picture: “Indigenous perspectives should not be coerced to communicate in written
English” (p. 855) as this perpetuates oppression and power imbalance. As an example
of a successful balance of visual methods in research, Emery et al. (2014) used
photographs as a translation tool between Indigenous communities and U.S. Forest
Service managers to keep from losing context in translation. Also resonant with my
study, Wong et al. (2020) suggest that creative mediums like “social media, video, or
audio” rather than formal presentations help engage youth, especially. Other authors
offer benefits of visual methods of expression in qualitative research:
•

Theme: Making the familiar strange and interesting again (Mannay, 2010)
o Visual methods of representing data can “overcome the confines of
language, open up experience and make the familiar strange” (p. 95)
o Techniques of “defamiliarization”: this is an art technique introduced by
Russian formalist Shklovsky: “over time our perceptions of familiar,
everyday situations become stale…art can address this automation by
forcing us to slow down our perception, to linger and to notice” (p. 95)

•

Theme: Research Design
o In case study methodology, the use of schemata can help lend structure,
rigor, and audit trail while still being flexible. (Rosenberg, 2007)
o Use collage as a reflexive process similar to analytic memo writing:
“This collage process breaks away from the linearity of written thoughts
by working first from feelings about something to the ideas they evoke,
instead of the reverse” (Butler-Kisber, 2010, p. 3)
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•

Theme: Visual methods facilitate action, participation
o Allows information to emerge without researcher’s preconceived
understandings
o Example: mapping (place and space, organizational) (Mannay, 2010)
o Example: Use outcomes of community art-based project as data to
evaluate a local health initiative (Mason, 2005)
o Example: Participants record their own visual impressions and
interpretations of their environment prior to interview (Mannay, 2010)
My readers will find the result of this effort throughout the pages of this thesis:

a series of linocut prints with themes of the Northwest Boreal Partnership’s region. The
four panels depict the continuous movement across political borders: the air, water,
wildlife, plants, ecosystems, people, and traditions of this region. I find my art to be
more descriptive than analytical; nevertheless, I am glad for the opportunity to explore
creative methodologies.
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Evaluating Qualitative Research
Qualitative research and specifically the case study methodology does not have
a prescribed beginning or end (Maxwell, 2005). There is no marker to definitively alert
the researcher when enough data has been collected. Qualitative research must rely on
study design to bound data collection in a way that ensures the researcher has enough
focused data to create a credible study. Maxwell (2005) describes that “to design a
study, particularly a qualitative study, you can’t just develop (or borrow) a logical
strategy in advance and then implement it faithfully. Design in qualitative
research…does not begin from a predetermined starting point or proceed through a
fixed sequence of steps, but involves interconnection and interaction among the
different design components” (p. 3). The temporal and spatial scales of this study
amplified this challenge. Additionally, during this research significant changes have
occurred at the Northwest Boreal Partnership including restructuring and
reorganization, four staff-level leadership changes, a steering committee leadership
change, and the expansion of the landscape with which the Partnership identifies to
include a larger portion of Canada’s Northwest Territories. The rate and magnitude of
this change often caused me to ask whether I had collected enough data, or enough of
the right data, to complete my study—there is always new and interesting data to
explore. I relied on techniques outlined in Maxwell (2005) and Tracy (2013) to develop
a study design that provided a structure by which to answer these questions.
Maxwell (2005) and Tracy (2013) discuss components and criteria of qualitative
research design that, when addressed appropriately, allow a study to be credible and
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meaningful. Tracy (2013), though noting that all criteria are socially constructed rather
than exist objectively (p. 228), argues that creating this kind of structure has a benefit:
“I believe that criteria can nonetheless be useful in helping us to study, practice, and
perfect a method, especially when we are first learning it. Criteria help us to answer the
question of whether findings are sufficiently authentic – trustworthy and related to the
way others construct their social worlds – and secure – which means that people may
act on their implications” (p. 231). Tracy (2013) outlines eight criteria by which to
design “excellent” qualitative research that is credible, ethical, and significant (p. 230).
Maxwell (2005) defines five broad research design components rather than specific
criteria, including research goals and conceptual frameworks: “Your research questions
should have a clear relationship to the goals of your study, and should be informed by
what is already known about the phenomena you are studying” (p. 5). Taken together,
Maxwell’s big-picture approach and Tracy’s detailed framework helped me evaluate
and make decisions with respect to data collection. While all eight criteria Tracy (2013)
develops are important and relevant to my study, I focus on rigor, sincerity, credibility
and meaningful coherence as key to the way I bounded my data collection. Later, in a
discussion about the outcomes of my study, I will focus on two additional criteria,
resonance and significant contribution.
Tracy (2013) defines rich rigor as a criterion of credible qualitative research as
“the care and effort” that a researcher uses in carrying out their work in an “appropriate
manner” (p. 231). With respect to the amount of data collection that constitutes rigorous
study, Tracy notes that research hours and number of interview participants can vary
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wildly depending upon the uniqueness or rarity of the data itself. While my case brings
unique perspectives, my study explores themes that are well-established in academic
literature. In cases like this, Tracy suggests that more data may be needed to
“substantiate meaningful or significant claims” (p. 232). In selecting interview
participants, I created a purposeful sampling framework (Tracy, 2013, p. 134) to lend
rigor to my interview process. Of the over-60-person steering committee, my goal was
to interview a representative cross-section of organizational sectors and durations of
participation in the partnership. Tracy (2013) calls purposeful sampling that seeks to
represent the diversity of a case “maximum variation sampling” (p. 135). When I met
the goals of this plan by formally interviewing a representative cross-section of the
current steering committee, I justified conclusion of data collection by interview.
While determining the amount of observation data to collect, I considered
Tracy’s (2013) criteria sincerity, defined as researcher vulnerability and authenticity (p.
233). Tracy argues that sincerity is established through researcher transparency and
self-reflexivity throughout the research process. Initially, I had not planned to collect a
significant amount of observation data beyond quarterly teleconferences and monthly
webinar sessions. While discussing the goals for my research with the Northwest
Boreal Partnership Director, it became clear that participating in the in-person
Partnership meetings would allow me to conduct a much more credible study. Tracy
notes that sincere researchers “consider their role and impact in the scene” and “share
their goals, hopes, and mistakes, and they discuss how these backstage issues have
implicated the fieldwork” (p. 233). While attending two in-person meetings, I was able
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to be transparent with the staff and members of the Partnership by introducing myself
and my work and describing the experiences that draw me to this group. I shared my
goals for the research, took feedback from the group, and started to build relationships
with Partnership members. The six days I spent with the Partnership over two meetings
allowed me to collect robust and thought-provoking observational data, punctuated by
numerous in-person conversations and informal interviews. Achieving sincerity in this
research would have been more difficult to achieve through only remote participation.
The desire to maintain sincerity and rigor in my research is also the reason that
interesting data exists that were not feasible for me to collect during this study. With
additional time and resources, it would be useful to collect information from groups not
currently participating with the Northwest Boreal Partnership. This information has the
potential to reveal barriers to participation in the network, new perceptions of the
Partnership’s work, and practical information regarding land monitoring and planning.
Additionally, I heard from Partnership members that they are interested in hearing from
other former Landscape Conservation Cooperative (LCC) Networks across the
continent—what successes and challenges do they face and what makes the Northwest
Boreal Partnership different? This data would be useful to collect simply because of its
interest to the group but also, given the immense changes across all former LCCs, best
practices and troubleshooting resources could emerge from such further research.
However, given the lessons about in-person research facilitating credibility, additional
access and time would be required to do this research carefully and meaningfully. To
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remedy these gaps, I asked interview participants questions about what groups are
missing from the partnership and about barriers to participation.
To understand how much document review constitutes enough data, I returned
to my goal of designing a credible study. Tracy (2013) identifies data triangulation or
crystallization as one component to credibility in qualitative research. Triangulation is
the act of gathering data through multiple modes or lenses; it improves credibility
because multiple angles of inquiry create a deeper understanding of the case (p. 236).
Document review allowed me to compare, contrast, and verify written and verbal
communications: how does the group define itself in its marketing materials, verbally at
in-person meetings, and individually when asked in an interview? A second facet of
credibility in research is “multivocality – the inclusion of multiple voices” in the study
(p. 237). By using maximum variation interview selection and by triangulating my
interview and observation data with document review, I had multiple viewpoints to
consider in analysis and writing. The Partnership has produced many documents that
could be reviewed. If the document spoke to an activity or theme prominent in my data,
I included the document. Documents related to the organization and structure of the
NWB LCC and communications to members were included because these speak
directly to my research questions. I also included documents central to the in-person
meetings (e.g., Agendas). Finally, following guidance from both Maxwell (2011) and
Tracy (2013), I conducted research with meaningful coherence. The research design
was appropriate, the data collection methods fit the theoretical frameworks, coding was
structured, and relevant literature is incorporated into my study (Tracy, 2013, p. 245).
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Researcher’s Cache:
Uncertainty in Qualitative Research

Dent, M. (2021)

Later in this thesis readers will see that uncertainty and change is one of three
emergent themes in the research. As this theme came to the fore, I could not help but
reflect on the role of uncertainty and change in my research process itself. Qualitative
research (and sometimes quantitative research) is emergent. It embraces uncertainty and
adapts to change. At any given point, even at the end, there are still many unknowns
and big questions. Maxwell (2005) presents an “interactive” design for qualitative
research that requires continual observation and adjustment as new information comes
online. This is not to say that qualitative research has no plan. Quite the contrary, the
structure and plan of the research is what gives the study rigor and credibility. More
than once I found myself worrying what if nothing interesting emerges from this study?
what if I have nothing to contribute? When my deeper wisdom prevailed in these
moments (not every time!), I was able to pause and remind myself to trust what was
unfolding from the work I had done to propose and design the research with the support
and guidance of my advisor and committee. And it worked! Interesting themes did
emerge, and I have been able to contribute. It is pretty neat to experience in practice the
outcomes of a carefully designed research project.
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Outcomes
I relied upon the generosity, voluntary participation, and time of staff and
members of the Northwest Boreal Partnership, and it is my priority to contribute
meaningfully to their work as acknowledgment of their time, effort, and participation. I
also expected the data would illuminate lessons potentially applicable to other natural
resource management collaborative initiatives. With reference again to Maxwell (2005)
and Tracy (2013), the design of a qualitative study is critical to achieving these goals.
First, it is critical to understand the type of significant contribution I want for my
research (Tracy, 2013, p. 240). My research goals identified that I wanted to engage in
practically significant research, which Tracy (2013) defines as “contributions through
helpful and useful insight in the day-to-day life of key stakeholders” (p. 241).
Conducting research for a practical contribution was reasonable in my research because
of the case study approach. To achieve practically significant research, I first asked the
staff of the Northwest Boreal Partnership if my research questions mattered to them.
This was also critical to gaining access and building trust. In a truly participatory
framework, I would have spent more time with the Northwest Boreal Partnership up
front and crafted a research proposal with Partnership members or leadership. This
process required more time and resources than I had to apply to this study. Continued
consultation and attentiveness to feedback was the next best option.
I adapted my study to be more practically significant to the group based upon
conversations with Partnership members. For example, through observing group
conversations, I identified that a qualitative component to the Partnership network
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analysis completed by Patrick Bixler (2018a) was of interest to the group and
Partnership staff. Tracy (2013) notes that credible research can include “member
reflections,” or the practice of sharing works in progress and incorporating feedback
“not as a measure of validity, but as a space for additional insights” (p. 238). I worked
to provide periodic updates to the Partnership leadership and hear feedback.
While I expected my research to provide mostly practical significance, there is
potential for heuristic significance of this research, or outcomes that inspire others to
act (Tracy, 2013, p. 241). I asked interview participants questions that sought both
specific and general information regarding their experiences in collaborations. I
analyzed the data with an eye for both immediately practical contributions and general
lessons for participating in collaborations. Additionally, my personal goals for this
study include preparing myself for participation in collaborative natural resource
management scenarios. A characteristic of quality research that allows the study to
create heuristic significance is what Tracy (2013) calls resonance (p. 238). A resonant
study has an impact on the reader. I intended for my study to have the impact of
transferability and naturalistic generalization on readers. Transferability is achieved
when readers find connections between the experiences, lessons, or findings described
in the study and their own experiences. Naturalistic generalizations refer readers
intuitively finding usefulness or application of a study’s findings in their own lives.
Both can happen even when the reader makes connections to personal experiences that
are different from the case setting (p. 239). Throughout my research, I have made my
own transferable connections between the way the literature describes diverse
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collaborations and the practice of adaptive natural resource management, and I
witnessed participants make new connections during our interviews. Because the
frameworks that scaffold my study – knowledge sharing, collaboration, network change
– are deep and broad, I anticipate some level of transferability or even naturalistic
generalization to result from my study. The challenge here is to achieve a balance
between articulating the transferability that I see emerge from the data, while leaving
space for other possibilities the reader brings forward. To do this, I practice thick
descriptive writing. Because themes of alternative representation of data emerged in the
research, I created visual representations of central themes to allow for greater
understanding, and thus greater potential for transferability (these are the linocut prints
seen throughout this thesis).
Tracy (2013) notes that qualitative studies are “a single analysis, made at a
given contextual moment in time” (p. 229). And yet, even a single case can contribute
meaningfully to the ever-growing body of knowledge of collaborative natural resources
management. Bennett et al. (2017) extol benefits of the social sciences to conservation
research, saying that research on conservation governance specifically “has highlighted
the importance of local participation, monitoring, and linkages between resource users,
governments, and other stakeholders as critical conditions for success...contributing
notably to the growth of community-based conservation and co-management around
the world” (p. 100). Beyond practical insights, social science in the conservation realm
contributes to “advancing knowledge on concerns that are foundational to the social
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sciences – e.g., to our understanding of human nature, social organization and humanenvironment relations” (p. 103).

2.2 Preview of Emergent Themes
As a reminder, my initial research questions centered on the then LCC
Network’s use of shared science information as a pillar to support their collaboration. I
centered my research questions here because in my early review of LCC-produced,
self-descriptive documents, it was clear that sharing science information among
participants was a critical component of the work of the partnership (Northwest Boreal
Partnership, 2015). I wondered how well science information supported collaboration
in a diverse group who have a spectrum of goals for the landscape.
Almost as soon as I began speaking with then LCC staff in the USFWS, I
realized there was more supporting the collaboration than only sharing science
information. This crystalized as I continued my research with observations and
interviews. At times it became a challenge to hold these initial research questions in
focus as my conversations about what made the Partnership work ranged far and wide.
Three themes bloomed over the course of the research. These themes both
surprised me and also rang true (even universal). These emergent themes are change
and uncertainty, the individual and the whole, and scarcity and abundance.
In the next few chapters, I guide the reader through my research findings by
discussing each “bucket” of my initial research questions in turn: Governance
Networks, Science and Information, and Diverse Ways of Knowing. Within each
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chapter, I remember the questions asked and frameworks explored in my initial
literature review. Then, I discuss findings and examine multiple connections to
emergent themes. In summary:
Change and Uncertainty
→ Climate change presents the ultimate challenge to the northern landscape and
its inhabitants, characterized by landscape and species change and uncertainty
about impacts and outcomes.
→ Observable landscape and species change has been the focus of much
scientific research in the North. It also drives new ways of monitoring and
planning that prioritize subsistence and game species protection.
→ Organizational change has characterized the LLCC Networks, and the
Northwest Boreal Partnership, for the last five years.
→ Political change in both the U.S. and Canada have precipitated challenges for
the organizations participating in the Northwest Boreal Partnership, including
support for participation and access to funding.
→ Adaptive management builds on the foundational assumption that change and
uncertainty are constant in all natural settings, even managed ones.
→ The Qualitative Research Process embraces change and uncertainty in its
epistemology and methodology.
→ Participants discussed the role of uncertainty in the different ways of knowing
and learning between western science and Indigenous Knowledge.
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Scarcity and Abundance
→ Collaboration is seen as either a response to scarcity or a means toward
achieving abundance.
→ Collaboration relates to funding scarcity in RFP funding model.
→ When the LCC Networks were first formed, the last few to form were given
fewer resources. That organizational resource scarcity defined the way the
Northwest Boreal Partnership approached their purpose and role.
The Individual and the Whole
→ Participation in the Northwest Boreal Partnership was described on a
spectrum: some expressed deep personal motivation while others expressed
home-organization priorities.
→ Participants understood their roles in the Partnership on a spectrum: some as
supporting the overall success of the Partnership; others as participating to
benefit their home organization.
→ The influence of individuals is obvious in the history (personal outreach) and
makeup (e.g., State of Alaska participation) of the Partnership.
→ Tension between individual desire to participate and lack of organizational
support presented challenges to some participants.
→ One participant considered the value of acting on behalf of the individual or
the community in the context of climate change, suggesting that the success of
the individual is less important than the success of the community.
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CHAPTER 3: GOVERNANCE NETWORKS
The Northwest Boreal Partnership, like all original Landscape Conservation
Cooperatives (LLC), was designed as a partnership convening regional organizations
from multiple jurisdictions with a stake in the management of natural or cultural
resources of the ecoregion. The Northwest Boreal Partnership spans 330 million acres
of boreal forest ecoregion in central Alaska and northwestern Canada and includes
governments from local to national with different jurisdictional authorities as well as
nonprofits, universities, and private entities doing land and resource management work.
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Koliba et al. (2011) note that networked governance structures can form for
many reasons, including as a response to complex, or wicked, problems like the one the
LCC Network was established to address: how to collaboratively develop landscapelevel strategies for understanding and responding to climate change (U.S. DOI, 2010).
The authors offer that networks have always been at the heart of government because
social networks that grow and become more complex will eventually necessitate
structure to thrive (Koliba et al., 2011, p. 14). The Northwest Boreal Partnership and
the former LCCs that persist today can generally be considered governance networks
because they are “interorganizational networks comprised of multiple actors, often
spanning sectors and scale, working together to influence the creation, implementation,
and monitoring of public policies” in the natural resources management field (Koliba et
al., 2011, xxv). Network design allows the Partnership to reach across jurisdictional
boundaries and scales of governance to collaboratively manage shared natural resources
in a changing climate.
This research asked questions about the nature of the science information shared
across the diverse set of participants in this collaborative network: how does the
information move through the network? and what value does the information carry for
participants? does it relate to their interest and ability to participate? The research
provided a more nuanced understanding of science information in the network and
revealed new ideas about how the network functions and what brings people and
organizations into, or pushes them out of, the network. Before diving into research
findings, I discuss how data collected through participant interviews, observations, and
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document review support the designation of the Northwest Boreal Partnership as a
governance network. This deeper understanding of the network lays a foundation upon
which the emergent themes and findings are built.

3.1 The Northwest Boreal Partnership as a Governance Network
Koliba et al. (2011) discuss the myriad ways scholars have described and
defined governance networks in the literature – from their activities and functions to the
policy arena in which they are found – and offer a synthesis of the literature by defining
seven characteristics of the “structures and functions of interorganizational networks
operating across public administration” (p. 45). Below, I list each of the characteristics
Koliba et al. (2011) establish and briefly consider the related observational, interview,
and current and legacy document review data collected in this research that support the
position of the Northwest Boreal Partnership as a governance network:
1. Networks facilitate the coordination of actions and exchange of resources
between actors within the network.
a. Order No. 3289 from the Secretary of the Interior amended February 22,
2010 formally established “a network of collaborative ‘Landscape
Conservation Cooperatives’” to “help coordinate adaptation efforts in
the region” and coordinate, at a landscape level, management responses
to the “broad impacts of climate change” (U.S. DOI, 2010, p. 3).
b. Guidance from the U.S. DOI (2011) states that LCCs will accomplish
their goal as established in Secretarial Order No. 3289, Amendment No.
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1 by “facilitating the production and dissemination of applied science for
resource management decision makers...to coordinate among existing
relevant conservation partnerships, plans, agreements, and programs
with the specific goals of identifying common needs for information and
sharing information and science” (U.S. DOI, 2011, p. 3).
c. Two of the three goals of the Northwest Boreal Partnership Strategic
Plan (2015) are: to improve information sharing across the Partnership;
increase collaboration among partner organizations (p. 5).
d. In practice, the Northwest Boreal Partnership facilitates, on average, two
in-person meetings and at least two additional teleconferences per year.
Prior to the 2017 change in U.S. federal administration, the Partnership
also facilitated frequent webinars featuring presentations of applied
science from the region. At these in-person and teleconference meetings,
a central goal is usually information exchange. The calls, especially,
have recently used a round-robin format where participants give updates
on their work, share challenges or successes, and ask questions. Other
information exchanged includes resources for assistance, grants, crossborder information sharing and education.
e. Coordinating actions: The Partnership’s programmatic priorities are
currently land use planning and monitoring. With respect to monitoring,
the Partnership convened two 2016 workshops with the goals of
identifying common natural attributes to serve as indicators, and to
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standardize monitoring methods (Northwest Boreal LCC, 2019b). At the
in-person Partnership meetings observed in Whitehorse (October 2018)
and Yellowknife (April 2019), one day of each event was dedicated to
discussion of land use planning and monitoring.
2. Network membership can be drawn from some combination of public,
private, and nonprofit sector actors
a. Guidance from the U.S. DOI (2011) states that LCC steering committees
“will be composed of representatives from resource management
agencies at the Federal, State and Tribal levels.” The guidance specifies
that “the makeup of the steering committee should include
representation for the priority resources and resource impacts that are
encompassed by the LCC geography.” Beyond these minimum
requirements, the guidance allows “non-governmental organizations and
other groups who can effectively contribute to the purpose of the LCC
can be members as determined by the Steering Committee” (p. 5).
b. According to the Northwest Boreal Partnership website, the
partnership’s steering committee includes public entities [U.S. and
Canada federal agencies; U.S. and Canada Tribal consortiums; U.S. state
and Canada provincial entities], academic institutions [U.S. and Canada
universities], and nonprofit entities [U.S. and Canada NGOs].
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c. During interviews, when asked what groups were missing from the
partnership, participants talked about the need to involve private entities,
including industry groups and Alaska Native Corporations.
3. Networks may carry out one or more policy functions.
a. Koliba et al. (2011) describe that several network-wide functions – both
operational and policy – can coexist in a network (p. 117). The research
shows that three policy functions are most relevant in this case. The
Northwest Boreal Partnership most closely align with the policy
functions defined by Koliba et al. (2011) as “Policy Design and
Planning” because networks in this space are “mobilized to examine
policy alternatives and/or plan for the implementation of policy tools”
(p. 122). The U.S. DOI established the LCC Network with a defined
problem: that the impacts of climate change are wide-ranging and that
coordination and information sharing at a landscape level is necessary to
address these impacts (U.S. DOI, 2010). And the LCC Network was
established with a general idea of the policy tools (see discussion at item
6) that would be used to achieve their initial charge of “developing
landscape-level strategies for understanding and responding to climate
change impacts” (U.S. DOI, 2010, p. 3). Each individual network had
“broad latitude” to plan for the implementation of these tools in their
respective regions, with some guidance around expectations of core
competencies and responsibilities (U.S. DOI, 2011, pg. 4).
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b. On a secondary level, the Partnership’s networked structure creates
opportunities for participants to engage in smaller-scale “problem
definition,” another policy function of governance networks (Koliba et
al., 2011). While the central problem statement of the impacts of climate
change on natural and cultural resources is understood, Partnership
participants frequently discuss their challenges with carrying out land
use planning and monitoring initiatives. Smaller groups within the
Partnership coalesce around these problems to better understand them
and move toward sharing best practices.
c. Finally, while the Northwest Boreal Partnership is not a regulatory
entity, the Partnership has goals of coordinating policy in the region in
their priority areas of land use planning and landscape monitoring. This
is revealed through several flagship projects, including the workshops
aimed at coordinating monitoring indicators and methods discussed in
item 1 above. Another project aimed at providing managers with a
coordinated approach to planning based in adaptive management is the
BEACONs (2020) project out of the University of Alberta. Policy
coordination as a network function shows up when complex policies
need to be implemented with many tools (Koliba et. al., 2011, p. 123).
The BEACONs (2020) project provides tools for natural resources
decision makers in the region to engage in conservation planning
(Interview M).
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d. One additional “policy design and planning” function was observed at
the Yellowknife Partnership meeting (April 2019). Some federal entities
recognized that the relationships established within the network could
support and potentially facilitate the longstanding policy in both the U.S.
and Canada of government-to-government consultation between federal
and Tribal or First Nations governments. Participants with connections
to Tribes and First Nations likewise recognized participation as leverage
to establish co-management agreements (Interview G).
4. Networks exist across virtually all policy domains.
a. LCC Network documents including the initial Secretarial Order (U.S.
DOI, 2010) and the Northwest Boreal Partnership Strategic Plan (2015)
make clear that the LCCs act in the Natural Resources policy domain.
b. Koliba et al. (2011) acknowledge that “some governance networks carry
out functions from more than a single policy domain” (p. 125). While I
initially thought that the Northwest Boreal Partnership existed
exclusively within an environmental domain, this case study has
revealed that the Partnership’s work may spill over into other policy
domains as described by Baumgartner and Jones (2002) and listed by
Koliba et al. (2011, p. 126) including: energy (renewable energy siting
and development is provided as context in the initial Secretarial Order
(U.S. DOI, 2010); civil rights, minority issues and civil liberties
(significant discussion and information exchange about Tribal and First
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Nations land claims and information sovereignty took place at the
Yellowknife Partnership Meeting (April 2019); Space, science,
technology and communications (several partnership members are
championing projects using innovative field data collection apps and
bringing questions about data storage and access); and public lands and
water management (this is particularly relevant to the U.S. federal
participants that manage public land with a multiple-use mandate).
5. Although networks are mostly defined at the interorganizational level, they
are also described in the context of the individuals, groups, and
organizations that comprise them.
a. Though the LCC Networks were established to develop and grow in the
context of their region, guidance (U.S. DOI, 2011) establishes minimum
requirements and recommendations for steering committee members.
The goal was to start with full U.S. DOI agency participation, then add
natural resources decision-makers and influencers over time.
b. An emergent theme in this research discussed in this chapter centers
around network participation in practice: the juxtaposition of
participation by organizational or individual means.
6. Networks form as the result of the selection of particular policy tools.
a. As discussed in item 3 regarding policy functions of the network, data
collected through document review shows that the Northwest Boreal
Partnership most closely align with the policy functions defined by
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Koliba et al. (2011) as “Policy Design and Planning” because networks
in this space are “mobilized to examine policy alternatives and/or plan
for the implementation of policy tools” (p. 122). Initial documentation of
the LCC Network show consideration given to the types of policy tools
the regional networks would have access to. The central policy tool, and
by no coincidence the tool at the center of this study’s initial inquiry, is
information sharing, or public information (Koliba et al., 2011, pg. 134).
U.S. DOI guidance (2011) states that the LCCs are “applied
conservation science partnerships” that will facilitate “the production
and dissemination of applied science for resource management decision
makers.” They have the goal of “identifying common needs for
information and sharing information and science” (p. 3). Koliba et al.
(2011) note that this is a non-coercive, non-regulatory policy tool.
Interview data from this study show that this non-regulatory identity is
central to participants’ current understanding of the Partnership. This
understanding is supported by Partnership leadership, who write on the
partnership website that “The efforts of the [Partnership] continue to be
non-regulatory and policy neutral, and focus instead on finding
collaborative solutions” (Northwest Boreal Partnership, About).
7. Network structures allow for government agencies to serve in roles other
than lead organizations.
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a. It is hard to argue that U.S. federal government entities did not lead the
LCC Network at first. Initially housed within the USFWS, the LCCs
could capitalize on the network structure already in place within
government to get the network off the ground. This included
relationships between agencies and state governments. Additionally,
because funding for LCC staff funneled through USFWS, U.S. federal
employees were usually LCC Network support staff. Nevertheless, the
model of placing decision-making power in regional steering
committees showed a commitment to keeping all forms of government
as contributing participants rather than leaders.
b. The Northwest Boreal Partnership steering committee decided early on
that they wanted to move support staff out of the government and into a
neutral nonprofit entity. That move was hurried by the 2017 change in
U.S. federal administration and subsequent loss of funding.

3.2 Qualitative Complement to Network Analysis
Patrick Bixler, in his network analysis of the Northwest Boreal Partnership
(2018a) asserts that using social network analysis to assess the Partnership is innovative
and appropriate to landscape-scale conservation work. Bixler’s study goals, which were
in large part intended to catalyze a conversation about performance metrics, included
identifying stakeholder roles in the network, assessing activity around the Partnership’s
strategic plan goals, and tracking changes between the two interview periods (p. 3). In
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this section, I look at Bixler’s findings through the lens of information sharing and its
relationship to collaboration and participation in the Partnership. I offer my own
interview and observational data as a second perspective Bixler’s findings.
Additionally, I explore three findings of the network analysis that are surprising in the
context of the current study: the centrality of the State of Alaska; the identification of
two network subgroups separated by the international border; and the relationship
between number of network ties and collaboration.
Network Actor Roles, Activity, and Information Flow
When Bixler assessed network activity around multiple objectives outlined in
the Northwest Boreal Partnership’s strategic plan (2015), he found that improving
information sharing and determining baseline datasets surfaced as the two most active
objectives (Bixler, 2018a, p. 19). Bixler’s report showed that, at the time of interviews
in 2015 and 2017, the network players most central to baseline data development were
U.S. federal entities; the players most central to information sharing included two
specific U.S. federal agencies – USFWS the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) – and
the provincial government of British Columbia in Canada (p. 19).
The network density and the degree of centrality of a given network actor are
two units of network analysis useful to evaluating information flow and knowledge
development. Bixler (2018a) defines network density as the number of connections
existing in the network relative to the number of potential connections (p. 9). Bixler
discusses that higher density is often correlated with increased knowledge development,
though there may be a tipping point at which a network becomes too dense to
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effectively share new information (Bixler, 2018a, p. 9). He finds that the density of the
Partnership was such that only a quarter of the possible connections were active (p. 10).
Nevertheless, he indicates that the Partnership steering committee itself is a “relatively
dense set of actors” and that the network is “healthy” (p. 10).
Bixler also measures the degree of centrality and betweenness centrality, the
former measuring reported connections to other network actors, and the latter
measuring connections an actor makes between two otherwise unconnected network
actors (Freeman, 1979; Bixler 2018a). Centrality can also impact power and influence
in the network, though a low centrality score does not necessarily equate to a lack of
power (Koliba et al., 2011, p. 83). Bixler (2018a) found that the most central actors in
the network include U.S. federal agencies (BLM and USFWS) and one long-standing
provincial government entity, the Northwest Territories Climate Change Secretariat (p.
12). Their high centrality scores suggest these organizations have many pathways of
connection in the network and that they act as hubs, or mediators, through which less
central network participants connect and share information (Koliba et al., 2011, p. 83).
Participant interviews with members of the Partnership steering committee
confirm the centrality of the U.S. federal agencies. One federal participant practiced
network self-awareness while referring to Bixler’s study: “U.S. federal agencies tended
to dominate all of those relationships. And that really made me pause and wonder
whether there might be a need to pull back a little and let other cooperators engage
more with each other rather than being in between them...there is probably knowledge
out there among cooperators that isn’t being given room to come forward or isn’t
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finding the right avenue to make those connections yet…” (Interview C). Additionally,
U.S. federal agencies led many of the information sharing presentations at the in-person
meetings in Whitehorse (October 2018) and Yellowknife (April 2019); their influence
was evident.
Uncertainty and change emerged as a theme in my case study of the Northwest
Boreal Partnership, and the Partnership can use Bixler’s (2018a) Network Analysis to
assess and understand the impact of future network change. For example, interviews
revealed that the U.S. Bureau of Land Management (BLM) was barred from
participating in the Yellowknife (April 2019) meeting. Bixler’s (2018a) network
analysis identifies BLM as both central to information flow in the network and a main
actor advancing work on the Partnership’s goals of baseline data development and
information sharing. Additionally, BLM posted the highest score in betweenness
centrality. Bixler (2018a) argues that the removal of network entities with high
betweenness scores can cause network fragmentation because the actor may have been
the only one passing information to less connected parts of the network (p. 11).
Partnership leadership can use this information to understand that the loss of BLM’s
participation may have an outsized effect on the work of the Partnership. They can use
this knowledge to work quickly to mitigate the impact of that loss (e.g., reaching out to
less connected network participants directly).
Additionally, Bixler (2018a, 2018b) analyzes network resiliency, meaning how
much the loss of a network actor will impact overall network connectivity. He found
that if 60% of the nodes leave – that is, if just over half of the organizations leave the
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network – 100% of the social connectivity is lost (Bixler, 2018b). The partnership can
use this information to monitor steering committee participation over time. While
fluctuation over time in participation is expected in any voluntary network, the
Partnership can work to maintain a critical mass of committed and active participants at
any given time to maintain connectivity in the network. One longtime participant
voiced this in an interview: “I think to be survivable, we are going to have to have 30 to
50 organizations. So that way on the average, on any given year, 15 to 20 of them are
pretty active...there's changes in personnel, there's budget cuts, there's politics. It's
going to ebb and flow for every one of the participants” (Interview F).
Finally, Bixler (2018a) asked questions about the types of information
exchanged throughout the Partnership. Results found that while half of network actors
share multiple types of information, “data” was the most common information type
exchanged. Subject matter expertise, planning, and best management practices followed
(p. 12-13). Interviews revealed that newer participants did not have experience sharing
data with other Partnership actors. One new participant said, “in the past year we
haven’t discussed [science projects] much to any degree” (Interview B). They hoped
opportunities to share data would resume soon, as this was critical to their participation.
Surprising Finding: The State of Alaska
One surprising finding of Bixler’s (2018a) network analysis is the high
centrality score of the Alaska Department of Fish and Game (ADF&G). ADF&G’s
connectedness to other entities in the network through the Partnership is not supported
by interviews or observations. Participant interviews described early conflicts that led
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the State of Alaska to withdraw from the Northwest Boreal Partnership: “[ADF&G
leadership] felt [the Partnership] was trying to compromise the sovereignty of the State
for making decisions on its own land, so that’s why [ADF&G] stepped out of the
process” (Interview E). ADF&G was described as “not a regular participant anymore”
(Interview E). Additionally, this participant speculated that ADF&G continued to not
participate “not from lack of interest, but the scale,” and that the Partnership’s
landscape-scale approach was incongruous with the Agency’s “scale of game
management units.” They further acknowledged that ADF&G “already have
datasets...or specific collaborators...at the scale of information that [it] needs and at a
time frame” needed to inform its regulatory processes. “[The Partnership] is kind of
more vague and it's a very broad scale” (Interview E).
This raises a question about ADF&G’s centrality measurement. One participant
described ADF&G staff as being able to give informal feedback by “lurking on the
edges” (Interview E) of the Partnership and through long standing professional
relationships with more active network members. Is the network analysis (Bixler,
2018a) overstating reported connections with ADF&G because the informality of the
connections was not made clear? Or is ADF&G highly central because network
members engage with ADF&G for reasons unrelated to Partnership business (e.g., grant
reporting, permit applications)? Bixler (2018a) reports that network participants
described exchanging a variety of information types including regulatory information
and enforcement and reporting requirements, which are information types not directly
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related to the goals of the Partnership (p. 6). I suspect that a combination of these two
elements conspired to inflate the centrality score of ADF&G.
That said, the high centrality finding implies that ADF&G may have a position
in the network with high potential to facilitate information sharing and information
transfer among participants. Bixler (2018a) notes “many state and provincial agencies
rank high in betweenness centrality, illustrating the important role they play as bridging
organizations” (p. 14). He suggests Partnership leadership renew efforts to engage the
State of Alaska. My research does not contradict this suggestion, but a relevant theme
emerged regarding appropriate representation of network organizations. For example, if
ADF&G is not participating because they prefer to work at the scale of game
management units, what part of Alaska state government does work more aligned with
Partnership work?
Tracking Network Changes Over Time
The Bixler (2018a) network analysis surveyed Northwest Boreal Partnership
participants in 2015 and 2017. January 2017 saw a major political shift in the U.S.
federal government. Additionally, this time saw a change in Partnership staff—a
longtime staff member at USFWS who had a significant role in starting the Partnership
left their position (Bixler, 2018b). Bixler’s measurements show little change in metrics
between the two surveys, including in network density (p. 23). This is true even though
the new U.S. federal administration canceled the LCC Network initiative and withdrew
both funding and USFWS personnel from LCC staff roles
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Insights from interviews with individuals with long histories of participation in
the Partnership may help explain the apparent lack of network-level change. Several
individuals described that the steering committee decided just one month before the
2016 U.S. election to shift staff leadership from the USFWS to a non-profit to increase
the perception of neutrality in the network. One long-time participant put it this way: “it
became clear to all of us that to accomplish these shared landscape goals we would
have to do several listening sessions in a neutral convening forum...it was real clear to
us that we needed a person who was not a government employee to facilitate those kind
of conversations.” (Interview F). While the move was hastened by the election, the idea
was born of the desire to maintain neutrality. Koontz et al. (2004) note that the
traditional role of government is to be the “expert, manager, or enforcer” (p. 21), and
this study showed that the federal facilitator arrangement raised trust issues with nonprofits, Indigenous participants, and the ADF&G. Neutrality here means the Partnership
does not advocate for or against policy initiatives. It does not mean they are value-free
or do not have an agenda of their own.
Reed and Abernethy (2018) discuss the role of a facilitator in a multijurisdictional environmental-information-sharing network. They confirm that
inequalities and power asymmetries cause networks to break down. They support
facilitators that can “mediat[e] disagreements stemming from different perceptions,
organizational cultures, and knowledge as well as unequal power relationships” by
“flattening” hierarchies in the context of the network (p. 50-51). By shifting staff
leadership to a non-profit, the Partnership addressed the skepticism of partners
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distrustful of facilitation by an entity with power and a hierarchical structure. Several
participants speculated that this preemptive effort to move staff into a more neutral
setting may have allowed the network to maintain strong network ties as it weathered
significant change. One longtime participant talked about the change and said, “as
we've transitioned away from being a [U.S.] Fish and Wildlife Service program, we're
able to feel a little bit freer to try different ways to partner” (Interview D) and another
voiced “I think having [the staff position] outside also provides better leverage and
balance” for securing funding (Interview J). One participant said, “it works better for
[my organization] to be participating in something that is NGO-run versus something
that is federal agency-run...moving it outside of Fish and Wildlife Service actually
makes it a more neutral body” (Interview K). Participants did have other, related ideas
about what has allowed their network to maintain its strength through a period of major
transition. I discuss these ideas in greater detail later in this chapter.
Surprising Finding: The Border
A second surprising finding of Bixler’s (2018a) network analysis measures “the
degree to which the network breaks up into statistical subgroups,” called network
modularity (p. 8). He identifies two distinct subgroups defined by the U.S.-Canada
border. That many individuals reported relationships among organizations of the same
nationality could suggest a weakness in the network’s ability to foster cross-boundary
collaboration. However, participant interviews and observations at two in-person
Partnership meetings (October 2018 and April 2019), revealed that the network divide
at the U.S.-Canada border is a long-standing and well-known issue: data and
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communication on both sides often stops at the border. One U.S. participant
interviewed bluntly summed up what I was finding: “we don't really talk to Canada
very much at all” (Interview K). I even found this to be true early in my research during
a pilot study (Attachment B of my research proposal), when NPS staff told me that
aside from shared management plans for the resident caribou herd and wildfires, they
did little coordination or even communication with their Parks Canada counterparts in
the Yukon and British Columbia.
Data collected in this study shows that the Northwest Boreal Partnership
steering committee has prioritized addressing this divide from the earliest days of the
Partnership. One longtime steering committee member remembered that the USFWS
initially wanted to establish the U.S. side of the Partnership before involving Canada:
“there was pressure for us to get a steering committee assigned and assigned a charter
and I just said no, let's get some ideas out there and get some input from Canada. And
so that's what we did…We had our inaugural meeting actually in Whitehorse [Yukon,
Canada], not in Fairbanks [Alaska, U.S.]. And so that was in May 2012” (Interview F).
The desire for landscape-scale, cross-border information is motivation for many
members of the Partnership. The steering committee has worked to create cross-border
datasets, and has used them as boundary objects, or a mutual reference point (Rathwell
et al., 2015, p. 866). Boundary objects, which here include an anthropogenic footprint
map of the Partnership’s geography, a geospatial database of regional environmental
research, an inventory of land use plans in the region, and a book reviewing research on
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drivers of landscape change in the boreal forest, can facilitate social learning and trust
(Rathwell et al., 2015).
Even with the intentional effort to connect, many participants agreed with
Bixler’s (2018a) analysis that the divide at the border persists. One Canadian
participant noted “it's very hard for a room which is basically composed of 20, 30, 40
people, most of whom work in Alaska...and it's all friendly and they all know each
other.” They were quick to add, however, that there was no “intention to exclude the
Canadians...and I think a lot of what's happened in the last couple of years has been
aimed at getting more inclusiveness on the Canadian side” (Interview G). Observations
confirm this effort: leadership made the intentional choice to hold two back-to-back in
person meetings in Canada (Whitehorse in 2018 and Yellowknife in 2019) mostly to
address Canadian and Indigenous representation in the partnership.
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Researcher’s Cache:
Cross-border Assumptions
Dent, M. (2021)

One afternoon at the Yellowknife (April 2019) Partnership meeting I was
listening to presentations about the laws governing land use planning in Alaska, the
Yukon, and the Northwest Territories and watching the varied reactions of participants
in the room. There was clearly a lot of learning and reflecting happening as participants
learned about the land use laws of their neighbors. An assumption I had about this
research became clear to me and I scratched it down in my observation notes: “One of
my assumptions is that everyone in the room knows a lot about both sides of the border.
But I think that this is not reality. There are several Canadians I’ve talked to who have
not been to Alaska.” Looking back, I assumed I knew a lot more about Alaska and our
neighboring provinces than I actually did, too. Or, maybe it is that we all knew a lot
about each other but there is just always so much more to learn. I guess this assumption
that Northerners intrinsically know each other comes from certain parts of my identity;
parts that I hold closely and with pride. I was born and raised in Southcentral Alaska
and heartstrings keep me connected to my sense of place. I am a dual U.S.-Canada
citizen and grew up feeling well-connected to Canada through my dad’s stories, our
visits to the Ontario cabin of my Mémère and Pépère (grandparents), and our family’s
frequent travels from coast to Canadian coast. I worked for the Canadian Consulate in
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Anchorage, AK after college. I even took a course on the geography of Canada in
college. It was always important to me to incorporate cross-border issues into my
master’s research.
I reflect on this because it is important for qualitative researchers to critically
examine their own position in their research (Tracy, 2013; Maxwell, 2005). What
experiences, assumptions, goals, and knowledge do I bring with me to this research,
and how does each influence my work? Tracy (2013) makes me laugh when she writes
that “some people call this ‘baggage’; others call it wisdom” (p. 2). Either way,
Maxwell (2005) suggests researchers write a “researcher identity memo” (or several
throughout the process) as a helpful way to reflect. I wrote an identity memo as part of
my first methods course and wrote several reflective memos throughout the research
process. I found them helpful especially in research design. Later, they became useful
for reflecting on emotional reactions to what I observed or heard during the research. I
could explore what triggered that emotion and what assumption(s) supported it. In this
instance, I realized that it would be important for me to check my interview questions
for any underlying assumptions about how much knowledge a participant would have
about their counterparts on the opposite side of the international border.
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Surprising Finding: Collaboration and Closeness
A final surprising finding stirred questions and confusion at Bixler’s May 2018
webinar presentation to the Partnership (Bixler, 2018b). He found that network actors
reporting more outward connections (information traveling out to another actor) were
more likely to prioritize communication and the less likely to prioritize collaboration.
For example, if an actor reports sending information out to a relatively large number of
other organizations (regardless of how many others report working with that actor), the
actor is more likely to prioritize communication over collaboration. During the webinar,
one participant chimed in that this finding felt intuitive: the more collaborations one
has, the less likely one is to look for more collaboration; communication with existing
partners becomes more important in that case.
Bixler correlates collaboration to closeness centrality. A network actor’s
closeness score is a measurement of how close they are to the rest of the network, or
how many links they must go through to connect with everyone else in the network
(Borgatti, 2005). For each additional closeness score, Bixler found that organizations
were three times more likely to prioritize collaboration as a core goal (Bixler, 2018b).
In a governance network like the Partnership, the closeness of an organization
correlates to how quickly information reaches that entity. Bixler’s (2018b) finding that
closeness is related to collaboration suggests that organizations that have relatively
quick access to the rest of the network are more likely to collaborate. On the other
hand, organizations on the outskirts of the network, those who have close connections
with only one or two other entities, are less likely to collaborate.
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Bixler (2018b) indicated that these findings were new and preliminary. These
findings are interesting in the context of my study because closeness measurements do
not address an organization’s ability or desire to collaborate with others in the network.
In participant interviews with newer Canadian partnership members, both expressed a
desire to collaborate (and even an organizational culture of collaboration), but neither
had found opportunities to do so yet (Interviews B, G). One said, “I think looking back
on it I have not actually done any real science collaboration with anyone” (Interview
G). In a situation where an organization expresses the ability and willingness to
collaborate yet cannot find opportunity to do so, Partnership leadership and other
organizations with high centrality scores can help bring that organization closer to more
network actors in order to increase their opportunities to collaborate. Partnership
leadership can use this information when thinking about priorities for the network:
some organizations may experience the Partnership differently and thus have different
opinions about the priority and available opportunity for collaboration.
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Researcher’s Cache:
The Elevator Speech

Dent, M. (2021)

Answering the question “what is the Northwest Boreal Partnership?” has been a
challenge for me, and I observed this task to be a challenge for Partnership participants
and leadership alike. I heard the Partnership described in many ways and rarely
succinctly. Among the first questions I asked interview participants was to describe the
Partnership as they would to someone unfamiliar with the group—the elevator speech. I
conducted a mini analysis of the responses to this question by grouping responses by
tone of response; key idea; the participant’s length of involvement; and by sector.
While a slick elevator speech did not emerge from this exercise, a better understanding
of how participants understand the Partnership did. In summary, The Partnership is:
→ a novel approach to conservation; an opportunity to transcend traditional
silos to work and think differently, to connect and communicate across
old divides, to fill gaps and to generate new science and knowledge.
→ about its participants, their shared vision for the region, and the
relationships they form with each other: “it’s not what the LCC
[Partnership] is but who the LCC [Partnership] are” (Interview A).
→ is broad and changing with time.
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3.3 Governance Networks, Information, and Collaboration
As is evident in the description of the Northwest Boreal Partnership as a
governance network, it would be incomplete to consider the case without considering
the resources exchanged between and among Partnership members. In this study, I am
focused on the resource information. A central function of the Partnership is to create
and disseminate science information about the region in order to “identify best
practices, connect efforts, identify science gaps, and avoid duplication through
conservation planning and design” (Northwest Boreal Partnership, 2015). Jacobson and
Robertson (2012) further note that the original LCC Network used collaboration to
facilitate “knowledge exchange at multiple levels.” (p. 337). In the Northwest Boreal
Partnership, information sharing is connected to collaboration in the Strategic Plan: a
goal under the central theme “working together” is to improve information sharing
across the Partnership (Northwest Boreal Partnership, 2015, p. 5).
In a diverse network, individuals will understand and respond differently to
information shared. A critical component of this study was to understand how
information is communicated in the Northwest Boreal Partnership across those diverse
ways of knowing: What is the nature of the information flowing throughout the
governance network that is the Northwest Boreal Partnership, and how does it relate to
participants’ willingness, interest, and/or ability to participate in the network? To
illuminate this inquiry, I looked for evidence of how the information moves around the
network: Who produces, disseminates, shares, and receives information? Additionally,
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I asked participants questions like How important is the science information being
shared to you and your organization? and who is missing from the network?
This study also sought to understand how collaboration works in the Northwest
Boreal Partnership’s network. I asked participants questions that compared the
collaborative work of the Partnership to the work of the participant’s home
organization: How does collaborative work fit with your job? How does LCC work fit
into your job? Do you have any observations about recent structural changes to the
Partnership with respect to your participation? I also kept these questions in mind
while observing two in-person partnership meetings and multiple email and
teleconference conversations.
Information Sharing in the Partnership
Observations and participant interviews allow me to characterize how
information moves throughout the Northwest Boreal Partnership governance network.
A detailed description of the types of information shared in the Partnership is in the
next Chapter. First, it was clear that a significant amount of information exchange, both
formal and informal, occur through in-person gatherings at various levels. At an
individual scale, the Partnership Director spends time throughout the year meeting with
potential partners, funders, and interested parties in Alaska and Canada, and attends
workshops or conferences hosted by other organizations in the region. At the
Partnership scale, in-person Partnership meetings are organized roughly twice yearly to
bring together members of the Steering Committee. And at the community scale, these
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in-person Partnership gatherings often include space for local community members and
organizations to join as guests for listening and sharing sessions.
I observed the most common methods of information sharing to be a)
presentations with question-and-answer sessions, b) facilitated sharing circles or roundrobins, c) direct conversation between individuals. For each type, different individuals
or organizations play a role. Notably, because the presentations and sharing circles are
facilitated, the Steering Committee and Partnership Director play significant roles in
disseminating information to the rest of the Partnership; they design the agenda for
presentations and frame the topics of the sharing circles. Additionally, each in-person
and virtual meeting reserves time for Partnership updates in which leadership reports
out on projects, grant endeavors, new products, or other updates. This is not to say,
however, that the information is only internal to the Steering Committee. At two inperson meetings in Whitehorse (October 2018) and Yellowknife (April 2019), I saw
Partnership leaders reach out across each community to bring new local organizations
to the table to talk about challenges and opportunities in their respective land use
planning and monitoring work through sharing circles. One government participant said
they considered the sharing aspect of the meetings to be critical: “that sort of
brainstorming environment is really important and hopefully people took away
information that I shared with them” (Interview G).
Though the Partnership Steering Committee and leadership team have a lot of
influence in facilitating the flow of information in the governance network, individual
Partnership participants have broad latitude to bring up a topic to discuss, or share a
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challenge or opportunity with the larger group during the facilitated portion of these inperson or virtual meetings. Where individual participants have the most influence on
information flow in the network appears to be specifically at in-person gatherings
during unstructured time. Time before, after, and between the program of events
provides space to follow up on projects or challenges mentioned during the structured
portions of the meeting. I witnessed and participated in some of these unstructured
conversations in both Whitehorse (October 2018) and Yellowknife (April 2019), and
saw the conversations range widely from the personal (getting to know each other,
sharing philosophies and inspiration for environmental work) to the professional
(project-specific conversation, idea sharing for new work).
Many participants told me these direct connections with each other were
important to the overall success of information sharing in the network, even when they
did not expect concrete project information or data sharing to happen at the meetings.
One participant from the academic sector described Partnership meetings (both the
regular virtual and biannual in-person gatherings) as allowing future collaborative
projects to happen: “I don't necessarily need to receive information from [participants]
during meetings, but I know who to reach out to, or who I can reach out to, if I feel like
I need some form of feedback or see potential for a partnership of some kind. So, it's
about connection” (Interview M). Another participant who considered the in-person
meetings primarily for networking realized that their infrequent participation in those
calls and gatherings was hindering their ability to benefit from network information
exchange: “I think the networking opens up avenues for information exchange. But I
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think just because I have such little involvement in it, I am still working on building the
network...only spending a couple hours a year on it hasn’t really been fruitful in the
information exchange yet” (Interview K). I observed other methods of information
exchange including webinars and the website, but these two tools were not heavily used
over the last few years. The regular Northern Latitudes Webinar Series stopped in 2018
and the former LCC-established website remained dormant for over a year as a new
website was constructed. Two exceptions are emails from the Partnership Director and
a new science product, a book called Drivers of Landscape Change in the Northwest
Boreal Region (2019). The emails I was able to observe were almost always from the
Partnership Director to the steering committee regarding a specific upcoming event
(either the in-person gatherings or virtual). These emails would sometimes include nonsteering-committee interested parties.
Network Participation
Participation characteristics of the Partnership were also important to explore,
including understanding the network’s gaps (who is not participating that could be?);
the relationship between Partnership work and the work of a participant’s home
organization; barriers to participation; and the balance of participation in the
network. The Northwest Boreal Partnership invites wide-ranging participation. They
welcome “agencies, organizations, and individuals with management, research,
scientific, [Indigenous Knowledge/Traditional Ecological Knowledge] and/or
conservation activities and responsibilities regarding land, water, climate, and cultural
or natural resources within the [Partnership] geographical region” (Northwest Boreal
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Partnership Charter, p. 3). The steering committee currently includes both U.S. and
Canada federal entities; state, provincial, and territorial government entities; U.S. and
Canada non-profits; Indigenous groups; and academic institutions.
Notwithstanding the varied participation already established, several sectors
were identified when I asked participants in interviews “who is missing from the
partnership?” Responses are listed in Table 4. Multiple participants noted the lack of
industry groups and Tribal or First Nation groups. As noted, BLM withdrew from the
Partnership between the Whitehorse (October 2018) and Yellowknife (April 2019)
gatherings. The loss of this key participant was also mentioned by multiple interview
participants and brought up more than once at the in-person Yellowknife (April 2019)
meeting. Observations at that meeting confirmed that BLM, who was represented by
multiple staff people at the prior in-person meeting in Whitehorse (October 2018),
withdrew their participation in the spring of 2019 because “politics got in the way.”
Table 4: Who is Missing from the Partnership?
Alaska Native Corporations
(private entities with significant landholdings)
Alaska State Government*
British Columbia Provincial Government
U.S. Academic Institutions**
Development/Industry*
(Forestry, Mining, Energy)
Bureau of Land Management (after recent exit)*
First Nations and Tribal groups*
*identified by multiple participants
**identified via literature review
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My own review resulted in a similar list of missing entities, though I also
noticed a lack of U.S. academic institutions and I did not initially consider development
or industry groups. Through network analysis, Bixler (2018a) identified thirty-six
outside actors with whom Steering Committee members work outside of the
Partnership. These are organizations that are not formally involved with the Northwest
Boreal Partnership but who interact with Partnership members in other ways. Seven of
the thirty-six organizations were identified by more than one Steering Committee
member. Of the 36 non-network organizations Bixler (2018a) identified, none were
industry though multiple academic institutions and Alaska state government entities
were named. Canadian federal entities and non-profits were also mentioned. Bixler
presents these organizations as direction for Partnership outreach efforts: “when
considering outreach forums or listening sessions, one strategy may be to think about
the additional partners as potential hosts and then working through the steering
committee contact to reach them” (Bixler, 2018a, p. 17).
Organizational Fit
It was important for me to understand how the collaborative mission of the
Northwest Boreal Partnership aligned with the work participants do for their home
organizations. I wanted to understand how much of a paradigm shift is required, if at
all, to participate in the Partnership. Through participant interviews as well as informal
conversations at the Whitehorse (October 2018) and Yellowknife (April 2019)
meetings, I learned that most participants considered collaborative, landscape-scale
activities relevant to their work, but not all participants actively did that kind of work in
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their home organization. A couple of notable exceptions thought the work of the
Northwest Boreal Partnership was a poor fit for their home organization.
Interviews showed that, for about two thirds of participants surveyed, the
collaborative work of the Partnership seemed nearly seamless and highly
complementary to the work of their home organizations. Initially, the U.S. DOI
mandated participation in the early LCCs for all DOI departments (USFWS, BLM, U.S.
Geological Survey, NPS, etc.). At this time, U.S. DOI organizations had both
organizational support and a well-aligned organizational focus. One federal participant
noted this direct benefit: “getting the Natural Resource Management Plan updated...is
50,000 times easier than it used to be” (Interview I). Additionally, interviews showed
that though the 2017 U.S. federal administration change impacted the priorities and
mandates of the agencies in the U.S. DOI, the U.S. federal participants continue to see
value and alignment in their participation with the Partnership. For example, even
though the focus on landscape-scale collaboration and climate-change research changed
to a focus on responsible development practices, one participant reminded me that the
basic needs of their agency remained the same: “good information, paying attention to
stakeholders, making sure you understand the needs and interests of the people living
on the land that your management decisions are going to impact” (Interview C). The
Partnership provides information and support for those perennial efforts.
On the other hand, one participant noted that a paradigm shift was precisely the
point: “I see the [Partnership] as a chance for people...to think outside of the constraints
of their day-to-day jobs. A chance to think outside, a little bit, of the legislation that
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guides their individual park unit, or BLM Land, or the mission of the Canadian Forest
Service, or Yukon Government...to exercise some of the new science and the new ideas
and the concepts that just aren’t baked into the decades-old legislation that guides
policies and regulations and mandates and goals of all these groups...it's only possible
in a venue that allows them to get outside of the constraints” of their day jobs
(Interview A). A few participants echoed this sentiment; three individuals identified as
personally interested but in ways unrelated to their work at their home organization
(Interviews E, I, K) and two identified as more interested in the success of the
partnership itself than any direct benefit to their own organization (Interviews F, I). My
observations and interviews showed that participants both wanted and needed at least
some direct benefit to the work of their home organization. Some simply to justify their
time to participate, but others because they saw potential direct benefit to advancing
their home organization’s work.
Other organizations found a good fit with the goals of information sharing and
collaboration, too. Two participants of the same home organization articulated that their
organization was used to collaborating, almost as a necessity, to advance their work.
They valued the Partnership for both information sharing and relationship building. The
individual who had a longer history with the Partnership said that they “could see a
very strong connection between the work that I was doing and a lot of what was being
talked about” (Interview G) in their first Partnership meeting. The individual who was
newer noted that they saw the Partnership as a “bridging body” in the North where their
organization needs help making connections: “If they are already building partnerships
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and relationships, that is something we don’t need to do on our own, we can tap into
and be a part of” those existing relationships (Interview G).
Both observation and interview data showed that other participants connected
the work of their home organization to the work of the Partnership via projects. The
most notable examples I observed are the BEACONs project out of the University of
Alberta and the Indigenous Sentinels Network community monitoring application. The
BEACONs project is a framework of monitoring benchmark areas – or indicators of
specific landscape types in the region – designed to support proactive conservation
planning in the Northwest Boreal region of Alaska and Canada. One participant said of
the BEACONs project that the work “requires” partnerships to both get the benchmark
tools from academics to managers, but also because the Partnership creates a feedback
loop that allows the university to move their ideas and research forward (Interview M).
The community monitoring application for species and landscape change was much
discussed at the in-person Partnership meetings in 2018 and 2019. Established by the
Aleut Community of St. Paul Island in Alaska, the tool has been shared and modified
by the Tanana Chiefs Conference for use by their member Tribes in Interior Alaska.
Two interviews revealed that the connection between one’s home organization
priorities and the work of the Partnership was not always easy to find. As discussed, the
landscape-scale focus does not make sense for the smaller-scale work of the ADF&G.
Another Alaska participant bluntly acknowledged their participation in the network as a
poor fit: “to be honest, I’m not sure that I am the right person from the [organization] to
be participating...because, first of all, most of my work is actually North Slope related
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not interior Alaska, not boreal related” they said as they speculated who from the
organization would be a better fit for network’s mission (Interview K).
Notably, the mismatch between organizational priorities and individual interest
in the Partnership was less bothersome for some participants than others. Some seemed
to not care whether their home organization was actively involved if they could be
involved individually (Interviews E, I, K). In many instances, those individuals also
seemed to have autonomy and flexibility to participate without the support of their
organization; and without their organization actively discouraging their participation. In
contrast, one Canadian participant expressed with frustration their struggle to reconcile
the lack of their organization’s interest despite their attempts to articulate the benefits:
“I seem to be limited by my approval from my manager...[my manager] doesn’t see
non-profits...doesn’t see them as a great partnership...thinks that they fall under
legislation and so they could just stop at any time and kind of screw things up, or won’t
get the funding or I don't know. It was just really tough for me, because that is a big
part of who we are...partnerships, networking, bridging you know…[my manager]
doesn't see the value” (Interview L). This discussion about the spectrum of individual
and organizational interests in participating in the Northwest Boreal Partnership seeds
this study’s larger exploration of one of three emergent themes: the relationship
between the individual and the whole.
Barriers to Participation
Some barriers to participation described in participant interviews were
structural. Many participants expressed either a partial or total lack of time and capacity
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to participate fully. For most folks, this structural impediment did not necessarily
equate to a lack of interest. One participant put it this way: “I haven't been involved and
it's not so much lack of interest as it is lack of time. You know, the job duties I have,
responsibilities that I am funded to do, I just don't have time to participate with all of
these different organizations” (Interview E). One participant reminded me that the time
commitment can be a challenge for everyone, from government employees to
subsistence hunters alike, and added: “we have two face-to-face meetings a year that
are three days, and three or four conference calls, and then it's up to you to make those
contacts in between or not” (Interview C). This structural issue of time to participate
was especially evident when an individual’s home organization did not support their
participation. A couple of individuals described convincing their leadership to allocate
time to Partnership participation as a challenge. One said, “it’s something that I really
believe in, but it’s not something that the [organization] really prioritizes my time even
when I basically get the travel for no cost” (Interview K). Added to the challenge of
finding time to participate, some participants reminded me that collaboration by nature
is time-consuming: “collaboration takes time and a lot of effort. And a lot of times, at
least in land use decision making, things are moving faster than the collaborations can
form and deliver solutions. So, there is always a little bit of a mismatch on the political
regulatory side and predictability side versus collaborative knowledge development”
(Interview G).
Not only can collaboration be slow, but it can also be a poor fit for timelines
dictated by funding models. One non-profit participant pointed out that traditional
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research funding models are not built with time for collaboration in mind. They said
that, even when funders specifically ask to see “collaboration or support of First
Nations and Tribes...sometimes their funding mechanism doesn’t allow you...to actually
establish that relationship in advance. Talking to the community and saying, ‘this is
what I want to do, is that really of interest to you? would that support you with any of
your concerns or can the data we collect address some of your concerns?” More often,
they found, the process played out backward: research proposal and funding followed
by consultation and collaboration: “it’s like catching up. You get the funding and try
the recruitment and then you hope that that is really of interest in the community too”
(Interview J). Because many Partnership regularly look for programmatic and research
funding, finding a balance between securing funding and truly collaborating could
present a challenge for those organizations.
Other barriers to participation described in participant interviews were
relational. I heard from many that the Northwest Boreal Partnership has not historically
had meaningful relationships with First Nations and Tribes which, participants
speculated, hampered the participation of these groups. My understanding, gained
through conversation and observation, show that this trend is not due to overt
discrimination but rather by a combination of blind sports and general discomfort
engaging Tribes and First Nations. This collaboration is improving thanks to
leadership’s renewed, deliberate effort beginning around 2017 to reach out to First
Nations and Tribes—both individuals and organizations. I observed many local
Indigenous organizations join in-person and virtual gatherings to listen and share. Also,
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a significant portion of the Yellowknife (April 2019) meeting was dedicated to a
powerful session in which participants shared information about Indigenous land claims
in the Northwest Boreal region. This allowed attendees from both sides of the border to
learn from each other about the differences in both government planning processes as
well as their respective histories of Indigenous land claims. To support these new
relationships, leadership has discussed plans to create an Indigenous Leadership
Working Group (Interview L; Yellowknife Observation) as a way of facilitating local
and Indigenous participation in the Partnership. The Northwest Boreal Partnership
Charter document outlines a role for an Indigenous Knowledge/Traditional Ecological
Knowledge Coordinator as well as a Science and Knowledge Community that would
support the partnership's goal to “support co-production of knowledge” between
science and Indigenous Knowledge (Northwest Boreal Partnership Charter, p. 2).
Finally, an interesting concern about establishing and maintaining relationships
with First Nations and Tribes was brought up by government participants in interviews
and discussed at in-person gatherings. One Canadian participant noted that Canada’s
federal government has a mandate to consult First Nation governments; meaning one
First Nation government might be asked to consult with several federal agencies at
once. An unintended consequence of the mandate is that the rush for consultation has
strained the resources of many First Nations that do not have capacity to support
multiple ongoing collaborations with federal and provincial governments at one time.
The United States also has policies dictating how government-to-government
interaction works between the U.S. federal government and Tribal governments. During
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a pilot study interview in 2015 with a member of the North Atlantic LCC, the
participant acknowledged just how difficult it is to navigate a meaningful collaborative
relationship between two entities that have not only current rules of interaction, but also
significantly challenging histories of oppression: “As a federal agency we have certain
expectations and mandates about how we relate to Tribes. But as a collaborative
partnership it’s less clear what our responsibilities are” (Pilot Interview). Here,
relational challenges interact with and exacerbate the structural challenges of time and
government process.

3.4 Emergent Theme: Change and Uncertainty
The discussions throughout this chapter have set a foundation for a greater
exploration of change and uncertainty as one of three emergent themes from this case
study. The Northwest Boreal Partnership underwent significant changes over the past
five years as is evident throughout the discussion of the Partnership as a governance
network. Some changes were structural, others addressed priorities; some changes were
intentional, some were out of the Partnership’s control. Though many participants
expressed dismay and disappointment about the U.S. political context that made many
of the structural changes more difficult, most expressed positive opinions about the
changes themselves and the overall direction in which the Partnership is headed. In this
section, I discuss how change and uncertainty emerged in the context of the Northwest
Boreal Partnership as a governance network. I bring other scholars into the discussion
to help frame and make meaning.
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Organization Change: Funding
The most obvious change, and likely what has had the largest impact on the
Partnership’s day-to-day activity, was the loss of organizational support and funding for
the Partnership as part of the greater LCC Network. According to observation and
interview data, the key external factor driving this network change is summed up in the
oft-repeated phrase at the Yellowknife (April 2019) Partnership meeting: “politics got
in the way.” Here, politics refers to the change in U.S. federal policy agenda (Kingdon,
1995) with respect to climate change. The U.S. federal policy decision to, as one
participant from a U.S. federal agency described it, pivot toward “responsible
development” and away from landscape-scale planning and climate change work
(Interview C) impacted the Partnership in two concrete ways: the loss of funding and
the transfer of the staff position to a non-profit. As a result, participants note, some
Partnership priorities are also shifting.
The first and most noticeable impact is the loss of consistent funding. It is true
that funding has always been a consideration for the Partnership. Participants with
longer histories of involvement were quick to tell me that the Northwest Boreal LCC as
established was underfunded compared to other LCCs, and that the network’s priorities
and creativity grew in part as a response to their lack of robust funding. One longtime
participant said “our emphasis ever since the first time we got together was on figuring
out a way to successfully collaborate” rather than divvy up an abundance of project
money as individual grants to separate researchers, as participants described happening
in other LCC networks (Interview I). However, the Partnership was receiving some
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project funding for internal projects and to grant to partners and did not anticipate a full
and immediate stop to the flow of baseline funding from the USFWS. The Partnership
Director characterized the funding pull as “dramatic” (Yellowknife 2019), and several
participants described to me a complicated process to quickly install their Partnership
Director at a non-profit. A member of the Partnership leadership team said in 2019 that
all partnership activity ground to a halt while they “fought for their survival” (Interview
F). They added that the partnership had to hurriedly secure data and archive their work
to ensure it would not be lost: “Projects came to a complete stop and the main activity
was securing the data that we had gathered...we weren’t going to lose any tax-payerfunded project conclusions or data” (Interview F). This happened amidst accusations of
misuse of funds by those attempting to dismantle the LCC Network (Interview I).
Questions of funding for collaborative efforts like the Northwest Boreal
Partnership surfaced in this case study more often than I expected. Others in
collaborative network literature discuss the impact of funding on collaborative
networks. Robards et al. (2018) looked at lessons from several case studies in which
communities in Alaska were working on co-production of knowledge. Knowledge coproduction is defined in general terms as people with knowledge based in different
epistemologies working together to understand problems and find solutions. The
Northwest Boreal Partnership understands its purpose in part to support co-production
of knowledge “to inform and promote integrated stewardship of natural and cultural
resources in response to the impacts of climate change and other stressors within and
across the boreal ecosystems of Alaska and northwestern Canada” (Northwest Boreal
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Partnership Charter, p. 2). Robards et al. (2018) see throughout their case examples that
stable funding was critical to supporting the long timelines necessary for co-production
of knowledge: “Our cases largely include consistent funds (often federal or
philanthropic in origin) and labor that have supported the evolution of coproductive
capacity...derived from federal sources, or through the in-kind labors of federal or state
agencies.” (p. 210). The authors also acknowledge the irony in this reliance on federal
funding – irony that is all too real for the Northwest Boreal Partnership: “Given the
shorter time-scales of political cycles, co-productive capacity is vulnerable to the
vicissitudes of the voting public” (Robards et al., 2018, p. 211). Long-term
organizational sustainability is critical for the Northwest Boreal Partnership because of
the long time-horizons required to meet their goals of supporting the co-production of
knowledge and engaging in landscape-scale land use planning and monitoring.
One longtime participant of the Northwest Boreal Partnership optimistically
shared that despite the uncertainty in their long-term financial outlook, “it’s been said
many times that our partnership will continue to find a way to meet and collaborate and
leverage resources for projects. I think that will is still there” (Interview F). Ominously,
a study by Reed and Abernethy (2018) of knowledge-bridging in World Biosphere
Reserves (BRs) in Canada shows that loss of funding can have a serious impact on
maintaining participant interest. The BR projects, like the Northwest Boreal
Partnership, are geographically dispersed, cross-sector partnerships. And, similarly,
“Federal operational funding to the BRs was unexpectedly cut after the first year of the
partnership and some of the paid staff suddenly found themselves as volunteers, doing
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the same work for free. Maintaining motivation in a long-term research venture (almost
4 years) and over large geographic distances (sense of isolation) became more difficult”
(p. 49). Participants I interviewed seemed to understand this from their own experience.
One new participant said, “it would be great if there was annual funding for [the
Partnership Director] and a couple of staff so that they are not chasing money for the
position…[leadership] spend so much time looking [for money] that [they] don’t have
any time to get the work done” (Interview B). This participant worried that the lack of
forward movement in the Partnership’s work caused by the funding loss would end up
hindering their ability to continue justifying their time to participate. Another
participant deeply familiar with research funding processes said “it would be really
beneficial to acknowledge with the [Partnership] the important role of funding
mechanisms...for a more long-term planning process. Better sustainability” (Interview
J). This participant understood in stark terms that a loss of sustained funding, not just
project funding, can cripple a long-term effort. To date, the Partnership has not found
itself in a position funding has completely dried up. However, many participants
acknowledged weariness from the prolonged period of financial uncertainty as they
search for and piece together operational and project funding.
Another framework relevant to the Northwest Boreal Partnership is proposed by
Kania and Kramer (2011). They argue that achieving “commitment of a group of
important actors from different sectors to a common agenda for solving a specific social
problem,” which they define as collective action, requires sustained funding and a
backbone organization (this model is discussed further periodically in this thesis).
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Organizational Change: Facilitator
Other changes in the Northwest Boreal Partnership over the past five years
included two relocations of the Partnership Director staff position (the only paid staff
person for the Partnership). The first move of the director position out of the USFWS
into the U.S.-based, national non-profit Wildlife Management Institute (“WMI”) was
planned before but hastened by the 2017 change in the U.S. federal administration. This
move was an intentional step toward increasing perceived neutrality in the network.
Though the LCC Network was established to be a non-regulatory, facilitative arm of
the USFWS, the reality of histories with and perceptions of the U.S. federal
government made this difficult. One participant described that the Partnership arrived at
the decision to leverage the neutrality of a non-profit when they understood it would
help them convene participants from all sectors and from Canada: “when you have a[n
Alaska] Native for-profit corporation that wants to do mining like...a tribe that doesn’t
want to see any mining, and you have environmentalists and you have fisheries
biologists, and you have them all at the table at the same time, you need a really good
facilitator that has no association with one side or the other” (Interview F). WMI was
perceived as a trustworthy and neutral organization, particularly in the American West.
The second move was from WMI to the Alaska Conservation Foundation
(“ACF”), an Alaska-based non-profit that also hosts the staff of two other Alaska LCC
partnerships. The Partnership steering committee approved the move in the spring of
2019 with the hope that working more closely with other LCCs will provide mutual
stability and expanded funding opportunities. The discussion that preceded the decision
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to move the director position to the new Alaska non-profit centered around maintaining
neutrality. While WMI seemed to be perceived as neutral, ACF is perceived to have
more of an agenda, particularly with respect to industry and development. This
perception was strong enough to cause some discussion, but not strong enough to stop
the approval by the Steering Committee of the move. Partnership leadership had oneon-one conversations with Steering Committee members about their organization's
willingness to participate if the staff position was moved to ACF. They asked, “are you
going to be reluctant to have your people participate because we're no longer associated
with a more neutral organization like [WMI]?” and were assured from those asked, “no
that won't affect it as long as the Steering Committee is arm’s length from ACF and
makes its own decisions” (Interview F). At the Yellowknife gathering (April 2019),
participants in the business meeting had a sense that ACF was an organization of
integrity, and that they do not actively advocate (though some pointed out that they do
provide funding to advocacy groups). The approved move situated the Northwest
Boreal Partnership as one of three independent Partnership networks with logistical
support by ACF.
The Role of Government
When asked for their thoughts about the structural changes in the Partnership,
most participants specifically noted the increased neutrality of the network in having
the Partnership Director housed outside of the government, with the emphasis on not
government rather than on any particular characteristic of the non-profit. This raises the
question: why not government?
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It is revealing to look at the participation trajectories of two U.S. government
entities: first, the USFWS (from facilitator to participant); and second, BLM (from
heavily involved to barred from participation). Interview participants who witnessed the
changes noted that removing USFWS from a facilitating role, combined with the loss of
funding, seems to have shifted the focus of the Northwest Boreal Partnership away
from projects and data-sharing and onto stakeholder engagement, network building, and
knowledge sharing. Three shared similar, positive perspectives on the changes:
When it started it was meant to be a little bit of a science-based, technical
group…and now we've been able to spread out a little more and have that
diversity both in terms of who's on [the Partnership], but then also just how
we…share and potentially I think moving forward we'll see it more in what
projects we undertake…we're definitely trying to be more diverse than we were
before. (Interview D)

When I started in 2012, we were much more focused on science and data
sharing, and we are sort of morphing. Not to say that that is not important, but
instead of focusing on moving data around, it's more like creating collaborative
relationships where, if we need to move data, then it's easier. (Interview I)

The past two years really just started that dialogue and involving Tribes and
First Nations more, and really emphasize providing the foundation for
partnership and open up the communication. That was not really happening
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when I started to engage with the LCC…[The Partnership has] really changed, I
think, now that [staff] is not a government employee…having that outside that
also provides better leverage and balance. (Interview J)

Hosting consecutive in-person meetings in Canada in 2018 (Whitehorse) and
2019 (Yellowknife) was also an intentional effort toward improving Partnership
inclusivity by centering outreach efforts in Canada and in Tribal and First Nation
communities. Increased perceptions of neutrality with the USFWS no longer in a
facilitating role seems to be increasing participation by these underrepresented groups.
Conversations at in-person meetings showed that the effort was also a strategy to
diversify funding sources and build a robust funding foundation. A participant
described the second meeting (Yellowknife 2019) as a bit of a gamble, but with the
intent of fortifying the Partnership amidst so much change: “we're gambling that when
we broaden and get over there that there will be more unity and more interest and more
enthusiasm and more diverse ideas for bringing in funding” (Interview F).
The loss of BLM was immediately felt at the Yellowknife (April 2019)
Partnership meeting, especially given the agency’s heavy representation at the
Whitehorse (October 2018) meeting and the active roles of BLM staff in partnership
initiatives. One particularly concerning consequence of this loss may prove to work
against the Partnership’s efforts to increase diversity. Though mentioned only briefly in
the network analysis (Bixler, 2018a), BLM’s connections to industry and development
groups in the Alaska boreal region, coupled with the agency’s high centrality score in
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the network, may have been an effective way to include these sectors when the
Partnership is ready.
These examples of moving two U.S. federal government entities out of key roles
in the Partnership, and the politically charged context in which the change occurred,
illustrate several of the concerns I heard from participants about why government
should not be the facilitator. Through interviews and observations, I noticed slight
differences in opinion between sectors. A sample of responses are captured below:
•

Tribes and First Nations Groups: concerns of establishing genuine relationships
between government and Indigenous groups; problematic history between
government and Tribes in the U.S., Government and First Nations in Canada;
different rights and recognition for Indigenous Communities in U.S. and Canada.
o “I have a feeling it's just the relationships between government and
Indigenous communities…If they're not sharing anything it's because of
colonialism and a history of the government.” (Interview B)
o “As a federal agency we have certain expectations and mandates about
how we relate to Tribes. But as a collaborative partnership it’s less clear
what our responsibilities are.” (Pilot Interview)
o “I don't like to talk when there are a bunch of government people around.”
(Yellowknife, April 2019, Observation)

•

Industry and Developers: Potentially challenging for a regulatory entity to
create a facilitative or collaborative relationship with the regulated entity.
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•

Non-profit Organizations: Potentially challenging for the government to create a
facilitative or collaborative relationship with non-governmental organizations,
especially advocacy organizations who frequently litigate government actions.
o One participant representing an advocacy group expressed that it was
difficult for their organization to work with the Northwest Boreal
Partnership because of the government’s underlying assumptions about
development. This participant went as far as to say that if BLM was in a
partnership working group, they could not participate in that working
group (Yellowknife, April 2019, Observation)
o

“The State of Alaska didn’t want non-profits on the steering committee…
and that's what the State was worried about, that the people who were
suing them all the time were going to be sitting at the table with them.”
(Interview D)

•

Canada Government Agencies: Important for Canadian government officials to
see a viable partnership with mutual benefit, rather than simply participate in a
program by and for the U.S. federal government.
o At the business meeting in Yellowknife (April 2019), participants voiced a
perception that U.S. advocacy groups play a large role in blocking
Canadian resource development (e.g., pipelines). Participants also
reminded the group that the conversation about partnership activity and
next steps had been U.S.-centric. (Yellowknife, April 2019, Observation)
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o

“It’s very hard for a room which is basically composed of 20, 30, 40
people, most of whom work in Alaska, either for the State or for the feds
in different federal departments…it’s all friendly and they all know each
other, and I am not saying that there is any sort of obvious or intention to
exclude the Canadians, but typically, there are probably only four or five
Canadians in the room.” (Interview G)

•

Bureaucracy: dislike for bureaucracy was unmistakable, even from bureaucrats
themselves.
o

Canadian government-sector participant: “From what I've seen from my
limited engagement with the LCC, it's very bureaucratic right now, like
just meetings and talking about things. But I haven't actually seen forward
movement on things.” (Interview B)

o

U.S. government-sector participant: “We tried to remove barriers and not
make it so bureaucratic because I mean so many people have to deal with
bureaucracy all the time anyways. So how to make ours as unbureaucratic
as you could be.” (Interview F)

o

U.S. government-sector participant: “The word bureaucracy or bureaucrat
isn't automatically negative, but of course the connotation certainly is
negative” (Interview I)

Underlying these complaints against the government as the convenor or
facilitator is a current of mistrust in the neutrality of government—a mistrust in the
ability of government to take on a role that does not include traditional regulation. So,
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what is the role for government in a collaborative effort like the Northwest Boreal
Partnership? Koontz et al. (2004) tackle this question in Collaborative Environmental
Management: What Roles for Government? and begin by confirming that there is a
slow, consistent movement of government environmental management from commandand-control to a more collaborative approach. This, they argue, equates directly to a
movement from a theory of traditional government to one of governance. They adopt
the Milward and Provan (2000) definition of governance as a “process that takes place
through the collective action of a variety of participants, all of whom retain some
control over decision making or implementation,” (Koontz et al., 2004, p. 6). The
formation of the original LCC Network may itself be an illustration of this gradual
change.
In the Northwest Boreal Partnership, the role of government in the collaboration
is multifaceted: federal, state/provincial and local governments as well as Tribal and
First Nations governments participate. And, as noted by participants, collaboration by
government in the Northwest Boreal Partnership stands in juxtaposition to the regulator
role of government in natural resource management. It is important to note that
participants spoke particularly about the U.S. federal government, but these lessons
should be kept in mind for any public government. Koontz et al. (2004) note that the
traditional role of government is to be the “expert, manager, or enforcer” (p. 21). Some
participants I spoke with offered a potential role for government as the science expert (a
non-profit could still house the coordinator and facilitator role), but others saw issues
with this arrangement, too. When the government shuts down or changes priorities,
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access to data gets harder (Yellowknife, April 2019); the Northwest Boreal Partnership
experienced this first-hand during the 2017 U.S. federal administration change. While
one newer federal-level participant voiced their appreciation to have a space in which to
participate as a “neutral” party (or at least outside of their usual regulatory role)
(Yellowknife, April 2019), the reality of a collaborative Partnership housed within the
USFWS appears to have presented too great a cognitive dissonance (and potentially a
practical mismatch) for other actors to change their understanding of the government’s
ability to participate as a collaborator and facilitator.
Through a series of case studies, Koontz et al. (2004) identify a challenge for
governments engaging in collaborations: “government institutions often establish the
focus of the collaboration, the resources availability, and the structure and process
within which the group will operate” (p. 176). Resources for collaboration include
“technical” resources, which are “information and knowledge about the natural
resource...both scientific and local time-and-place data” (Koontz et al., 2004, p. 24) and
funding, which ironically often comes from federal or other government sources
(Koontz et al., 2004; Robards et al., 2018). Both have an impact on what kinds of
environmental management goals can be achieved. In the Northwest Boreal
Partnership, the parameters of network activity were decided before gaining nongovernment collaborators, though the original leadership and staff made concerted
efforts toward transparency as they brought others on board (Interview F). Another
study about government in a collaborative role (Pasquero, 1991) indicates that the
collaborative process leads to the adaptation of new group norms, which can become
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entrenched over time. Governments can easily become very influential and remain in
that space. And, Koontz et al. (2004) argue, even if people want to collaborate or try a
new approach, “individuals invested in bureaucratic structures and processes may view
collaborative environmental management as a threat” (p. 177). Perhaps this threat
perception was at play when the State of Alaska declined to participate.
The impact of decisions about collaborative purpose and resources underscores
the need for a facilitator that can ensure participation and information is complete and
transparent. Koontz et al. (2004) suggest that “mutual acknowledgement” by parties of
their different positions and goals “can help overcome expectation gaps and result in
more constructive working relationships” (p. 177). I can see the Partnership starting to
make some efforts to clarify roles and responsibilities with the adoption of new bylaws
in Yellowknife (April 2019). However, it is not clear that this happened early in the
development of the LCC Network, even for USFWS staff. Because participation in the
LCC Network was a mandate at first, and because this mandate and the roles of U.S.
federal government actors have changed, U.S. government institutions are having to
understand their role in the Partnership in new ways. Two participants separately
recognized this change with respect to the BLM. One simply noted that “BLM's interest
has evolved” (Interview C) since the change in U.S. federal policy agenda. The other
participant commented that it has been interesting to watch BLM staff move from
mandated participation to one that is not: “[BLM is] not used to thinking that way...I
am not going to get support to do this but I have the opportunity to justify why this is
good and helpful to us, whether or not we have centralized support” (Interview
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I). Finally, Koontz et al. (2004) recognize that government institutions are accountable
to the public and legislation and may be constricted in their abilities to commit to
collaborative-driven change or initiatives (p. 177).
Organizational Change: Finding Stability
All of this significant change and uncertainty leads me to inquire about creating
stability for the Northwest Boreal Partnership. My observations of the Whitehorse
(October 2018) and Yellowknife (April 2019) meetings indicated to me that the
Partnership offers its own sense of stability to participants, and I explored this further
with some in interviews. When the LCC Network began, the Conservative federal
government in Canada slowed the country’s climate change work and the initial
participation of Canadian actors in the Northwest Boreal LCC Network. With the 2013
change in Canada’s Federal Administration, new resources and mandates to engage
with First Nations made the Northwest Boreal Partnership’s network and experience an
asset to Canadian government actors. In the U.S., the opposite political shift occurred in
2017. Both practical experience (e.g., the withdrawal of BLM as a participant) and
literature surveying barriers to participation in knowledge-sharing networks confirm the
impacts of political changes on participants’ ability to engage (Nguyen et al., 2019, p.
467). The participants who I consulted tended to agree that the Northwest Boreal
Partnership may be able to provide some long-term stability to its member
organizations because it could remain insulated enough from shifting politics to be able
to continue the work of cross-border, landscape-scale land use planning and monitoring
throughout ebbs and flows on either side of the border.
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Several Participants interviewed described the Northwest Boreal Partnership as
a boundary organization. Kirchhoff et al. (2013) define boundary organizations as
having two functions: stabilizing connections between groups and providing a bridge
for knowledge transfer in the science-to-decision-making space (p. 398). Robards et al.
(2018) highlight the stabilizing role of boundary organizations in their case study of
collaborative community-based projects in Alaska. The authors find that boundary
organizations “provide additional opportunities for continuity as politics and personnel
change” (p. 211). A critical characteristic of the boundary organizations in their cases
was diversity. The Partnership’s recent, deliberate outreach efforts in Indigenous
communities and in Canada are an effort to increase the diversity of the Northwest
Boreal steering committee. Robards et al. (2018) find that “boundary organizations (and
in many of our cases, a diversity of boundary organizations) are critical to maintaining
a nexus around which actionable knowledge co-production can be facilitated...boundary
organizations are an integral component of long-term co-productive capacity, buffering
against changes in both specific funding streams and loss of specific individuals within
their respective organizations” (Robards et al., 2018, p. 211). A seasoned participant of
the Northwest Boreal Partnership echoed this point when they used ecology to describe
the stability they want to see in the Partnership: “I would use the analogy of a farmer’s
field with three or four different monocultures versus an entire ecosystem with a
diversity of trees, plants, birds, mycorrhizal fungus, and everything else. One is really
stable, and one is really unstable” (Interview F). This participant envisioned a Steering
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Committee that would always see some change, but that would maintain enough core
participation at any given time to sustain the work of the Partnership.
A noted characteristic of the Steering Committee is that most individuals are not
high-level directors with political appointments. One participant argued this was
important to maintaining Partnership stability after the funding loss: “We're still very
tied to what's going on the ground...the decision to make us more focused on mid-level
management people that still have direct ties to a specific plot of ground, a specific
place, and that includes the Tribes, that includes the [non-governmental]
organizations...seems to have been fruitful” (Interview I).
Literature suggests that another element critical to providing stability in the face
of change is the facilitator or backbone organization. Reed and Abernethy (2018) look
at the World Biosphere Reserves in Canada for methods of maintaining organizational
stability in a long-term, long-distance partnership, especially after their funding was
pulled. Their research provides a “more nuanced picture of the dynamics of partnership
development and the role of facilitation than is conventionally discussed,” (p. 52) and
highlights the role of the facilitator in keeping a collaboration moving forward. The
authors note that a facilitator needs a résumé of specific skills in order to support a
network attempting to co-produce knowledge over time and distance, including:
persistent communication and availability to participants, and the ability to navigate
power imbalances and cultural differences in a way that promotes inclusivity.
Robards et al. (2018), Reed and Abernethy (2018), and the Northwest Boreal
Partnership participant who used the analogy of a healthy ecosystem – none assumes
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that organizational or operational change is avoidable in the context of collaborative
efforts seeking to co-produce knowledge and address climate change. Rather, they each
seek strategies to create a framework for collaboration that is sturdy enough to handle
the inevitable changes. The Northwest Boreal Partnership can take the insights about
the role of government and the skills needed in a facilitator and heed the lessons that
show diversity can help create stability in network operations as they seek to build back
their foundational funding from new sources.

3.5 Emergent Theme: The Individual and the Whole
The discussions in this chapter have set a foundation for a greater exploration of
the relationship between the individual and the whole as one of three, emergent themes
from this case study. In this section, I discuss how the theme shows up in the context of
the Northwest Boreal Partnership as a governance network. I bring other scholars into
the discussion to help frame and make meaning.
While I asked my initial research questions and collected interview, observation,
and document data in this study, a recurring theme about the relationship between the
individual and the whole in the governance network emerged. In the context of the
governance network, the theme showed up as a relationship between an individual
participating in the Partnership and their home organization; and as a relationship
between individual home organizations and the Northwest Boreal Partnership itself.
The theme also showed up with respect to who participates and how they participate in
the Partnership. The theme gives rise to a suite of new questions: are individuals
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participating in the Northwest Boreal Partnership, or organizations? How important is
this distinction when the partnership is striving for full participation?
Koliba et al. (2011) describe governance networks “first and foremost, in terms
of their organizational nodes and ties between nodes” (p. 43), and I have described the
network, the important actors, and some missing actors earlier in this Chapter. The
authors add that it is also important to “understand governance networks in terms of
their multiscalable properties: as being comprised of individuals, groups of individuals,
and organizations” (p. 43). The analysis of this “nested configuration” (p. 77) of social
scale in the governance network is important because it illuminates the relationships
between scales like the organization and the individual actor. To understand the
Northwest Boreal Partnership in terms of its individuals and organizations, I first look
to their organizational documents: Charter, Strategic Plan, and draft bylaws.
Organizations
In the Northwest Boreal Partnership’s written materials, the clear intention is to
build a Partnership Steering Committee and leadership team that is balanced between
Canada and the United States: “a true international collaboration” (Northwest Boreal
Partnership, 2015, p. 2). And, the intent for the Steering Committee to include a wide
variety of actors on the landscape is also clear: “it is imperative that natural resource
management agencies, science providers, Tribes and First Nations, conservation
organizations, and other stakeholders – including industry and private landowners –
work together in common cause across the northwest boreal forest ecosystem to
understand and adapt to the impacts of climate change and other stressors” (Northwest
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Boreal Partnership Charter, p. 1). Importantly, the Strategic Plan (2015) and the Charter
both encourage participation at the organizational level. They each spell out goals for
the Partnership that require participants to leverage their “collective human and
financial resources” (Northwest Boreal Partnership Charter, p. 3). The most recent draft
of the Partnership’s bylaws, which were discussed at the Yellowknife (April 2019)
gathering, reserves voting membership for organizations that send individuals who are
“vested with the authority to speak for, and make decisions on behalf of, the
organizational entity being represented” (Northwest Boreal Partnership, 2019a).
Koliba et al. (2011) show that it is important to understand governance networks
in terms of the organizations participating because each organization brings their own
goals, mandates, and priorities. Initially, the U.S. government had a goal to coordinate
responses to climate change across the U.S. DOI’s various bureaus as well as establish
collaborative, landscape-level strategies with actors on the landscape from all social
sectors (U.S. DOI, 2010). Participant interviews showed how that goal has morphed
with the 2017 change in U.S. politics. One U.S. federal participant said that their
organization’s interest had changed with the new Administration’s priorities: “[the
organization's] interest has evolved in maybe perspective is the right word...It's about
connecting with people affected by land management decisions and getting enough
information to make fully informed decisions” rather than landscape-scale coordination
(Interview C). Koliba et al. (2011) note inherent ambiguity in government’s policy
goals in that regulations and mandates are often “subject to the interpretation of the
individuals charged with...enacting” (p. 72). I see this ambiguity both in this
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participant’s evolving understanding of their agency’s goals and what methods
ultimately support that goal; and, in the original creation of the Landscape Conservation
Cooperative Network, where only the overarching collaborative vision was established
rather than prescribed methods.
This same participant also shared their understanding that the motivation for
industry or development organizations to participate in the Partnership had little to
do with science or resources gained from the Partnership, but rather a strong social
motivator: “one thing that is really important for resource development agencies is what
they call social license to operate” (Interview C). Others noted that development
organizations could contribute their understanding of industry best practices to the
Partnership, which could have cross-border benefits as extractive industries do
significant work across the Northwest Boreal Partnership’s geography.
Koliba et al. (2004) note that non-profit entities typically have strong missiondriven goals that they bring to a governance network (p. 73), and the non-profit
participants I interviewed and spoke to informally confirmed this to be true. They each
were participating because of a clear nexus between the work of the Partnership and
their organization. The strongest motivation was the ability to leverage resources to
advance their mission, and this was also the case for the academic organizations. One
non-profit participant said “for us to do conservation we have to do it through
partnerships, whether that is with government or industry or first nations or academia,
or whoever. We can't do it by ourselves, so we have to work with others to be able to
achieve our goals” (Interview D). This was true for other collaborators from different
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sectors as well. One Canadian participant, speaking about the collaborative itself, said:
“I think we should exploit that relationship wherever we can because the United States
has a lot more resources to throw at these things” (Interview G). Perhaps ironically,
much of the Partnership’s 2018 and 2019 push to expand their partnership in Canada
was done in part to leverage new opportunities for leadership and funding. Other
collaborating organizations in the partnership from Tribal and First Nation
organizations shared many of these motivations: a motivation to collaborate with other
Indigenous communities on either side of the international border; a motivation to be at
the table with government and other actors during policy discussions; and a motivation
to leverage capacity and resources of other entities to advance their own efforts in
natural resources monitoring and planning.
The Northwest Boreal Partnership recognizes these differing organizational
goals by acknowledging the different responsibilities, mandates, jurisdictions, and even
politics in three of its seven Charter principles to which all members agree (Northwest
Boreal Partnership Charter, p. 3). In these acknowledgements, the Charter recognizes
that the independent authorities of individual organizations “will not be compromised
through participation in the partnership” (p. 3.). I learned via participant interviews that
this notion of organizational sovereignty was a critical one in the early days of the
Partnership, starting with the State of Alaska. As discussed earlier in this chapter, the
State of Alaska decided not to be involved in the Northwest Boreal Partnership over
concerns about sovereignty to act on their own lands, particularly due to the presence of
the federal government and certain advocacy non-profits. Additionally, participants that
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described the original formation of the Northwest Boreal LCC in 2011 noted that
Canadian government participants would need assurance of sovereignty, and that they
were not simply doing something to aid the U.S. government with no mutual benefit.
Organizational sovereignty is also relevant to Alaska Native and First Nation
Governments, given the complex and difficult histories of U.S. and Canada
governments’ colonization of Indigenous peoples. In my research, concerns of
sovereignty surfaced most frequently with respect to data sharing.
Groups of Individuals and Communities of Practice
The second social scale in the governance network deals with formal or informal
groups of individuals sometimes referred to as communities of practice defined as
“groups of people who share a concern or a passion for something they do and learn
how to do it better as they interact regularly” (Wenger-Trayner and Wenger-Trayner,
2015). Communities of practice show up in the Partnership both formally and
informally. I summarize those of which I am aware from observation and interviews in
Table 5. Formal communities of practice include working groups and committees. I
observed two informal groups of individuals in the network, one characterized by the
U.S.-Canada divide and another by the focus on the integrity of the Partnership itself.
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Table 5: Summary of Formal and Informal Communities of Practice
Community of Practice

Formal/Informal

Source

Communications working group

Formal

Observation

Bylaws working group

Formal

Observation

Coordinated monitoring project group

Formal

Observation; Interview

Indigenous leadership working group

Formal

Observation; Document

Partnership meeting planning teams

Formal

Observation

Alaska participants (especially federal)

Informal

Observation; Interview

Canadian participants

Informal

Observation; Interview

Partnership success interest group

Informal

Observation

The divide between the U.S.-Canada is a known one: participants acknowledged
that datasets always stop at the border, that land use and land claim laws and processes
are different for each country; and that their organizations do not usually communicate
with their counterparts across the border. It follows that Bixler’s (2018a) network
analysis captured two distinct subgroups in the network, one on either side of the
border. Communities of practice allow participants to foster a set of close connections
with other individuals in the network that share similar policies and procedures.
Creating communities of practice is not intended to isolate organizations and
individuals on their respective side of the border, but to allow for space to determine
shared needs to bring to the Partnership. An observed example that highlights this
divide came during the Whitehorse (October 2018) business meeting when participants
were volunteering for task-based sub-committees. A participant had to speak up to
remind leadership to be intentional about assigning Canadian and U.S. representation to
each sub-committee. While this could be positive in that it may signify a breakdown of
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traditional boundaries and a flow between groups, it could also be problematic in that it
shows a dominant group forgetting to include others. By recognizing formal or informal
groups of individuals within the network, Partnership leadership will be better equipped
to ensure structural diversity throughout the network. Koontz et al. (2004) argue that
government actors have a key role to play in ensuring the integrity of the Partnership:
“the extent to which governmental actors strive to ensure an equitable distribution of
power and influence among stakeholders affects the tenor of a collaboration and the
perception of whether it is a true partnership” (p. 184).
A second community of practice that struck me was a group of individuals in the
partnership that seemed to participate primarily not for the benefit of their home
organization, but to support the good and growth of the Partnership itself. While I
suspect that additional individuals fall into this group, but I observed this with several
long-standing members of the Steering Committee. One U.S. federal participant
explained their perspective in an interview: “you can see a transition from when a
person comes [to the Partnership] to see what they can get out of being a participant, to
actually saying I want to help this thing succeed” (Interview I). This participant
illustrated their point with an example of a new participant who joined the Yellowknife
(April 2019) meeting: “we were talking about what we're doing next, we as the
[Partnership], and [the participant] used the term ‘we’ a lot. And I thought, cool.
[They’re] at [their] first meeting and [they’re] already kind of got to the point where
[they’re] thinking of us as a group, and [their] role in helping support the group, as
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opposed to just coming to find out okay what exactly are these people doing and is it
worth my time to be here...what am I going to get out of it” (Interview I).
This group considers the work of the Partnership important in its own right,
separate and apart from the benefits it brings to individual organization. They
contribute specifically to see the Partnership succeed. Cheng and Daniels (2003)
describe the benefits of this group-mentality within the Partnership: “Establishing a
common group identity may be an important step toward enhancing
collaboration...Common group identity may not directly result in the development of
shared ways of knowing, but it likely helps reduce conflict and improve collaborative
working relationships” (p. 852). The authors note that the process of establishing group
identity is “neither easy to develop nor stable” and that, in their case study, time spent
together both doing work and on group field trips contributed positively to the
development of that identity (p. 852).
One participant described to me their perspective about participating in the
Partnership: “I really never looked at is as how much does this serve [my organization],
I always looked at it as I'm on the steering committee, my role is how does this serve
the partnership and the geography to help maintain large landscapes in a functional
capacity” (Interview F). This was also evident at both the Whitehorse (October 2018)
and Yellowknife (April 2019) meetings when participants discussed how retired
individuals might be able to continue to participate in the Partnership, given they would
no longer have organizations supporting them. During the bylaws discussion in
Yellowknife (April 2019), the group proposed creating an emeritus category for
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individual participants to collectively vote. This would allow individuals to participate
simply for the sake of supporting the work of the Partnership.
The participant that explained this to me acknowledged that not everyone will
arrive at the point of “we,” where they do not have to worry about the benefit to their
home organization. Those people, the participant argued, usually participate on the
edges and fade out after a while. Cheng and Daniels (2003) agree that stakeholders that
are more invested in their home organizations than the network may ultimately decide
that their accountability to other network stakeholders is secondary (p. 852). The
participant said, “I care about creating the space for these collaborations to be
successful. Maybe that is a personal value that I have in participating, but to me that’s
where I am challenged to want to go, to want to be” (Interview I). This thinking, about
how to create a partnership that works for all rather than thinking about how to
participate in a way that works for one, resonates with what Koliba et al. (2011)
articulate as the value of communities of practice in a governance network: “The
value...lies in the capacities of communities of practices to transcend formal
organizational boundaries. As spaces where knowledge is transferred and decisions are
made, and learning is achieved, communities of practice serve as critical features of
interorganizational networks” (p. 80). This group of participants is thinking above the
boundaries of their own organizations to support the Partnership’s efforts to transfer
and co-produce knowledge, learn, and make decisions. To my knowledge, this
community of practice is somewhat informal, though a new quote from the Partnership
director – prominently displayed on the organizations new website – highlights the
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sentiment: “The real value of the Partnership is that our work represents a movement to
change the way we are all stewards for these lands. The idea is to essentially get out of
the framework where we see ourselves divided and instead come together, realizing that
the land itself is a whole intact system. It's all one and we’re all connected through it”
(Northwest Boreal Partnership website, About).
Individuals
In my first interview, the participant was clear that the people of the Partnership,
not just the staff (who at that time were USFWS employees), were the Partnership’s
greatest asset: “it's not what the LCC is but who the LCC are...the LCC is comprised of
people” (Interview A). When I began this research, I was curious to know if the right
people were at the table in the Northwest Boreal Partnership. It seemed to me that to be
successful at creating a landscape-scale conservation collaboration the Partnership
would need to have full participation from all major actors on the landscape in the
region. The Northwest Boreal Partnership has given some thought to who they see as
participants in the network. Beyond “agencies, organizations, and individuals with
management, research, scientific, [Indigenous Knowledge/Traditional Ecological
Knowledge] and/or conservation activities and responsibilities regarding land, water,
climate, and cultural or natural resources within the [Partnership] geographical region”
(Northwest Boreal Partnership, Charter, p. 3), the founding steering committee
members valued participants that occupied mid-level roles in their home organizations.
One participant described this as different from other LCCs: “There was a real strong
interest in it being a grassroots organization that most of the players on the steering
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committee would be field level biologists and managers, and not like regional directors
level type people, which was different than the lower 48...so this was organized
different right from the start” (Interview F). As noted, another participant believed this
was part of what held the Partnership together after the USFWS withdrew funding.
The Northwest Boreal Partnership encourages participants who have the support
and authority to represent their organization in Partnership business. But this is not
always easy to achieve, as one participant articulated during an interview: “It's one
thing to come together with a group of likeminded folks at a workshop and say yeah
we're going to do this and it's another thing to go back to your boss and say I'd like to
commit this percentage of my time, for all the things I've got to do, to this” (Interview
E). In my observations, individuals that seemed to have more autonomy to offer in-kind
services to the Partnership represented relatively small organizations or small programs
within a larger organization such as their own academic research lab. Additionally,
individuals with seniority or longevity in their organization, particularly some of the
government participants, seemed saddled with fewer organizational constraints. But not
all participants enjoyed support from their home organization. Nothing illustrated this
tension more than when, separately, two participants spoke to me from their vehicles
parked outside their workplaces, both on early spring days when it is still quite cold in
the Alaska and northwestern Canada. I understood the reason for the covert
conversation, in both cases, to be a lack of support from their home organizations.
I observed the most tension between individual participants and their home
organizations with participants in positions more susceptible to politics, as well as with
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newer participants. Newer participants struggled most likely because they were still
learning how to articulate the benefits of participation, particularly amidst the major
structural changes happening at the Northwest Boreal Partnership. The participants
most notably affected by politics included the USFWS, who dropped their
organizational support, and BLM, who withdrew entirely. The individuals representing
the BLM were regional level directors in the State of Alaska. Canadian Government
participants also expressed hesitancy based on politics: at the business meeting in
Yellowknife (April 2019), a Canadian government participant voiced a perception that
U.S. advocacy groups play a large role in blocking Canadian resource development and
that neutrality in the network was critical to their participation. Finally, the State of
Alaska’s participation was memorably marred by politics: “I’ve heard that the LCC in
the past has been referred to as federal government overreach onto state land, or the
federal government trying to overreach onto state land,” (Interview K). Interestingly,
everyone I spoke to about the State of Alaska’s participation pointed to the politics of
one individual as the enduring reason the State still participates only at a cursory level:
“the State of Alaska didn’t want non-profits on the steering committee. And some of
the things that were said—I remember it was my first meeting and me and some of the
other Canadians, our jaws were on the floor listening to how this guy spoke, how
disrespectful and rude and obnoxious this guy was” (Interview D). As Koliba et al.
(2011) confirm, “Individual leadership can and does impact the operations of
organizations” (p. 78) and in this case, the Partnership as well.
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Several of the participants I interviewed did not bring organizational support
with them to the Partnership, and because of this most of them were only participating
from the side of their desk. One participant believed that their position in the
organization made them a poor representative of the organization – their work mostly
fell out of the Partnership’s geographic range. “But I am the person who has the
personal interest in it, so that's why I do it” they said. (Interview K). The frequency
with which I heard this was significant enough to raise the question of what is more
important in a collaborative environment: people that want to be there or people that
can contribute real support from a member organization? Or, put another way, can a
collaborative like the Northwest Boreal Partnership survive on enthusiasm from
participants alone?
When I asked participants how they became involved in the Northwest Boreal
Partnership, the answers varied but most often it had to do with personal outreach. At
the beginning of the Northwest Boreal LLC, the USFWS had a graduate student
volunteer cold-call a list of organizations in the region on both sides of the border to
invite their participation: “what we did in those initial days...all that cold calling. Just
calling people...all these different agencies and First Nations and Tribes and
government agencies, in every jurisdiction...we had this huge list that we worked off of
and it came together.” The participant describing this effort believed this initial
outreach and individual connection to be a driver of their success: “We came together
in Whitehorse in 2012 and there was a huge amount of goodwill and a huge amount of
enthusiasm right away” (Interview F). When I asked newer participants how they came
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to be involved, personal outreach from the Partnership Director was again the most
common answer.
This shows that, to at least some extent, there is a benefit to personal connection
and individual enthusiasm. But what implications remain of having a network of
individuals who may not be the most appropriate representative from an organizational
standpoint, but who bring the energy and commitment needed to fuel the partnership?
The Charter is written as though individuals always participate on behalf of an
organization, and states that voting members are those who “to the extent possible
provide in-kind support, funding or other capacity to the partnership” (Northwest
Boreal Partnership Charter, p. 5). Additionally, a participant told me that while drafting
bylaws the group decided that collaborators need to “participate as agencies not as
individuals” (Interview I). However, they added that this was not the case in practice:
“theoretically we all represent an organization, we're not there as individuals, but the
truth is that we act more as individuals” (Interview I). If a significant number of
participants are only able to contribute their personal interest and presence, and if
organizations can bring more capacity than individuals, it follows that capacity issues in
the partnership may result. On the other hand, if the right organizations are at the table
but their representatives lack enthusiasm or belief in the work of the Partnership, issues
of capacity could just as easily arise, not to mention issues of trust. One participant
justified their participation in this way: “that's actually how you get work done—you
find the project champions. They may not be in the best place to do what needs to be
done, but if they actually care about it, that is what's going to move things forward. And
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so, maybe on paper it would make more sense for somebody out of the [other] office to
participate, but if it is not a priority of theirs, and they already have more work than
they have time for, then maybe they are participating on paper but not actually effective
either” (Interview K).
Koliba et al. (2011) discuss that there are different ways an individual can
represent, or diverge from, their organization in a governance network setting.
Individuals might have slightly different or additional goals, or different interpretations
of those goals than their organization. Koliba et al. (2011) discuss this in terms of an
organization’s official goals versus the “operative” goals which are “produced through
participation, engagement, and practices of organizational actors” (p. 69). The authors
note that many case studies like mine have uncovered this tension, and that it is
important for governance networks to ensure compatibility between network-wide
goals and those of participants (both the official positions taken by the organizations,
and the operational positions taken by each individual actor). Cheng and Daniels (2003)
caution that organizational identity is a limiting factor to how strongly an individual can
or will diverge from their organizational goals: “Stakeholders who hold their
organizational identity and representation in high esteem may be unwilling to consider
viewpoints that run contrary to their organizations’ mission and values” (p. 852).
With respect to government actors, Koontz et al. (2004) determined that the
nature of collaborations are influenced by “the relationship between governmental
institutions and actors” (p. 184). The authors argue that government “significantly
imprints” collaborations and can have an outsized impact on the way the collaborations
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are organized, their goals, and their processes (p. 184). However, they note that
government actors, “though they must work within institutional parameters, it appears
that governmental actors can moderate some of the impacts of institutions” (p. 184). I
observed examples of government employees moderating the impacts of their
organization’s decisions particularly with respect to the USFWS and BLM. Both
agencies are under the U.S. DOI, which under Trump Administration would not
undertake work aimed at coordinating landscape-scale responses to climate change.
However, individuals at both agencies were able to find ways to participate and provide
support to the Partnership that did not violate their mandates, often through science or
information sharing, some science creation, and staff time.
Collective Impact
Another way to consider the implications of the relationship between individuals
and their organizations in a governance network – and the relationship between
individuals and the network itself – is through the lens of collective impact as defined
by Kania and Kramer (2011). The authors define collective impact as “the commitment
of a group of important actors from different sectors to a common agenda for solving a
specific problem” (p. 36). The framework seeks to expand the capacity of collaborative
groups to achieve positive, solution-oriented outcomes that may not be available or
achievable by individual organizations alone. The authors argue that the framework is
appropriate for adaptive rather than technical problems; adaptive problems are complex
and characterized by a scale and uncertainty that render solutions impossible to achieve
without partnership (p. 39). Critiques of the framework include that it does not go far
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enough to address critical equity issues that often underpin complex social problems.
McAfee et al. (2015) argue that collective impact efforts should include consideration
of systemic inequity by including the perspectives of those most impacted by the issue
and targeted data about impacted communities. The collective impact framework is an
appropriate consideration for the Northwest Boreal Partnership because the Partnership
seeks to address a wicked governance problem: managing shared natural resources in a
changing climate with diminishing or static resources. The Partnership is already
committed to an inclusive process that centers the wellbeing of local communities and
co-production of knowledge between Indigenous and western knowledge holders.
Kanai and Kramer (2011) outline five characteristics of their framework, three
of which I discuss in this section. The first is development of a common agenda.
Collective impact requires a “shared vision for change,” a “common understanding of
the problem” and methods of solution (p. 39). The Northwest Boreal Partnership has
established a vision statement, goals, and objectives, as well as agreements in their
Charter to support their vision. While universal adoption of the general vision may be
achievable, universal agreement on the root causes of the problems and the best
methods of solution may pose a challenge for the Partnership. As the network works to
increase Alaska Native, First Nation, and industry participation, this tension is likely to
persist. Kania and Kramer (2011) require that disagreements about the goals of the
collective impact initiative “be discussed and resolved” (p. 39). To do this, the
Partnership will need to be transparent about the organizational goals brought by
participants into the Partnership and their relationship to the network-wide goals. A
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skilled and neutral facilitator, as Reed and Abernethy (2018) suggest, can help resolve
disagreements well enough to keep participants engaged.
The Collective impact framework holds that it is important to engage with
whole-organizational support. The framework requires organizational support to build
the capacity to engage in a suite of mutually reinforcing activities (Kania and Kramer,
2011). For example, the authors note that their case studies all involved regular
participation by CEO-level participants in a clear show of full-organization
commitment. A challenge for the Northwest Boreal Partnership may be that several
individuals participate without organizational support. One participant noted this
challenge when they said “it’s another thing to go back to your boss and say I'd like to
commit this percentage of my time, for all the things I've got to do, to this. That's where
it can become harder, where you basically need the backing of the organization”
(Interview E). As I spoke to participants, some discussed the lack of organizational
support manifesting as not getting permission to travel to meetings, attend virtual
meetings, or commit to projects. Reed and Abernethy’s (2018) case study shows that a
dedicated facilitator can help keep interested participants involved. The facilitator in
their case made weekly efforts in a variety of formats to connect with participants and
ensure forward movement (p. 49). Similarly, the director of the Northwest Boreal
Partnership is well-respected and appreciated by Partnership participants; and, while the
Partnership continues to face a scarcity of funding and a lack of organizational support
from key U.S. federal government actors, it will be difficult for one staff person to
support the big and diverse network as robustly as desired.
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Kania and Kramer (2011) would look to the Northwest Boreal Partnership staff
to fill that critical facilitator role and provide that backbone support for the network.
While the Northwest Boreal Partnership Charter (2018) outlines positions for several
other staff members to strengthen the backbone organization, only one person currently
assumes that responsibility. As discussed in this section, I observed that a small but
serious community of practice paying attention to the wellbeing of the Partnership was
assisting in some ways. Also, the recent move of the Northwest Boreal Partnership staff
to Alaska Conservation Foundation has created a more mutually supportive
environment. Now housed with the staff of two other LCCs, the Director of the
Northwest Boreal Partnership has more support to secure stable funding sources and
increase backbone staff capacity on both sides of the U.S.-Canada border. Kania and
Kramer (2011) note that, ideally, “backbone organizations embody the principles of
adaptive leadership: the ability to focus peoples’ attention and create a sense of
urgency…without overwhelming them” (p. 40). Adding staff, especially staff hosted at
Canadian and/or Indigenous organizations, will add capacity to the Northwest Boreal
Partnership to engage in facilitation beyond administrative demands that currently
overshadow other priorities. This is especially important as the Partnership grows.
Partnership leadership reported that they are actively growing steering
committee participation. This has led them to consider how to balance steering
committee inclusivity while maintaining a nimble and productive organization. The
model of mutually reinforcing activities that is part of the collective impact framework
is helpful because it provides a way for organizations in a large network to frame their
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work under a common agenda. This cohesiveness could be strengthened with more
explicit group norms and shared measurements of success (another pillar of collective
impact), both of which provide side rails to keep the Partnership focused even with a
large steering committee. Additionally, communities of practice (especially the group
focused on overall Partnership success) should be leveraged to provide additional
backbone support. Formal and informal groups can together provide cohesiveness,
guidance, opportunities, and a sense of inclusion to organizations throughout the
network and amplify staff’s efforts to move Partnership work forward under the
common agenda.
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CHAPTER 4: SCIENCE AND INFORMATION
The previous chapter establishes that the Northwest Boreal Partnership is a
governance network and that governance networks exchange resources among
members, including information resources. I discussed how I observed the primary
methods of information sharing – both internally and with guests – to be presentations
and sharing circles via teleconference and in-person gatherings. I also talked about how
the Partnership Steering Committee and Director have significant influence on the
focus and format of the information shared during formal teleconferences and in-person
gatherings; but individual members have broad latitude to raise issues or topics,
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especially during unstructured portions of the in-person gatherings. As briefly noted,
the participants I interviewed shared that they valued these direct connections with each
other as ways to brainstorm, establish relationships, and build a network so that they
knew who to call for feedback or information in the future. Beyond these insights, I
intend for this study to further understand the science information shared in the
Partnership and its value in supporting collaboration among members. In this chapter, I
continue the conversation about information shared in the partnership with a focus on
science information and how it relates to collaboration in the partnership. The
discussion will describe how science shows up in the partnership as found in interview,
observation, and document data. It will also explore science information factors that
inhibit and promote collaboration. Finally, I’ll connect the discussion to the three
themes that emerged over the course of this study.
Many methods exist to encourage collaboration among a group of individuals
and organizations. For example, one might encourage collaboration by providing access
to collaborative technologies, by providing incentives or recognition for collaborative
work, or by setting up a physical meeting space and helping people gather. The
Northwest Boreal Partnership’s Strategic Plan (2015) makes clear that the Partnership’s
main methodology of encouraging collaboration is information sharing, including
science information sharing. The Strategic Plan (2015) establishes that the network will
fulfill its mission “To enhance the ability of organizations and communities to
understand, manage, and adapt to our changing landscape” by undertaking three pillars
of activity: working together to build networks that increase collaboration and improve
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information sharing; by disseminating science and traditional ecological knowledge to
inform and encourage landscape scale conservation practices in the region; and
establish and maintain effective communication within and outside of the network to
support the network functions of identifying shared goals and strategies and brokering
collaborative research (p.1). Each pillar ties information sharing and collaboration
together.
Further, the initial charter (2013) identifies the Partnership as a “managementscience partnership” (p. 1) with a goal of “supporting coordination, collaboration and
communication among partners to facilitate knowledge exchange and improve
efficiencies in their individual and shared science and information activities” (p. 3).
After the U.S. federal government eliminated support for the Landscape Conservation
Cooperative Network, the Northwest Boreal Partnership reworked its charter. The
updated charter softened the science language slightly but maintained the strong
emphasis on information sharing by positioning the Partnership as supporting the coproduction of knowledge, defined in literature as “the collaborative process in which
academic researchers or other stakeholders work together to disclose and create new
knowledge” (Reed and Abernethy, 2018, p. 41).
This focus on sharing science information as a main method for encouraging
collaboration prompted this study to ask the central research question: What is the
nature of the science information shared across a diverse set of participants in a
collaborative natural resource governance network, and how does the information
move through the network? Given the nature and patterns of science and information
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movement in the network, what is the value of the information to the diverse set of
network participants, and how does this relate to their interest and ability to participate
in the network? To help answer this multipart question, I asked participants to share
what kind of science information they interact with in the Partnership. How central or
important to the partnership is sharing science information, in their opinion? And to
their participation?

4.1 Northwest Boreal Partnership Science Information
Science: Participant Perceptions
To open up discussion about science in the Northwest Boreal Partnership, I
asked interview participants to help me understand what science meant to them. Some
participants laughed and stumbled with the depth and breadth of the question, while
others had simple, quick answers. I conducted a mini-analysis on responses to the
question and found several threads running throughout the participants’ definitions. Of
the fourteen interviewees, most participants spoke about science as a process or
method. Three individuals connected this activity to asking or answering a question as a
starting point, or motivator for doing science, while five individuals described the
activity as gathering information or data about a topic. Five individuals – four
government and one academic participant – defined science by its integrity, using
words like objective, tested, documentable. Of these five participants, two connected
science back to a larger body of work or to an established tradition. Just two people
discussed the subjectivity of science in baseline assumptions and interpretation of data
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or observations. Three government participants described information management –
communication, sharing, and archiving – while describing science, indicating the
weight each gives to making science available to others. A detailed look at the
descriptors participants used to define science are illustrated in Table 6. My analysis
groups each word or phrase into a concept. A common thread through all responses was
the sense of activity, the use of active verbs and descriptors, indicating that science is
an activity in which one engages. Notably, some participants addressed Indigenous
Knowledge in their discussion of science. Some were clear that Indigenous Knowledge
was science while others held the two separately. This exercise reinforced for me that
not everyone thinks of science in the same way.
Table 6: Participant Definitions of Science
Concepts

How participants described and defined science

Concept codes applied to groups of similar in
vivo codes (Saldaña, 2016)

In vivo codes pulled from interview transcripts
(Saldaña, 2016)
Duplicates have not been removed

Science is collecting information

Gather Data, Collect Information, Collecting Data,
Observation, Gather Information

Science is a tool

Set of tools, tool

Science is a process

Learn by Doing, Process, Method, Process

Science has integrity

Rigorous, Tested, Documentable, Verifiable,
Documented, Objective, Peer Reviewed

Science is part of a larger body of work

Traditional, Theory, Peer Reviewed

Science leads to knowledge

Expertise, Knowledge, Knowledge, Fields

Science includes managing information

Sharing, Archiving, Communication

Science includes some subjectivity

Assumptions, Interpreting, Some Subjectivity
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Researcher’s Cache:
Who defines science?
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During my analysis of the way participants understand science, I realized that I
did not ask this question of the Indigenous participants with whom I spoke. While we
had conversations about doing science and integrating science and traditional
knowledge, I did not ask the specific question (“what does science mean to you”) that I
had asked of others. My interviews with Indigenous participants posed challenges
different from other interviews in that it felt hard for me to contain the conversation to
my interview protocol. I spent more time asking for clarification and building upon the
information the participant offered than I did bringing the conversation back to my
original questions. Reasons for this likely stem from, frankly, my own discomfort and
fear of doing or saying something wrong or insensitive (Huntington, 2000). As an
individual raised in western academics and the supremacy of science, I am still learning
how to interact and live my values within that realm, and this is compounded when
relating to ways of knowing that are different from my own. Additionally, as an
Alaskan and Canadian of Eurowestern descent, I have long considered my own place in
the North. This involves the practice of simultaneously holding awareness of the impact
of white settlers in the North, the past and present trauma to Indigenous communities,
and my own role in perpetuating and dismantling these legacies. I will likely always be
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examining how to relate respectfully, authentically, and honestly with the Indigenous
peoples and cultures around which I grew up and continue to live, learn, and work.
Early on, I recognized this research project as an opportunity to practice that
relationship and reflecting back on my work I see both moments of openness and
moments of struggle. With this question of defining science, I recognize that not asking
was a missed opportunity—the understanding these participants have about science
would likely have added diversity and nuance to my analysis.
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Science Versus Advocacy
Several participants, most from government home organizations, brought the
conversation about science toward advocacy as a way to help define what science is
not. One participant that defined science as a process of gathering information said
“Data is data. Data does not make decisions. Science does not make decisions, all it
does is inform decisions,” though they did recognize forecasting as one science process
that draws on a suite of assumptions (Interview E). This same participant said, “There
is nothing wrong with advocacy per se, but you’ve got to be very clear, the scientists,
when you’ve stepped out of the role of providing some objective perspective on
outcomes to saying that I support this particular outcome” (Interview E). Other
participants who spoke about managing information (sharing, archiving,
communicating) as part of science did so in a way that centered transparency and
understanding, and avoided advocating for a specific end.
Two participants spoke to the impact of advocacy in the Northwest Boreal
Partnership. One described that the Northwest Boreal Partnership was itself wrestling
with internal advocacy with respect to participation of Indigenous governments or
organizations: “Working on the charter recently, there was a strong push by some...to
almost turn us into an Indigenous advocacy organization instead of a neutral convening
organization” (Interview C). They noted this move would significantly change the
purpose of the Northwest Boreal Partnership. They agreed with leadership's ultimate
decision to maintain neutrality in the Partnership and focus on knowledge integration
and full participation. A second participant echoed this sentiment when they expressed
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some worry about participation in the Partnership by organizations less involved in
doing science and more involved in education and advocacy: “Advocacy isn’t bad, but
to have entities that are part of our group advocating for a specific thing will detract
from our ability to achieve that larger collaboration or communication between all the
different competing land uses” (Interview I).
Other participants highlighted the impact advocacy can have on science. One
participant recalled an example from their home organization: “[science is] not based
on politics or government policy. In our previous government…you couldn't do science
on climate change or link findings to climate change...to me that is not good science, if
you're not reporting on what you're seeing and observing.” (Interview B). Another
participant described that it was appointed officials in governments – the people who
have to advocate on behalf of the priorities of elected officials – who cause the most
conflict between jurisdictions. They said, “the field folks, the folks that actually collect
the data, they overall have a wonderful collaborative relationship, they don’t fight with
other biologists on this stuff...They have good, professional working relationships”
(Interview E). Another government participant echoed this feeling of it being easy to
get along with other field scientists, especially in the North where research circles are
still relatively small (Interview G).
Science: Partnership Programmatic Priorities
The Northwest Boreal Partnership is focused on two programmatic priorities:
ecological monitoring and land use planning. These programmatic priorities influence
the information moving through the Partnership. Observations and document review
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confirm how the Northwest Boreal Partnership prioritizes sharing monitoring and land
use planning information.
Ecological monitoring refers to long-term efforts to track changes in the
environment over time by periodically measuring the same set of indicators (e.g., water
temperature, water turbidity, species presence etc.). Robust monitoring allows for the
development of datasets that show how an indicator, or set of indicators on a landscape,
are changing over time. The Northwest Boreal Partnership has made efforts to
systematize monitoring efforts in the region through projects. For example, the
Partnership convened a group of members in 2016 to develop a coordinated monitoring
system for the northwest boreal ecoregion. The monitoring tool is a set of indicators to
monitor that could be used by anyone in the region. One U.S. government participant
who was involved in this effort noted that “even if everyone monitored their own land,
we still wouldn’t have any idea what was happening at the landscape level” without
coordination. This tool was developed not to “dictate” the monitoring work of any
member organization, but to “allow cooperators to combine monitoring data to make
landscape-scale inferences” (Northwest Boreal Partnership, 2019b). Additionally,
monitoring project information is shared routinely through presentations at Partnership
meetings.
One project initiative that I observed to be discussed often on calls and at inperson meetings is the Indigenous Sentinels Monitoring Network. Led by The Aleut
Community of St. Paul in Alaska, the initiative supports the ecosystem monitoring
efforts of Indigenous communities with training and a mobile data collection
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application. The project was recently expanded to the Interior Region of Alaska through
connections made between organizations in the Northwest Boreal Partnership. Bringing
the monitoring application from the Bering Sea Coast of Western Alaska into the boreal
ecoregion required adapting the tool to the species and landscape of Interior Alaska.
The monitoring data collected in these projects belong to the community doing the
monitoring and are shared only if and how that community chooses to open access to
the data. This connection is regarded as a Partnership success and finding additional
funding to support more connections like it is a current priority for the Partnership
(Winter Meeting, February 2021).
Land use planning is a tool used to balance the various and sometimes
competing interests of a region of land over time. The planning process is a systematic
and “value-based process that guides decision-making” by providing an understanding
of the land, its uses, and the needs of the people that interact with the land (Yukon Land
Use Planning Council). My observations of presentations at the Yellowknife (April
2019) Partnership meeting showed that, in Canada, land use planning plays a specific
role in the context of the Final Agreements that some First Nations have, and others
continue to negotiate, with the Government of Canada and/or provincial governments.
These Final Agreements are also referred to as modern treaties or comprehensive land
claim agreements. Each agreement is unique. Some treaties include requirements for
consultation and participation in policy or other decision-making and the right to selfgovernment. Generally, Final Agreements transfer land within the traditional territory
to the First Nation, as well as confer rights to harvest wildlife and participate in land
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use management (Department of Justice, 2018). It is within this transfer of land
ownership context that land use planning becomes a critical step in the treaty process of
“recognition of rights, respect, co-operation and partnership” in order to achieve
“lasting reconciliation with Indigenous peoples” (CIRNAC Website). For conferred
land, First Nations undertake the land use planning process for the same reasons any
planning is done – to help make decisions about the way land is used over time – but
also to recognize and preserve Indigenous cultural values and activities that are tied to
the land (Yukon Land Use Planning Council). In Alaska, where so much of the land is
held by the U.S. federal government, land use plans developed by federal agencies like
the BLM, the Department of Defense (military land), and the USFWS have a big
impact on the overall character of lands within the state. U.S. federal land use planning
follows a specific procedure and involves opportunities for public input.
The Northwest Boreal Partnership dedicated an afternoon session at the
Yellowknife (April 2019) Partnership Meeting to presentations about the various types
of land use planning initiatives in the Northwest Boreal region, from the BLM planning
process to current planning efforts in the Yukon under the Umbrella Final Agreement
with Yukon First Nations. While I observed most of the Partnership’s activity around
land use planning to be information sharing rather than project-based, there was a
planning-related project that was frequently referenced at Partnership meetings. The
project is called BEACONs (2020) (Boreal Ecosystems Analysis for Conservation
Networks) and is an ongoing endeavor out of the University of Alberta that establishes
ecological benchmarks in the northwest boreal region that are “conservation anchors
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and references for detecting and understanding the influence of human activity on
ecological systems” (Northwest Boreal Partnership, BEACONs). In conversations with
Partnership Steering Committee Members, I heard that the concepts of the BEACONs
(2020) project were incorporated into the work of the BLM when that organization was
more active in the Partnership. Other planning-related projects that the Partnership has
undertaken include: The Northwest Boreal Science and Management Research Tool
(SMRT), which is a review and synthesis of existing natural resource management
plans in the region; and a new publication, Drivers of Change in the Northwest Boreal
Region, created to support regional land and resource managers and researchers “by
synthesizing the latest research on the (1) historical/current status of landscape-scale
drivers (including anthropogenic activities) and ecosystem processes, (2) future
projected changes of each, and (3) the effects of changes on important resources”
(Northwest Boreal Partnership, Projects). I did not collect interview or observation data
discussing the purpose and use of these Partnership-sponsored projects, but documents
show they were developed with the aim of supporting the work and decision-making of
land use planners and managers in the region.
Science: Discussion of Neutrality
Here, I pause to consider the above discussion about science as neutral and as
not advocacy within the context of the Northwest Boreal Partnership’s priorities of
monitoring and land use planning and address an apparent paradox. Throughout this
study I heard how participants valued the neutrality of the Northwest Boreal
Partnership. This was particularly the case in the context of the role of the government
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in the Partnership’s organizational structures. The Partnership describes itself to be
“non-regulatory and policy neutral” (Northwest Boreal Partnership, About); it does not
push a policy agenda and does not take positions or make statements in support or
opposition of policy initiatives on either side of the border. However, the Partnership is
not value-free. They value decision making based in science. They have a vision of “a
dynamic landscape that maintains functioning, resilient boreal ecosystems and critical
cultural resources” and a purpose to “enhance the ability of organizations and
communities to understand, manage, and adapt to our changing landscape” (Northwest
Boreal Partnership, About; Charter, p. 1). The Partnership acknowledges landscape
change and holds collaboration and co-production of knowledge among other values.
As a parallel, I left some of my interview conversations with a feeling that
science was held up as a shield or distancing mechanism against policy, advocacy, and
decision-making. And this makes sense in a framework where advocacy ignites conflict
and practicing scientists get along well. One participant told me “my job is just to
collect the information...and not to weigh in” (Interview E). The Partnership also makes
this separation in their Charter: “The [Partnership] will promote the use of science and
IK/TEK in decision-making, but will not advocate for or against any specific public
policy decision” (Northwest Boreal Partnership Charter). I heard these sentiments often
at the in-person Partnership meetings as well (Whitehorse, October 2018; Yellowknife,
April 2019). However, the Partnership’s programmatic priorities are also not value-free.
Land use planning is inherently political and is a process that specifically allows for
communities and interest groups to advocate for their priorities. While the act of
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monitoring may be considered neutral, the decisions about what, when, and where to
monitor are value-based. And information is not typically collected in a vacuum, but
rather to inform decision making. Specifically, the results of monitoring can inform
land use planning efforts, and planning efforts can identify and prioritize opportunities
to monitor to fill information gaps. Perhaps, rather than science being used as a shield,
it is actually used as a vehicle for engagement, making individuals who otherwise feel
averse to policy arenas more comfortable.
Natural resources literature offers some discussion to help show how science is
perceived as a neutral tool in collaborations (Heikkila and Gerlak, 2005). A study of an
effort to address a conflict-steeped water quality problem in Vermont showed that
doing science (modeling) through a participatory process created a level of trust and
understanding among participants that helped to minimize these deep-seated conflicts:
“The joint learning and understanding of the system...allowed everyone to see that we
were employing the best available knowledge and data” (Gaddis et al., 2010, p. 1437).
Transparency was not a word specifically used by interview participants to describe
science, but it is a concept supported by the ideas that were voiced, including that
science has integrity and is important to document and communicate. Gaddis et al.
(2010) show in their modelling study that transparency underpins the integrity of the
science being done as well as the perceived neutrality of the modelling process. This
was even the case when uncertainty and subjectivity impacted the scientific modelling
process in designing the questions, agreeing on underlying assumptions, and analysis of
the results. It seems that transparency in the process allowed participants to perceive the
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exercise as neutral and buy in. And, when it came time to make decisions, Gaddis et al.
(2010) found that stakeholders (with their diverse priorities and perspectives), “were
ready to accept what they had helped to build” (p. 1437).
Of course, literature also shows that using science in collaboration can present
challenges. Chase et al (2008) offer that natural resources literature describes science as
both neutral and politicized: “The roles of scientific information and scientists have
been characterized along a spectrum between extremes...science has been described as
objective and separate from the values debates...It has also been described as
politicized, value-laden, and embedded in values debates as a strategic resource” (p.
348). Participants hinted at this too, stating that science does not make decisions and
should not have political limitations. Koontz et al. (2004) describe a case in which a
shared scientific understanding of the ecosystem simply could not address the
conflicting priorities among the parties. This may have also been the case in the
participatory modelling example of Gaddis et al. (2010): participants did not
necessarily have to change their opinions to accept a management decision as
legitimate, but they did seem to require an understanding of how that decision was
made. Additionally, a heavy focus on science to facilitate collaboration can have
uneven impacts on the participants’ experiences in that it can reduce the power,
relevance, and even interest of non-technical participants (Koontz et al., 2004; Gaddis
et al., 2010). Koontz et al. (2004) note that this can in turn undermine the group’s
ability to develop consensus and buy-in (p. 124).
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The Northwest Boreal Partnership participants I both spoke with and observed
perceive biogeophyiscal science as neutral, and that the Partnership’s focus on science
allows the organization to maintain perceived neutral ground for both convening
diverse participants and interacting with land use planning and other values-laden
natural resource management activities. As the Northwest Boreal Partnership moves
forward, leadership should also ensure they are maintaining transparency and a
participatory process to allow individuals to learn from each other and understand how
decisions are made. Additionally, given the open nature of the Partnership and the
diversity of its members, the Partnership should cautiously monitor for uneven or
unintended impacts of science information as a collaborative tool.

4.2 Science Information and Collaboration
Observations and interviews indicate that raw data, qualitative or quantitative, is
not the primary type of information being shared within the Partnership. But, sciencebased information and science project-based information is being shared alongside
policy, cultural, and experiential information. After asking participants to share what
kind of science information they interact with in the Partnership, I followed up to find
out how central or important is sharing science information to the Partnership, in their
opinion? And to their participation? I wanted to understand whether the information
being shared was relevant enough to keep such a diverse group of participants engaged.
If, for example, a participant was mostly interested in research about human dimensions
of the environment in the Northwest Boreal region, would they find enough of that
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information being shared in the network to hold their interest? Or, would a natural
resource manager find enough information that was directly applicable to decisionmaking to make their participation worthwhile? And, given the warnings in literature
(Koontz et al., 2004; Gaddis et al., 2010) about the impacts to non-technical
participants that science-centered collaboration can have, I wanted to know if
participants experienced challenges accessing or participating via science information.
The data coalesced around three topics: first, the overall purpose of information to
collaboration; second, science and information factors that strain collaboration; and
third, science and information factors that encourage collaboration.
The Role of Information in Collaboration
As I began to ask these questions of participants, I found that not all accepted
the premise of my question. During one conversation with two federal-level
participants I asked, “is the diversity of the information shared in the network enough to
keep everyone around the table engaged?” Both puzzled at my question: “I don’t think
it works that way.” They explained that, in their perspective, maintaining participant
engagement in the Partnership was more about finding topics of common interest with
others and bringing that information to the forefront: “it's more that there are subgroups
within the Partnership who have specific interests, they may get together and work
together offline...in a sense, that is how collaborations occur: you meet people at a
workshop or a conference, and you find that you have common interests” (Interview
G). One of the two pushed this theory further by arguing that these subgroups that form
connection around common interests are what enable information to be shared
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meaningfully. My original premise – that collaborators will maintain their participation
if they see their own interests in the information being shared within the network – does
not account for organic, topic-based information sharing. They argued that my premise
would only allow information to be shared at a “cursory level” (Interview G).
I heard this sentiment from others. One longtime participant reminded me that
“not necessarily all information needs are research” or science (Interview F). They cited
the Partnership’s past convenings where people came together to discuss problems or
opportunities and share their experiences: “like if people were concerned about water
quality and mining, having convenings where you would have lots of people at the table
and you talked about okay what's our common interest? Our common interest is a
functioning landscape...where people can do mining but also where...people can eat fish
out of the rivers” (Interview F).
Another interview participant, who was at the time a staff person for the
Northwest Boreal Partnership (they have since left the Partnership), offered a different
way to think about collaboration in the network that supports one of three emergent
themes of this research. This participant offered that sharing information about the
common experience of change on the northern landscape, and the uncertain impacts of
those changes on the lifeways of Northerners, is what encourages collaboration in this
Partnership: “I think our shared vocabulary has to do with the changes that everyone is
experiencing whether its different land use or developments or climate, or whatever the
change driver that we're dealing with. I think that is a big part of what facilitates
collaboration. We all don't fully understand the trajectories of things that are happening
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and we are not going to individually figure those out” (Interview A). This participant
believed that communication, which is essentially information sharing, is the key to
collaboration. And, not just communication about science or science projects, but about
this shared experience of change: “what we do as a network is communicate...if we are
very successful at communicating what we think are the big problems, or challenges, or
solutions, then I think we will have a much higher chance of success, of having
participation in what we think are the big challenges (Interview A). Taken together,
these participants describe information sharing as key to maintaining collaborations in
the Partnership, but in a more grassroots, self-organizing way than I had originally
framed. The Partnership is not providing a variety of science information for
participants to take in, but rather participants themselves are forming around a variety
of common interests to share information and collaborate.
Another clue that sharing science information may not be the key factor in
keeping participants at the table was that several participants I spoke with did not have
experience with or examples of sharing science information with others in the
partnership. Two longtime participants, one from each side of the international border,
each said that looking back, the idea of sharing science data back and forth never
materialized. Of their own experience, the Canadian participant said, “I have not
actually done any real science collaboration with anyone. We've had conversations and
we've seen overlaps, and I think at various times I might have said ‘well I've got excess
data’ but we've never got to the point where anyone has come back and said, okay
provide the data” (Interview G). The other longtime participant, on the Alaska side,
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reflected on this goal of the original Landscape Conservation Cooperative: “the
envisioned idea of moving a lot of data back and forth has never actually panned
out...but that doesn't mean that there's not a lot of ideas and collaboration” moving
through the network (Interview I). This participant was unbothered because, with
respect to the work they do at their home organization: “I don’t really get that much out
of other people’s data at the moment anyway” (Interview I). Another participant,
though newer, was also not worried about science information for their participation:
“right now I see the Northwest Boreal is being more of a network builder for me than a
science exchange” (Interview K).
Some participants were more concerned about sharing data. A new participant
whose work at their home organization was skewed toward quantitative data analysis
said, “in the past year we haven’t discussed science much to any degree. Or science
projects, I guess I should say” (Interview B) and noted they would like to start seeing
collaboration around datasets. Still another participant, who had been somewhat limited
in their involvement for many years, made a distinction between available science
information and partner information. Early on, the Northwest Boreal Partnership staff
collected datasets and other science in the region and made those available to
collaborators and the public. While this is an example of sharing science information,
they argued, it was not an example of Partnership participants sharing their own
information: “I haven’t seen a whole lot yet where a partner is producing information
and then putting it out there” (Interview E). While some of the project information
discussed above would meet this participants description of partner information, the
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point is well taken that there is a difference between acting as a clearinghouse for
existing science information and actually contributing new science information.
Science and Information Factors that Strain Collaboration
Throughout my research I observed and learned about science information
factors that supported collaboration and others that strained collaboration. Those that
strained collaboration were relational, situational, and technical (Table 7).
Table 7: Science and Information Factors that Strain Collaboration
Information is proprietary (industry), protected or restricted
(academic; Indigenous communities)
Relational

Tension between government and other parties with respect to
decision-making sovereignty
Surplus of information or collaboration opportunities
Science information stops at the international border

Situational

collaboration is a slow process
the scale of the Northwest Boreal Partnership is large
metadata

Technical

data format
data storage

Relational Factors
Beginning with relational factors, several participants brought up concerns about
science information being proprietary, protected, or restricted. One longtime
participant speculated that the original intent of the Landscape Conservation
Cooperative Network was that “participating together implies that we're willing to
move data back and forth” but that the move out of the USFWS has made that less clear
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(Interview I). First, participants both Indigenous and non-Indigenous noted that Tribes
and First Nations have sovereignty over their own knowledge, and that they should
have the right to decide how, when, and whether that knowledge is shared with others.
A survey of comments from five participant interviews show that a diverse set of
participants generally understand the hesitancy to share knowledge and information on
the part of some Indigenous communities (Table 8).
Table 8: Perspectives on Sharing Indigenous Knowledge
Statement

Sector

I think on the traditional knowledge side, there is fear of how the data will be used
sometimes...I haven’t observed it with [the Partnership] but with other groups I’ve
run into people who were afraid that they wouldn't be believed so they weren't
going to share too much. Rather than give it out and discuss it and see what's
verifiable, they just assumed up front that Traditional Knowledge would be
discounted. (Interview C)

Federal

I have a feeling it's just the relationships between government and Indigenous
communities. That's my guess...If they're not sharing anything it's because of
colonialism and a history of the government… the way that it was explained to me
once, was ‘once we give you our TK...there is no value for you to come back to
our community to collect data. So, we give you everything and we gain virtually
nothing.’ So, they see it as more like, if you want to keep learning from us, you
have to keep talking to us, and keep engaging us. (Interview B)

State/
Provincial

There are barriers in communicating with Indigenous groups on Traditional
Knowledge. Some groups are very protective of that. And it's been a topic of
discussion in many of the [Partnership] meetings and teleconferences I've been
involved in. It's a current problem and it's common on both sides of the border.
(Interview G)

Federal

A lot of First Nations do not want to share [Traditional Knowledge] outside the
project or school, but when you work with federal agencies or Environment
Canada it is kind of federal money, so that always puts a hold on it, because that
means you have to make the data public. (Interview J)

Non-Profit

A lot of it is sacred. A lot of it is who we are, and it's our culture and it's our
tradition, and it's our values. So, how could you share that? Then what, somebody
else gets to use it? No. No. I mean, we could say that we will support...the science
and traditional knowledge to be there, but it can't be written down and it can't be
stored in a document and sent somewhere else. That is to be held with us.
(Interview L)

Indigenous/
Tribal/First
Nation
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As will be discussed in further detail in the Diverse Knowledge chapter, it is
likely that one cause of this hesitancy to share knowledge in a research scenario stem
from a long history that continues today of white colonists and settlers inflicting
systemic discrimination on Indigenous peoples. Robards et al. (2018) acknowledge that
this “history of colonization of Indigenous peoples in general, and some negative
experiences with researchers” creates deep mistrust (p. 211). Participants acknowledged
the history of science, specifically, that has treated Indigenous communities poorly.
Whether it was disrespect by ignoring their needs or inflicting real harm on the
environment or people, the sciences have work to do to repair relationships with
Indigenous and other marginalized communities. I observed one federal government
participant voice this at the Yellowknife (April 2019) Partnership meeting by
recognizing the long history of the federal government in the North talking and not
listening, and that their intention for the gathering was to listen as much as possible.
Another reason is likely that Indigenous Communities, like many communities,
have places where certain knowledge is protected or held more closely for a number of
reasons. These tensions are very real. And yet, Indigenous communities showed up to
the Partnership meeting and engaged in two days of conversation in both Whitehorse
(October 2018) and Yellowknife (April 2019). The group generally expressed some
encouragement with the overall improvements they were seeing in science and
traditional knowledge integration. Berkes (2009b) writes that he would “speculate that
many indigenous knowledge holders are open to a dialogue and partnership with
science—about as much as scientists are” (p. 154). Likewise, Wong et al. (2020) call on
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natural scientists to “recognize that generating knowledge about the land is a goal
shared with Indigenous peoples and to seek meaningful relationships and possible
collaboration for better outcomes for all involved” (p. 772). The groups I witnessed in
Whitehorse (October 2018) and Yellowknife (April 2019), and those that have
continued to participate in teleconferences give hopeful illustration to the writing of
Berkes (2009b) and Wong et al (2020).
A second group that prefers to keep their information protected, at least initially,
are academic and research institutions. One participant working for a research-based
organization told me with knowing laughter: “We’re not always open to share data
before it’s turned into knowledge...if you do the work and you build the datasets, you
have some proprietary right to publish on and to use them as we see fit within the
government first” (Interview G). The right to publish data before sharing it with others
is understood in the academic and even government communities. A third group that
manages proprietary information regularly is industry and development. For example,
mining companies working in the North may wish to protect technology information,
business plans, or even mineral data from their sites.
Some participants noted that project funding can impact the way researchers
hold their information, data, and knowledge. Often, federally funded projects (which
are often used for long-term monitoring) are required to make public the information
and results of the project; public money means public information. During discussions
at the Yellowknife (April 2019) Partnership meeting, I observed many participants
express concerns about participating in monitoring initiatives without the assurance that
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data collected by communities would be private and belong to the community. When
asked, some government and academic participants did express the importance of being
able to share data across the partnership. The strong feelings of some that data should
be open access was curious because, as has been noted previously in this chapter, data
is not routinely shared in the Partnership or even useful for some participants. It is
possible that the ability and openness to share data has more of a benefit to trust- and
relationship-building than to any scientific endeavor. Additionally, industries and
governments have long had processes in place to protect private information and do
business without disclosure. It stands to reason that researchers can learn from the
generally accepted processes to protect both industry and academic information and
apply those learnings to Indigenous Knowledge or community monitoring data.
A second science information factor that strains collaboration is the tension that
exists between government and other parties. As discussed above, governments on
both sides of the international border have troubled histories interacting with
Indigenous communities. I also heard and observed tension between federal
government and state government, and government and nonprofits. The majority of my
data about these tensions is from the United States (Alaska). As previously noted, the
State of Alaska bowed out of the Northwest Boreal Partnership early on due to what
one Alaska participant called “personalities” (Interview K) and state leadership that
referred to the Northwest Boreal Partnership as “the federal government trying to
overreach onto state land” (Interview K). The relationship between the State of Alaska
and the federal government is known to be contentious, especially around natural
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resources management; each government wants to retain decision-making sovereignty.
The “overreach” comment indicates a fear that collaboration would lead to coercion.
The federal government owns 60% of land in the state of Alaska, and resource
management and harvesting regulations are different between federal land and state
land. This participant shared an example of how science-based decisions are made
differently between the two entities: In Alaska, the federal government closes travel on
the North Slope of Alaska until July 31st for migratory bird protection, but the state
lifts their own restrictions earlier on July 15th (Interview K). This participant said they
did not think it was “always adversarial between State and Feds, but sometimes you
hear these comments that people make that you're like...did you just really say that?”
(Interview K). This anecdote illustrates that communication is happening between the
State of Alaska and the federal government, but that sharing information to collaborate
may not be widespread.
The relationship between nonprofits and the government was observable at the
Yellowknife (April 2019) meeting when one participant representing an advocacy
group expressed that it was difficult for their organization to work with the Northwest
Boreal Partnership because of the government’s underlying assumptions about
development. This participant went as far as to say that if BLM was in a partnership
working group, they could not participate in that working group (Yellowknife
Observation). In both instances, a party is choosing to not only not collaborate, but to
not participate entirely based upon their beliefs about what collaboration with the
government would mean. This makes information sharing impossible.
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A surplus of information and opportunities to collaborate may also strain
collaboration, as described by some Canadian participants who talked about the federal
government’s mandate to consult with First Nations in decisions that affect their rights,
in a manner that goes beyond the legal minimum. One First Nation government might
be asked to consult in a meaningful way with several Federal agencies at once. While
recognized as an important mandate, participants at the Yellowknife (April 2019)
meeting explained the shift has created a rush that has strained the resources of many
First Nations. Some who may not have the capacity to carry multiple ongoing
collaborations with federal and provincial governments at once. The United States also
has policies dictating how government-to-government interaction works between the
U.S. federal government and Tribal Governments. During a pilot study interview in
2015 with a member of the North Atlantic Landscape Conservation Cooperative, the
participant acknowledged just how difficult it is to navigate a meaningful collaborative
relationship between two entities that have rules of interaction: “As a federal agency we
have certain expectations and mandates about how we relate to Tribes. But as a
collaborative partnership it’s less clear what our responsibilities are” (Pilot Interview).
Situational Factors
While these relational factors create difficult conditions within which to share
information to collaborate, there are also situational factors that can hamper
communication and collaborative efforts. First, I heard from my earliest conversation in
this study that spatial science information stops at the international border. While
describing the early work of the new Northwest Boreal LCC, one longtime participant
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described this lack of coordinated data: “if anyone went and looked for a GIS
coverage...if it was made in Alaska, it ended at the Canada border; and if it was made in
Canada, it ended at the Alaska Border. And that was true...whether it was climate
predictions, or hydrology, or fire history or vegetation, any kind of mapping
product...So our first project was just to harmonize a whole bunch of GIS coverages.
And just getting a map showing all the protected areas, from Alaska all the way to
NWT was a big challenge” (Interview F), I also heard from other participants that their
home organizations did little cross-border information sharing. One Alaska
government-level participant said, “we don't really talk to Canada very much at all”
(Interview K). Another Canadian researcher noted that the desire to cross the border
was always there: “we had been looking at Alaska for quite a while [laughs]. It's an
artificial line in the Boreal in terms of the ecosystem, and it had been our wish to
expand into Alaska” but due to capacity and funding restraints, the outreach just did not
happen prior to their Northwest Boreal Partnership involvement (Interview M).
The argument for dedicating Northwest Boreal Partnership time and resources
to harmonizing spatial data across the Alaska-Canada international border was wellarticulated by one Alaska government-level participant: “when you cross the AlaskaYukon border, ecologically it's like you're in the same place, but politically and in terms
of resource management policy and legal authority, it's a different world” (Interview E).
Observations from the Yellowknife Partnership Meeting (April 2019) confirm that this
is not only the case with natural resources policy, but also with respect to the standing
and rights of Indigenous communities on either side of the border. Complete spatial
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data is one tool to support understanding the ecoregion within the political and
jurisdictional context. A participant of the then North Atlantic Landscape Conservation
Cooperative, to whom I spoke during a pilot study, offered that spatial datasets that
cross jurisdictions are fundamental to allowing managers to make decisions about their
local resources within the regional context (Pilot Interview).
Another participant noted that sharing information to support collaboration is a
slow process. In response to my question about whether or not collaborative approaches
to environmental management lead to better outcomes, the participant reflected
“collaboration takes time and a lot of effort. And a lot of times, at least in land use
decision making, things are moving faster than the collaborations can form and deliver
solutions” (Interview G). They felt that this caused a “mismatch” between knowledge
development and knowledge application. This is exacerbated at the scale of the
Northwest Boreal Partnership’s operations. Reed and Abernethy (2018) articulate
this concern in the context of a similarly large information-sharing collaborative:
“Knowledge sharing across sites and organizations…may also encounter
communication and collaboration barriers that require specific efforts to build bridges”
especially with “local, place-based platforms or sites” (p. 40). Likewise, Kim (2018)
notes that geographical diversity, or the “extent to which members are dispersed across
multiple locations” negatively impacts their ability to share knowledge (p. 9). Further,
Kim (2018) asserts that in order to transfer knowledge across geographical diversity,
extra effort is required to “contextualize local knowledge” and facilitate receipt and
aggregation of new knowledge (p. 9). Additionally, it may be that the large scale of the
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network's ecoregion impacts what kind of information participants are willing to
engage with. Cheng and Daniels (2003) describe a case study of two watershed
councils, one small and one large, and explore how “geographic scale affects
stakeholders’ ways of knowing the place in question” (p. 851). The authors find that
members of the smaller council had a more intimate sense of place which led to the
valuing of personal experience over scientific knowledge; whereas the larger council
had less specific knowledge of the place and tended to value scientific knowledge over
personal experience. They offer this correlation as ripe for further study.
Technical
Finally, several technical characteristics of science information itself were
mentioned as hurdles to sharing science information in collaborations: metadata, data
format, and data storage. I heard a lot of discussion about data storage and format
challenges at the Yellowknife Partnership Meeting (April 2019) when participants
shared their challenges around monitoring and sharing data. Major communication
challenges can arise from something as simple as what program an individual uses to
store data. One participant reflected: “some people have data on programs that aren't
easily accessible...for me, I just keep everything in Excel” (Interview B). While the
government is often looked to as a keeper of large datasets, participants noted that when
the government shuts down or changes priorities, access to data can get harder; the
Northwest Boreal Partnership experienced this first-hand during the 2017 U.S. federal
administration change. Participants also noted that ensuring metadata remains intact as
information moves around is critical to sharing science: “Some [metadata] might be
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present, some might be absent, some might get collected in different ways. Did you
collect the water with specific equipment and then for this project you used your
hands?” (Interview B). Knowing the context of the dataset – how it was collected, what
frameworks or methodologies were used, what interview protocols were used – is
critical to being able to make meaningful connections across datasets.
One interview participant worried that another factor of science information that
may not keep people engaged is that “land use planning is boring.” Undeterred,
however, they told me it was their “personal mission” to “find ways to explore” and
engage in planning efforts that are meaningful, interesting, and create connections to
place. Because, as this participant notes, “Everyone's got a huge personal stake in a lot
of these things. They may not just exactly know precisely what it is” (Interview A).
Science and Information Factors that Encourage Collaboration
For all these challenges, Northwest Boreal Partnership participants are generally
enthusiastic to collaborate around sharing information. On Canadian participant
claimed, “I think maybe it's the Canadian way. Usually, we're willing to partner and
cooperate” (Interview D). Some participants I spoke with expressed strong support for
collaboration at their home organizations (Interview G); they were motivated in part by
information and data sharing to fill gaps in their knowledge sets. One participant from a
research-based field noted that the Partnership offered a space within which to share the
knowledge their organization generated and receive feedback from a diverse group
(Interview M). Many participants confirmed in conversation that cross-border
information sharing was a motivator for their participation in the Northwest Boreal
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Partnership because they otherwise would not interact with their Canadian or Alaskan
counterparts. And not only that, but Canadian participants noted the Partnership
increased their connections with their neighboring provinces. Participants identified a
few key process-related and output-related elements of science information sharing that
encourage collaboration (Table 9).
Table 9: Science and Information Factors that Encourage Collaboration
Diversity of formats; natural state of knowledge
Process

Establishing a common language or culture of learning
Methodologies

Outputs

Science as products; boundary objects
place based

Process-related Factors
Diversity of information emerged as a way to encourage collaboration by
allowing participants to connect over a variety of common interests. One government
participant noted that access to a diversity of formats of science information (e.g., peer
reviewed journal articles, observations from subsistence hunting on the land) is an
important benefit of participating in the Northwest Boreal Partnership and that it allows
for better decision making (Interview C). Another government participant expressed an
interest in wanting to ensure that information and knowledge flowing through the
network was diverse because while “it's really cool” to have traditional western science,
“it doesn’t [resonate] with all of our stakeholders. It's important, but people have to get
excited and involved” (Interview I). Maintaining that diversity of information, another
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participant offered, allows for better outcomes: “the more people with expertise and
knowledge can bring together the more productive your science can be” (Interview G).
This holds for ensuring diversity in participation from individuals identifying within the
same community, as well. Uneven distribution of ecological knowledge in any
community can happen for myriad reasons including access to knowledge, expectations
of social roles, and lived experience. Communities are rarely monoliths and diversity of
participation within a community allows for unique knowledge and experience to
emerge and be recognized.
A participant described to me that “when it comes to knowledge, there is a little
bit of a cultural perspective as well” (Interview G). Rathwell et al. (2015) offer another
reason to allow information and knowledge to take on different forms by reflecting on
the forms Indigenous knowledge can take: “Indigenous knowledge is communicated in
socially and culturally embedded mediums such as oral history and art (e.g., carving).
Legitimizing these means of expression in the global climate change discourse
concurrently offers more flexibility to participants in terms of how they choose to use
their ‘voice’” (p. 855). The authors argue that these traditional mediums allow relevant
cultural context to be communicated as well. Relating to the discussion of establishing
a common language, Rathwell et al. (2015) warn that this effort should not go so far as
to force traditional means of communicating out of the picture: “Indigenous
perspectives should not be coerced to communicate in written English” (p. 855) as this
perpetuates oppression and power imbalance. Allowing knowledge and information to
exist in its most natural form will also serve to foster trust.
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This relates interestingly to a second factor identified by several participants to
encourage collaboration: establishing a common language while talking about science,
monitoring, and land use planning. Industry, government, academia, social groups —
every sector has jargon and coded language that can be used to exclude outsiders, and
natural resource management is no exception. Two participants shared that they each
had long ago learned to “translate” between sectors in their lives and careers, just as
one would translate between languages (Interviews H, I). Another participant reflected
on a moment during the Yellowknife Partnership Meeting (April 2019) where the need
for common language was made plain: “An example from Yellowknife last month, one
of the [Indigenous participants]...somebody asked him what I thought was a pretty basic
question around [a western science term] and his response was I don’t understand that
language.” This participant remarked that “it goes both ways” and that sharing science
and knowledge between Indigenous and western communities is hard because “we
speak such a different language” (Interview G). Bussey et al. (2016) also found this in a
study that asked tribal and non-tribal forest managers about collectively managing the
Chippewa National Forest in Minnesota. Interviews found that participants experienced
tension between the “professional” language used by non-tribal managers and the
language used by tribal managers that more adequately conveys the “spiritual
significance of the forest” (p. 104). However, if it is important to allow knowledge to
exist and be communicated in its natural form (Rathwell et al., 2015), it may prove
difficult or even counterproductive to create a common language. One participant in the
study by Bussey et al. (2016) said “We try to use the terms that the Forest Service uses,
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but we’re thinking something differently when we use their words” (p. 104). If common
language is not possible, then perhaps creating a culture that allows for (or even
celebrates) asking for clarification is a more tenable solution. Participants could
understand that they do not all “speak the same language,” and that learning together
will allow for mutual understanding.
Participants recognized that methodology is also an important leverage point in
science work that impacts collaboration: “it's just not only how things get analyzed in a
laboratory...when you work on a collaborative project you also have to come up with
the methodology everyone is feeling comfortable with.” (Interview J). There are several
examples of methods-based projects that are thriving in the Northwest Boreal
Partnership, including the BEACONs project, the Indigenous Sentinels Monitoring
Network, and the effort to establish a common monitoring protocol for the region; each
of these initiatives deal with how decision makers approach land use planning and
monitoring rather than dictate any outcomes. Additionally, one Indigenous participant
offered that one way to integrate Indigenous Knowledge and science could be through
discussing how to respectfully engage with and consult local communities before
engaging in research (Interview L). One government participant recalled an experience
where planning protocols were shared between two sister agencies as “a great example
of, okay it wasn't data exactly, but it was, we were sharing processes” (Interview I).
Emery et al. (2014) describe a study that endeavored to create a forest inventory
field guide for paper birch trees that was accessible and useful to both Indigenous
communities that used the birch trees for cultural activities and to forest managers who
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are interested in species status and trends. The result was a guide and an inventory
methodology that reflected diverse knowledge and met the needs of the parties
involved. Of note in this study, participants found that their different languages and
vocabularies used to describe the forest presented a barrier that was lessened using
photographs of the various characteristics of trees. This visual tool gave everyone a
common and accessible reference point.
In another example, Berkes (2009b) describes understanding climate change to
also understand that Indigenous Knowledge can be a process as well as information.
Because global climate change is unprecedented in recent memory, Indigenous
Knowledge holders can only “teach what to look for and how to look for what is
important. The example illustrates the distinction between traditional knowledge as
content, information that can be passed on from one person to another, as opposed to
traditional knowledge as process, a way of observing, discussing and making sense of
new information—indigenous ways of knowing” (p. 153). It is interesting to note that
land use planning and monitoring, while they provide science products as well, they are
inherently active processes.
Output-related Factors
Spurred by discussions in literature describing landscape design as both a noun
and a verb – both a product and a process (Nassauer and Opdam, 2008; Bartuszevige et
al., 2016) – this study explored the distinction between science information as a noun,
or entity, and a verb, or process, and how that impacts collaboration in the network.
Though it was clear in the definitions participants offered of science that process was a
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huge part of science, participants also spoke about science as products, especially in
the context of boundary objects that could help foster collaboration across boundaries
and jurisdictions. Depending on the sector, boundary objects are described slightly
differently, but they are generally items or concepts that bring together the interests of
diverse social sectors around a commonality (Koliba et al., 2011). Williams (2015)
provides a survey of definitions including “something everyone can talk about” or the
“reason to gather around and participate in the management of environmental
resources” (p. 182). Since the early days of the Partnership, maps – a physical form of
science information and a product of science research – have been bringing participants
together. One participant who worked on some of these early maps told me that “[the
map] in and of itself isn’t a solution, but it allows for the solutions” (Interview D). The
Northwest Boreal Partnership has also engaged in a significant amount of gathering and
synthesizing existing science information from across the region. As previously
mentioned, the Partnership has also undertaken projects to create science products to
use as tools for land use planning: The Northwest Boreal Science and Management
Research Tool (SMRT), and a new publication, Drivers of Change in the Northwest
Boreal Region.
An additional benefit of science products is their ability to engage potential
partners and funders (Yellowknife, April 2019) by providing an example of what
collaboration and activity in this partnership looks like. In this context, science products
are a communication tool that reflect the Partnership’s work, values, and priorities.
Products like maps can leave room for interpretation by the viewer, as was evident at
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the Yellowknife Partnership Meeting (April 2019). At the meeting, a new map of the
Northwest Boreal Region was hung on the wall in the conference room. Leadership
described that the map was created with fuzzy edges rather than a hard boundary to
underscore the openness and fluidity of the Partnership and ecosystems alike. Also,
they did not want to draw hard lines through traditional territories of Indigenous
communities. It was clear that the map created some tension in the room: participants
asked why the boundary did not include certain areas. The back and forth only ended
when presenters asked participants not to get hung up on lines on the map, because they
are not jurisdictional, regulatory, or law enforcement lines. Some of this tension may
have been fueled by assumptions made upon first encountering the map—science
products do not always communicate intent or context.
Science products, like maps, and projects that are place-based can help
motivate collaborative efforts (Robards et al., 2018). This resonates with one
government participant’s description of how collaborations add to the work of their
home organization: “we have remote-sensed information, but we have a very small
amount of on-the-ground information to validate and corroborate that remote-sensed
data” (Interview G). This participant cited community-based monitoring efforts as an
effective way to match information that is place-based with landscape-wide data to
strengthen the overall picture of the region. Nassauer et al. (2008) argue that the
situational awareness of science is critical because “if science is not attentive to
stakeholder knowledge, research may lack legitimacy because it appears to be
irrelevant to place-specific landscape issues” (p. 634). Rathwell at al. (2015) note that,
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from a diverse knowledge perspective, place connections can actually carry important
context for the information: “connection to a specific place or landscape is necessary to
maintain the integrity of knowledge – learning occurs embedded in places” (p. 853).
Each of these perspectives connect back to building trust before beginning research in
or with a local or Indigenous community—understanding the interests of the
researchers, the opportunities, needs, and wants of the community, and the nexus at
which respectful and meaningful research could happen.
One way to include place-based information sharing that came up in a
conversation with a government participant is to encourage participants to talk about
the work they undertake for their home organizations. This participant had previously
established and regularly delivered a hands-on invasive plant training for their home
organization, and while describing it to me realized they could open the training up to
interested Partnership members (Interview K), The act of sharing information about
local science initiatives to the Partnership rather than participating only to take in new
information may allow for more place-based information to flow through the network.
The information could then connect with other local knowledge to help ground the
landscape-wide science and information.

4.3. Emergent Theme: Change and Uncertainty
Change and uncertainty have been constant for the Northwest Boreal
Partnership over the past few years. And, a significant portion of the information
sharing in the partnership has been about those changes and their impacts on the
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Partnership from “survival mode” (Interview F) to finding ways to adjust and move
forward. Changing national politics on both sides of the border create changes in
federal priorities, which are reflected in federal funding opportunities. Political swings
can also change the participation of partners with appointed leadership as was the case
with the BLM in 2019. The Partnership Director confirmed in the Winter Partnership
Meeting, held virtually in February 2021, that long-term structural funding for her
position is still uncertain, as funding has only been secured in year-to-year increments
for some time now. Additionally, the ongoing COVID-19 global pandemic has kept the
Partnership from meeting in person since March 2020, though their adoption of video
conferencing technology (rather than only teleconference) has allowed for some level
of in-person connection to exist on their quarterly update calls and at their virtual
Partnership meetings.
Adaptive Management
Change and uncertainty also characterizes natural resources management in the
age of a changing climate. Researchers and communities alike are wrestling with
questions like What will the landscape look like? what are the best approaches to
conserve? how should humans and communities adapt, and will they be able to? will
traditional foods continue to meet the nutritional needs of communities living on the
land (Interview H)? And all of this is intensified in the North and specifically for
Indigenous communities (Daigle et al. 2019). The Northwest Boreal Partnership
describes itself as working together “in common cause to come up with proactive
solutions to respond to climate change” and “forward-thinking and adaptive strategies
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for natural resource management, food security, climate change stressors, and
community health” (Northwest Boreal Partnership, About). I heard participants in
interviews and in Partnership meetings describe the partnership as an opportunity to do
land planning in a proactive way that focuses on maintaining ecosystem health and
integrity before damage occurs rather than reacting to repair a degraded landscape
(Interview M). One participant shared that the “boreal forest of Canada is one of the
last few remaining areas where it's possible to do proactive conservation planning”
because of how intact the landscape is (Interview M). Another participant called it a
“golden opportunity to do things in a different way” aided in part by the relatively small
human impact on the vast landscape (Interview A).
Adaptive management practices embrace change and uncertainty. Berkes et al.
(2000) describes adaptive management as “designed to improve on trial-and-error
learning” about the natural world (p. 1260). This is considered an improvement because
adaptive management works to increase understanding through “a process of using
management actions as experiments to test policy,” (Gunderson and Light, 2006) and
adjusts when new or better information becomes available (Childs et al., 2013). Childs
et al. (2013) describe adaptive co-management as a “governance strategy” that brings
together adaptive management and “broad stakeholder engagement to govern natural
resources in the face of incomplete information and change” (p. 3). The BEACONs
Project, discussed in this section and frequently referenced as a keystone project in the
Northwest Boreal Region, is situated within adaptive management. The framework of
ecological benchmark areas allows managers to monitor activity and resources in those
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areas to determine what kinds of human activities are compatible with biological
diversity and ecological integrity (BEACONs Project, home). The project assumes
change and uncertainty is a constant in land use planning initiatives, and it provides
flexibility in its methods to bring in new information as it is learned: “Given the
uncertainty of climate change and our limited knowledge regarding the response of
biodiversity to human development, the establishment of a benchmark network...will
allow for the implementation of active adaptive management, so that we may embrace
uncertainty and learn‐by‐doing, to identify truly sustainable management practices that
support the wide‐range of environmental, cultural and economic values associated with
the northwest boreal region” (BEACONs, 2017).
Storytelling
But western science is not the only form of knowledge to embrace change and
uncertainty, as is discussed in the Diverse Knowledge chapter. Berkes et al. (2000)
describes Traditional Ecological Knowledge as similar to adaptive management
because of this underlying assumption of change and uncertainty as well as its focus on
ecological processes. Daigle et al. (2019) found in a series of focus groups conducted
with Wabanaki citizens in Maine and the Canadian Maritime Provinces that storytelling
was an effective way of communicating change and adaptation strategies, including
applied resource management strategies like controlled burns. I have observed the
Northwest Boreal Partnership becoming more open to storytelling over the past few
years. At the Yellowknife Partnership Meeting (April 2019), time was built into the
agenda for a sharing circle and “storytelling” was explicitly discussed in a way I did not
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observe at the previous fall’s Partnership Meeting in Whitehorse (October 2018).
Additionally, at the winter Partnership Meeting (virtual, February 2021), the Indigenous
Leadership Working Group led a session titled Decolonizing and Indigenizing the
Northwest Boreal Partnership where participants shared stories of their experiences in
natural resource management. Daigle et al. (2019) argue that storytelling is an engaging
and accessible form of communication, and that valuing storytelling as a method of
information exchange can have social benefits like relationship building.

4.4. Emergent Theme: scarcity and abundance
Funding
One of three emergent themes in this study, scarcity and abundance, shows up
in the context of science and collaboration through a topic I never expected this study to
address: funding scientific research. One participant articulated during our interview the
relationship between funding and collaboration in ecological science research:
I have seen during the Bush era or Harper era in Canada, where they did not
receive the funds, so they reached out more to communities to help with data
collection. And it was more an open dialogue. But soon the pendulum swung
again and that funding became available. Then they went back to their concept
to do it all by themselves (which makes sense—they hire their own people and
then put them on the ground). And so you know we are in that deja vu again
where there is more willingness and openness, and the Canadian government is
now mandated to work more with First Nations, and it really opens up that
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pathway where you can create that. So hopefully that will continue if there is
another political swing. (Interview J)

In this participant’s perception, which is based on deep experience in academics
and project-based research, scarcity of funding for research in natural resources creates
a situation where researchers are more likely to collaborate with local communities.
Conversely, an abundance of funding for research in natural resources creates situations
where researchers are less likely to collaborate because they can afford the resources to
manage the study alone. I saw this reflected in the literature, too. Nguyen et al. (2019),
in a case study of knowledge integration in a Canadian fishery, heard from participants
that budget cuts to government science work presented a huge challenge for advancing
knowledge integration: “There was extensive discussion by both groups about the
constraints of human and financial resources, particularly due to the budget cuts in
science and personnel during the tenure of Canada’s Conservative government (2006–
2015)...one fisheries manager said, ‘If we continue to see reductions in budgets, we
can’t even keep doing what we’re doing now into the future’” (p. 467).
Other participants in the Partnership echoed this sentiment when talking about
human, financial, time, or information resource scarcity: “You know, governments—
their budgets are limited so they have to be creative as well to get the information they
need for their management decisions” (Interview D). And some participants felt that the
relatively small financial base conveyed to the Northwest Boreal Landscape
Conservation Cooperative back in 2012 was a good thing because the scarce financial
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resources allowed them to focus on collaboration (Interview I). This discussion of
resource scarcity and abundance closely parallels the way this same theme shows up in
a discussion of perceived scarcity and abundance in the Diverse Knowledge chapter.
Data and Information Scarcity
The Northwest Boreal Partnership characterizes its region as experiencing a
scarcity of scientific landscape data. For example, in the Partnership’s Strategic Plan
(2015) the authors justify the choice to plan over a long (ten-year) period as allowing
for sufficient time to fill data gaps: “the uncertainties and data limitations common to
this vast and remote region are such that it may take several years for some information
gaps to be properly addressed” (p.3). Additionally, a recent publication supported by
the Partnership, Drivers of Change in the Northwest Boreal Region describes the region
as “data-poor” (Sesser et al., 2019). What is the impact of framing the region as lacking
in data? To describe the region as data poor, while it may be referring to datasets in the
western ecological science sense, may serve to alienate local communities and
Indigenous Knowledge holders that have immense knowledge and understanding of the
region. What is the impact of collaborating in times of scarcity? To collaborate because
one has to, rather than because one chooses to, could lay a foundation for tension
among parties to a project. In either question, for me, is an additional question of
building trust; how well can trust grow in collaborations driven by resource scarcity?
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4.5. Emergent Theme: The Individual and the Whole
This study coalesced around three themes, including a theme of the relationship
between the individual and the whole. In the context of science information shared in
the Partnership, participant perceptions showed that sharing science and non-science
information is critical to relationship building. And, further, that relationship building is
central to the success of the Northwest Boreal Partnership.
Chase et al. (2008) look at the use of science in a contentious natural resources
management setting in Vermont and ask the question “does science matter” here?
Likewise, at times in the data gathering phase of this research it seemed that my initial
focus on science was off the mark—most participants I spoke with were not actively
doing collaborative science with other Partnership members. As discussed in this
chapter, it became clear that science does in fact matter to the Partnership because it
creates a perception of neutral common ground. Similarly, Chase et al. (2008) find in a
setting where conflict over natural resource management is present, sharing science
information helped participants understand perspectives different from their own.
While the science may not have shifted opinions in that case, there was learning. Social
learning allows for better understanding of other worldviews which helps to build trust
and relationships (Reed and Abernethy, 2018).
An important concept that arose early in my conversations with participants was
that personal connection was perhaps more important than science in the success of the
partnership. One participant was clear that relationships were more important than data:
“I personally think that our odds of success are better by strengthening relationships
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than they are by strengthening data flow” (Interview I). Most other participants, even
those who prioritized sharing science, told me that a significant motivator for their
participation was creating connections with others doing natural resources work in the
region. Participants described their perceptions that personal connections are what
create opportunity for collaborative work. One participant recounted how meeting
fellow resource managers through the Partnership allowed them to create a network of
connections to facilitate a previously difficult task: “We haven’t always gotten along in
the past. In fact we get along much better now that I've been part of the [Partnership].
And it wasn’t like it was just like we didn’t understand each other...So that is part of my
justification for continuing to participate…I need to know that network of people to
collaborate with them in order to be successful” (Interview I). Another participant
recalled a State of Alaska employee and a U.S. federal government employee (two
organizations known for their tense relationship in the natural resources arena) build a
working relationship over time just by virtue of living in the same town: “it goes back
to the individual people developing connections…[they] had a great conversation about
golden eagles and bald eagles and migratory bird treaty stuff, and the work that [they]
do and how the two things interact” (Interview K). An Indigenous participant summed
up this sentiment when they said, “I think the world has to shift…it's not all science.
We have to think about the respect…impact and mitigation when we do this kind of
project work” (Interview L).
In its Strategic Plan, the Northwest Boreal Partnership describes itself as more
than just a science organization: “Although informed by science and traditional
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knowledge, LCCs are also the social platforms in which partners convene to discuss
values, articulate shared visions of our future landscapes, and plan ways to work hand
in hand to achieve those visions” (p. 2). When thinking about possible outcomes of
collaboration in the Partnership, I think of the benefits I heard articulated by
participants in interviews and at Partnership meetings: enhanced participation in land
use planning processes; gaining feedback on research or other work; or increasing
legitimacy or buy-in of land use decisions made by participants at their home
organizations. I also recognize that there is a lot of learning happening among
participants, especially across the international border. This was evident from
interviews, but especially from observations at the in-person Partnership meetings in
Whitehorse (October 2018) and Yellowknife (April 2019). When ideas are shared and
perspectives are understood by a diverse group of participants, there is room for
conflicts to be better understood and the potential to find new common ground.
Collaboration in this case could simply be for the sake of building meaningful
relationships among practitioners in the region, which seems in line with the human
portion of the Northwest Boreal Partnership’s vision is of a landscape that “maintains
functioning, resilient boreal ecosystems and associated cultural resources.” Interviews
and observations indicated that collaboration in the Partnership is, at some level,
functioning as a way for participants to build social capital (Koliba et al., 2011, p. 89)
and feel seen and heard by their peers.
One participant who was limited in their active involvement with the Northwest
Boreal Partnership expressed interest in understanding more clearly from the
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Partnership how success is defined. The participant believed that sharing science
information alone was not enough: “What is success? If their only goal is to share
information, to me that is low hanging fruit. It's kind of an enabling objective.
Fundamental objective, if you want to give people meaningful ways of sharing
information and dialogue to come to decisions on contentious issues, that’s a whole
different thing” (Interview E). While the Partnership has stated that it will not advocate
for or against policy initiatives (and I would argue that they do not have the ability to
make decisions on the land, only influence), the point this participant is making is that
dialogue and understanding is achievable here, even in the context of conflict. The
participant offered that this approach would put the Northwest Boreal Partnership in a
unique position to add value to the natural resources work of individual participants.
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Researcher’s Cache:
Trust

Dent, M. (2021)

After I realized natural resource management was a thing I could do for a
career, but before I applied to graduate school, I spent some time talking to family
friends who each had long and varied careers in land and natural resource management
in Alaska. During one of these conversations, one of them said something that struck
me: issues surrounding land and natural resources are fiercely personal and the first job
of a resource manager is to foster trust with affected individuals and communities. So
simple, yet so complex. I included that quote in the cover letter for my application to
the University of Vermont. Then, during an interview for this study with an Alaska
participant, the following exchange happened:
Interviewee: When I was in grad school, I was chatting with this [U.S.] Forest
Service woman – who was actually from Vermont – a really brilliant woman who
basically told me that work gets done by one-on-one individual relationships.

Marcella: How long ago was that? Because of your work with birch trees—was it
Marla Emery by any chance?

It was Marla Emery!
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She is on my committee!

No way! Oh, that's hilarious!

She is brilliant!

We were at a meeting I think in Tennessee...but yeah she was like work gets done
by individual one-on-one relationships, and I thought, you know what, you are so
right. (Interview K)
This is not just a wonderful small world moment. It is an illustration of the point!
People remember genuine connections and as is clear from this exchange, those
connections engender trust. This participant trusted Dr. Emery’s take on the way work
gets done because their connection was meaningful.
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Collective Impact and Information Sharing
Circling back to the collective impact framework of Kania and Kramer (2011),
there are two pillars of the framework that connect to science information sharing:
shared measurement systems that define success; and continuous communication.
One participant told me that the Northwest Boreal Partnership’s primary activity
was communication (Interview A), both internally among partners and externally to the
public. Kania and Kramer (2011) hold that collective impact requires time and space
for communication to happen among collaborators specifically to build trust and a
common vocabulary. These in turn allow collaborators to commit time and resources to
the collective effort. Specifically, Kania and Kramer (2011) call for support from
organizational leaders to enable their organizations’ consistent and committed
participation in meetings and other modes of communication, which can also be virtual
and asynchronous.
Kania and Kramer (2011) suggest that multi-stakeholder initiatives, such as the
Northwest Boreal Partnership, usually lack shared measurements of impact or success,
which are critical to move an initiative into a collective impact framework (p. 39).
Johansen et al. (2018) describe that this pillar “establishes a sound and emergent set of
data, available to all parties in the process, enabling them to target the overall aims of
the collective impact” (p. 103). I am unaware of measurements of organizational
success in the Northwest Boreal Partnership, but the network has extensive experience
developing indicators for monitoring/measuring environmental systems. Collective
impact holds that continuous communication and a shared vocabulary are necessary for
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a group to construct a shared measurement system. I have acknowledged here that
creating a common language may be difficult in large and diverse groups because new
words can strip critical cultural meaning and context. Again, I look to examples in the
literature such as that offered by Emery et al. (2014) where meaningful collaboration
and creative aids were used to construct a field inventory for diverse users. Perhaps
measuring success of the Partnership is an area where social scientists can contribute,
by assisting the Partnership in defining success and setting up a system to measure and
report on their findings.
A second tenet of this pillar is accountability and learning from each other's
successes and failures. Defining success will better allow participants to hold each other
accountable. But the Partnership is currently creating space for participants to share
about their, often project-based, successes and challenges. I observed this to happen
most often in the “round robin” teleconferences or portions of the in-person meetings,
where participants are able to share about their recent work by sharing challenges and
successes and asking questions of the group. This information sharing creates space for
learning and even for transferring best practices to similar projects.
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CHAPTER 5: DIVERSE KNOWLEDGE
The second part of my central research question asks what is the value of the
information shared in the network to the diverse set of network participants? Does their
perceived value of the information shared relate to their interest and ability to
participate in the Partnership? I asked interview participants to reflect on the way they
interact with information in the network: is the information reflective of the diversity of
participants in the Partnership? Is the information shared accessible to you, and how do
you interact with it? How much does the usefulness of the information matter to you?
Toward the beginning of the previous chapter, I showed how several participants
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rejected my framing that sharing diverse science information in the network will
maintain collaboration and participation by a diversity of participants. These
participants suggested instead that relationships form around common interests, and
that meaningful information sharing happened as groups form communities of practice
at various scales. Further, I quickly found that sharing science information was not the
number-one priority of many participants of the Northwest Boreal Partnership.
However, participants had a strong appreciation for the diversity of knowledge brought
to the network, and the potential for those diverse knowledge types to be in
conversation with each other. In this chapter I focus the discussion of research findings
around the integration of diverse knowledge. I discuss how data collected through
participant interviews, observations, and document review relate to literature on
knowledge integration. This understanding of diverse knowledge in the network lays a
foundation upon which the emergent themes and findings can build.

5.1 Diverse Ways of Knowing
Early in this research process I understood the then Northwest Boreal
Landscape Conservation Cooperative (LCC) to be a group mostly focused on doing
science together by sharing methodologies and data. In my earliest conversations and
reviews of LCC Network publications, I felt that the concept best suited to consider the
diversity within the network to be consideration of diverse ways of knowing. Rathwell
et al. (2015) equate knowledge systems to ways of knowing (p. 852). The concept is
active, considering epistemologies and methodologies—the ways in which one goes
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about developing knowledge and understanding of the natural world. As I began to
spend time speaking with members of the now Northwest Boreal Partnership and
observing at their in-person gatherings (October 2018; April 2019), my data began to
show that, while the Partnership has done and plans to engage in more collaborative
science, they are much more focused on relationship building and information sharing.
This has led me to feel that a slightly different concept, diverse knowledge, is more at
home in this study than diverse ways of knowing. Considering the diverse knowledge
within the partnership – what is knowledge, how knowledge is shared, who holds
knowledge, knowledge co-production – better aligns with what I heard from
participants and how I observed the activity of the Partnership as a whole. It is likely
that diverse ways of knowing underpin the diversity of knowledge in the Partnership,
and I heard hints here and there about how different Participants come to understand
their work on the landscape. Below, I incorporate preliminary insights about diverse
ways of knowing as they show up in this research and relevant literature. More specific
questioning and additional time would better illuminate how participants develop a way
of knowing, how they come to know and understand the natural world.
Diverse Partnership, Diverse Knowledge
To transition from the discussion of sharing science information to this
discussion of diverse knowledge, I begin to fill this chapter by describing the diversity
of knowledge in the network as understood through the data I collected. To begin, I
share a discussion one federal sector participant offered about the relationship between
science information and knowledge as points on a continuum: “knowledge to me is sort
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of how you use the science and how you bring it into practice...There’s a translation
and a time lag sometimes on the science to knowledge continuum. And where it’s easy
to say here’s what I did for my model or here’s what I did for my one experiment, but
how do you translate that into well, what does it mean in the end to people living on the
land or making certain land-use decisions. That part to me is where the science and
knowledge, there’s that transition” (Interview G). And if this is the case, they offered,
there is a “cultural perspective” to knowledge (Interview G). Another participant, of the
non-profit sector, described something similar when they held that information sharing
provides a secondary benefit because it “helps people to understand where everyone is
coming from” (Interview D).
Berkes (2009b) writes extensively about integrating and working across diverse
knowledge in the context of Indigenous Knowledge, and he offers an understanding of
knowledge that is similarly active: “knowledge is a dynamic process, and knowledge is
contingent upon being formed, validated and adapted to changing circumstances”
(Berkes, 2009b, p. 153). Applied to the context of the Northwest Boreal, the
information shared throughout the partnership itself is not knowledge; rather,
knowledge is the insights into how that information is applied, used, and integrated into
decision making. Of course, numerous factors influence how well knowledge is shared.
Nguyen et al. (2019) examined a collaborative natural resource management case and
found several variables that impact the ability to apply or use knowledge, including
institutional structures and individual perceptions. Roux et al. (2006) agree that sharing
knowledge is not always simple, particularly because of that applied, cultural element:
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“The diffusion of new knowledge would be simple if there were no social and cultural
divides between the suppliers and prospective adopters of knowledge” (p. 3). The
authors argue that knowledge cannot be transferred without social interaction (p. 7).
Rathwell et al. (2015) acknowledge that categorizing knowledge-holders into
discrete types of knowledge is an oversimplification because individuals and
communities can hold a blend of different knowledge types. Additionally, knowledge
systems (like disciplines of science) are themselves diverse. There are as many forms of
Indigenous Knowledge systems as there are local Indigenous communities (Thompson
et al., 2020). Scientific knowledge likewise has “multiple forms and dimensions”
(Bohensky and Maru, 2011, p. 6). To assume that knowledge holders can only hold one
form of knowledge is a great disservice to respectful knowledge integration.
Nevertheless, Rathwell et al. (2015) believe that identifying types of knowledge allows
for an important level of analysis: “neglecting to acknowledge the similarities and
differences among the types of knowledge and how they each make sense of, and
contribute to governance of, changing environmental commons can perpetuate power
asymmetries…and superficiality in what participants of different knowledge systems
can contribute” (p. 854). The analysis, they argue, helps ensure that each type of
knowledge system maintains its own integrity and value, which can lead to more
authentic and meaningful integration in decision-making. I proceed with this
understanding.
Western biogeophysical scientific knowledge showed up as predominant in
the Partnership. For example, government entities bring data from long-term
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monitoring of species and remote sensing of the boreal forest. Academic institutions
bring research about landscape indicators for monitoring efforts and network analysis
of the Partnership’s steering committee (see discussion of the network analysis in
chapter 1. Partnership-driven science projects include the development of maps, a book
synthesizing research about the drivers of landscape change, and an online database of
natural resources research in the region. One participant noted the heavy focus on
western science in the Partnership: “We've definitely been biased towards the stuff that
you definitely need a science degree to understand what they're doing. And there's
probably been a couple [projects/presentations] where I know I was left scratching my
head as to why we're doing it, and I have the degree!” (Interview D). Another
participant expressed that their home organization heavily relied on western scientific
knowledge as well: “we have a diverse partnership in the sense that we engage many
people with a lot of our research, but we really only incorporate western science in the
way that we test our questions and report back” (Interview B). This category includes
biogeophyiscal science, qualitative and quantitative methods.
Western social science and human dimensions of natural resources were
also discussed as knowledge types that could be shared among Partnership members.
Most participants I spoke to felt there was room to develop more knowledge based in
social science in the Partnership: “I think social science is an essential part of an
organization like the LCC…what we’re talking about is a sustainable biome with
people living and making a living here, and when you put in that perspective, you can’t
leave social science out” (Interview C). One participant was blunt about what they saw
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as a general privileging of quantitative methods (here correlated to natural science) over
qualitative methods (here correlated to social science): “basically we as researchers, we
tend to devalue qualitative information and only value quantitative information, and to
assume that management always needs quantitative data. And from the management
side I know that's not true” (Interview I). Bennett et al. (2017) review the value of
social science to conservation and begin by acknowledging that “the role that the social
sciences can play in guiding and improving conservation is often misunderstood” (p.
98). I found some misunderstandings in my interactions with the Partnership as well,
which was not surprising based on their candor about not yet having prioritized
incorporation of the social sciences.
Observations help me characterize how social science is perceived in the
Partnership. Some participants, when asked about social science and human
dimensions, pivoted immediately to Indigenous Knowledge and the need to better
include this perspective. In these cases, participants seemed to equate Indigenous
Knowledge with social science. Other participants were more specific about gaps in the
Partnership’s research-based knowledge about social interactions between land use
decision makers, between jurisdictions, and between people and the environment more
broadly. One participant felt that the work of the Partnership itself – bringing diverse
groups together from across the ecoregion – was a form of practicing social science:
“When we started doing our shared conservation goals...one of our main areas was the
human component of land and resources so we saw the need for social science work
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there...I don’t know if you’d call it hard science, you’d call it more like collaboration,
convening and coordination” (Interview F).
I argue that gathering, convening and collaboration without systematic
investigation of some aspect of the Partnership’s work falls short of social science. The
Partnership would likely benefit from critically examining these binary perceptions of
social science and qualitative methods. Not all social science is qualitative, as is
evidenced by Patrick Bixler’s (2018a) social network analysis of the Northwest Boreal
Partnership; and not all natural science is quantitative. Likewise, not all Indigenous
Knowledge is social science; and, collaboration alone does not amount to social
science, which requires structure, process, and rigorous examination. One federal-level
participant articulated well the benefit of incorporating social science into the
Partnership from a management perspective, saying that conducting social science to
understand people’s perceptions can help inform a government’s approach to
implementing controversial management decisions; and that social science can give
insightful context about natural resources activity across the state (Interview E).
Indigenous Knowledge (also referred to by some participants as Traditional
Ecological Knowledge) is another type of knowledge that exists in the Partnership.
Participants and Partnership leadership alike recognized over the past few years the
need for better inclusion of Indigenous participants and Indigenous Knowledge in the
Partnership. As a working definition, noted scholar Berkes et al. (2000) describes
Indigenous Knowledge as a “cumulative body of knowledge, practice, and belief,
evolving by adaptive processes and handed down through generations by cultural
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transmission, about the relationship of living beings (including humans) with one
another and with their environment” (p. 1252). I observed the Partnership’s intentional
efforts to include more Indigenous communities from both sides of the border and
discuss ways to elevate Indigenous voices and participants to leadership roles in the
Partnership. One Indigenous participant in particular helped me understand Indigenous
Knowledge by describing their own experience and encouraging me to remember that
all Indigenous communities are unique: “traditional knowledge is instilled within us as
Aboriginal people and how [we] grow up, how we survive on the land, how our
grandparents taught us...a lot of it is sacred. A lot of it is who we are: and it's our
culture, and it's our tradition, and it's our values...And a lot of it is stewardship”
(Interview L).
Local knowledge was brought up in the context of developers or industry
groups acting in the region. People working in the industries of forestry, energy
development, mining, and forest products hold their own knowledge about the region,
the resources with which they work, and the work they do. While this knowledge type
is not well represented in the Partnership, several participants mentioned industry best
practices as a type of knowledge that was missing from the Partnership. One participant
noted that without the “companies that are making a lot of these development decisions,
we are not as complete as we could be” (Interview A). Though some of the regulatory
government agencies, particularly BLM, could sometimes represent industry
knowledge by proxy, the Partnership has yet to include the knowledge of local industry.
Though not mentioned as explicitly by participants, local knowledge can also include
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the knowledge gained by anyone through lived experience on the land in this region. To
start my interviews, I asked participants to tell me about their connection to the North.
Stories were varied and included connecting to the area through years of higher
education and research; appreciating rural, small communities; connecting with the
boreal forest on the other side of the continent and following it up North; learning about
the area through piloting a small plane; and building a career managing land in the
North. Some stories revealed deep emotional ties to the land and sense of place.
Much of the discussion about diverse knowledge types in the Partnership had to
do with finding ways to integrate them in the context of a project or research endeavor.
Integration of diverse knowledge types is desirable for several reasons. There is a moral
necessity to integrate Indigenous Knowledge into natural resources management
activities because management decisions impact residents and users of the land and
compound the traumatic history of discrimination and displacement. Additionally,
integrating natural science and social science, or human dimensions, has potential
practical and management benefits. Finally, bringing local industry knowledge to the
mix might have social benefits, including trust-building and conflict management.
Notwithstanding their belief that many diverse knowledge types could find a place in
the Partnership, the Northwest Boreal Partnership is currently focused specifically on
integrating Indigenous Knowledge with western science. My observations and
interviews, as well as the stated Partnership priority of ecological monitoring, leads me
to understand that the focus of this integration is between Indigenous Knowledge and
western science in the form of natural or biogeophysical science and quantitative
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methods (rather than western social science and qualitative methods, which were called
out by most participants as something separate altogether). This study focuses on
integrating Indigenous Knowledge and western biogeophysical science and, to a lesser
extent, on the need to incorporate western social science.

5.2 Integrating Knowledge
Benefits
I established through an initial literature review and the discussions in the
previous chapter that information sharing is beneficial for natural resource management
and other situations defined by complexity, uncertainty and change. Natural resources
management literature also speaks more specifically to the benefits and barriers of not
only sharing diverse knowledge types, but working to integrate Indigenous Knowledge
and western science in resource management work and research.
Some benefits stem from the idea that when diverse knowledge types are
brought into conversation with each other, new or more complete knowledge emerges
which leads to improved resiliency of people and ecosystems. Bohensky and Maru
(2011) synthesize literature about integrating Indigenous Knowledge and western
science to date at the time and summarize benefits articulated in the literature. They
show that scholars have argued that the two knowledge types are complementary and
without each other the picture of natural resources ecology is incomplete. Similarly,
Rathwell et al. (2015) look at studies of knowledge integration in the Arctic to illustrate
that complementing western science with Indigenous Knowledge increases the
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“capacity to respond to local nuances of environmental change” (p. 854) because
regional-level modelling data cannot provide such granular monitoring. Individuals
from different knowledge systems can contribute “experiential and tacit knowledge
about their environments” (Rathwell et al., 2015, p. 852). With a similar concept
framed another way, Johnson et al. (2016) knowledge bridging is especially important
in “situations of insufficient information” (p. 6).
The integration of Local Indigenous Knowledge and western science has also
led to significant novel studies that challenge existing conventions (Rathwell et al.,
2015, p. 855; Berkes, 2009b). A government participant I spoke with gave an example
of this kind of emergent study by sharing a story about an Indigenous community
member who shared their observation that “the hills are getting muddy.” That comment
captured the interest of the government and academic researchers who began to look at
the thermokarsts caused by slumping due to permafrost thaws: “that statement started a
massive research project that is still ongoing...the traditional knowledge, that's what
kicked off the ‘let's start doing something’...they have the long-term knowledge of what
the landscape looked like” (Interview B).
Other benefits are social. Bohensky and Maru (2011) acknowledge a moral
benefit of integrating Indigenous Knowledge and scientific knowledge in that the
practice supports social justice, respect, and autonomy for Indigenous peoples. Scholars
have also linked cultural diversity to biological diversity, and integration of the two
knowledge types to honoring their inherent value (Bohensky and Maru, 2011).
Additionally, efforts to integrate knowledge can support the development of trust
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between diverse parties, which can lead to mutually beneficial outcomes (Robards et
al., 2018). Regarding the integration of social science, Jacobson and Roberson (2012)
write about the need for integration of human dimensions and diverse knowledge at the
operational level in the then-active LCC Network. They argue that social science,
including engagement with local communities, help networks “identify conservation
concern, assess interest and otherwise analyze the broad stakeholder community”
(Jacobson and Robertson, 2012, p. 338). These initial efforts, the authors say, may
support the social acceptability of the projects each network undertakes, as well as
inform their outcomes (p. 341). Extrapolating to the current Northwest Boreal
Partnership, the use of targeted social science inquiry could help the Partnership more
fully understand challenges around in land use planning and monitoring in the region.
Barriers
Early in the development of the Landscape Conservation Cooperative (LCC)
initiative, Jacobson and Robertson (2012) described that the LCC networks recognized
the benefits of “soliciting input from a broad diversity of stakeholders via inquiry or
more interactive approaches,” but that social science and human dimensions were
consistently undervalued across the LCCs (p. 341). Because there are a lot of
challenges associated with integrating diverse knowledge, and especially Indigenous
Knowledge and western scientific knowledge, this undervaluing can easily and even
unintentionally happen. It takes thoughtful, intentional management to establish
mutually beneficial knowledge integration. In instances lacking that care, diverse
knowledge integration is reduced to a “fashionable trend” or unhelpful “box-ticking
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exercise” (Bohensky and Maru, 2011, p.6). Interviews and observations in this study
show that the Northwest Boreal Partnership is making strides to take integration of
diverse knowledge seriously, and that participants recognize its importance and support
the effort.
It is likely that the most fortified barrier to integrating Indigenous Knowledge
and western science in any research scenario stem from a long history that continues
today of white colonists and settlers inflicting systemic discrimination on Indigenous
peoples. In both the United States and Canada, the arena of land use planning and
natural resources management is further fraught by the history of physical removal of
Indigenous communities from their traditional territories, environmental injustices of
disproportionate pollution and resource degradation, and in some cases the continued
lack of recognition of Indigenous communities’ rights to the land. Robards et al. (2018)
acknowledge that this “history of colonization of Indigenous peoples in general, and
some negative experiences with researchers” creates deep mistrust (p. 211).
One particularly harmful facet of this attempted erasure of Indigenous people
and ways of life is the boarding or residential school era when school-aged children
were removed from their traditional territory, languages, and culture, and forced to
assimilate. This created a widespread disruption of Indigenous Knowledge-building and
retention because such a significant portion of several generations of youth were
“educated” (the term can only be used loosely in this context) outside of their
traditional culture (Wong et al., 2020; Truth and Reconciliation Commission of
Canada, 2015). And, this did not happen in the distant past: individuals who directly
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experienced these injustices are alive today. During observations at the Northwest
Boreal Partnership meeting in Yellowknife (April 2019), participants brought up the
loss of language as a challenge in sharing knowledge between generations.
Additionally, I observed many reminders from participants to include both elders and
youth in ecological monitoring and other land stewardship projects. This, in an effort to
start to heal from the lost opportunities for youth to learn from their community’s
elders, and to transfer knowledge intergenerationally. This was a reminder that
communities across the U.S. and Canada are continuing to grapple with the impacts of
these injustices. This generational trauma experienced by Indigenous communities, and
the impact on knowledge and culture generation and sustainability, must not be
overlooked or understated.
Other barriers that arguably result from this foundation include the extended
timeline of projects that truly integrate Indigenous Knowledge—these projects simply
take longer because trust must be established and maintained (Robards et al., 2018).
Nguyen et al. (2019) note that, more generally, lack of time and resources to engage is a
common challenge to taking on new science and information. Additionally, some
Indigenous communities or individuals may be unwilling to share their knowledge,
experiences, and expertise with others outside of their community—or specifically with
government, industry, or academic researchers (Huntington, 2000; Interviews B, L).
Like in all communities, Indigenous Knowledge about the land, flora, and fauna is not
evenly distributed among all members of a community. Uneven distribution of
knowledge in any community can happen for myriad reasons including access to
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knowledge, expectations of social roles, lived experience, and that some knowledge is
held more closely than others. This is a reminder that communities are rarely monoliths
and, as discussed in the previous chapter, diversity of participation (even from
individuals identifying as part of the same community) allows for unique knowledge
and experience to emerge and be recognized; this is the same for Indigenous
communities.
Huntington (2000) explores several barriers to the inclusion of Indigenous
Knowledge in research and natural resources management. He notes that inertia, or
general resistance to change, can hinder some, while others are inflexible and unwilling
to value or accept a new knowledge system (Huntington, 2000; Nguyen et al., 2019). A
federal-level participant noted inertia as the reason their organization has perhaps not
benefited from participation in the Northwest Boreal Partnership as much as it could
(Interview G). A non-profit sector participant noted this same challenge during an
interview when they reflected on their history in academia: “you hear it a lot in
academia too: ‘we're working together with First Nations or Tribes,’ but really data
collection falls back to the researchers or student,” because the perception of “an
outsider” doing data collection is that the data would be “less precise” (Interview J).
Huntington (2000) also observed in his research that managers and scientists may be
uncomfortable in cross-cultural situations, or unfamiliar with, for example, social
science methods. Wong et al. (2020) recognize that, especially younger researchers,
may be uncomfortable and daunted by the prospect of seeking out Indigenous mentors
and relationships for research. Reed and Abernethy (2018) noted cultural barriers
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emerging in a multi-jurisdictional collaboration “between practitioner and academic
cultures” (p. 48), which showed up in the way participants expected to work or make
decisions.
Nguyen et al. (2019) looked at perceived barriers in a fisheries management
scenario. Among several interesting and nuanced barriers, government and First Nation
participants alike felt that time constraints, precipitated by a number of institutional
factors, significantly hindered their abilities to take on new information or integrate
new knowledge. I heard this from participants in my study as well, including from one
government participant who noted that everyone struggled with competing demands on
their time, from government employees to subsistence hunters (Interview C). Nguyen et
al. (2019) also find that the timing of information sharing, such as in a cyclical or
seasonal research endeavor, can also be a barrier to integration. If the information is not
provided at a time where it can be applied or used, it can have a diminished impact.
In ecological monitoring, one of the priority areas of the Northwest Boreal
Partnership, Thompson et al. (2020) found in a review of the literature that the most
commonly discussed challenges to integrating Indigenous Knowledge were practical
(challenges around different methodologies, difficulties connecting monitoring
information to decisions, maintaining funding, and managing the data) and social
(building trust between parties, working in cross-cultural settings, maintaining
community engagement) (p. 9). Other characteristics of knowledge can sometimes
cause barriers to integration as well, such as perceived complexity, usefulness or
reliability (Nguyen et al., 2019).
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Another barrier to Indigenous Knowledge and western scientific knowledge
integration, which resonates with earlier discussions of finding common language,
stems from different patterns of knowledge transmission. Indigenous Knowledge about
the natural world is often transferred between community members orally or through
participation or apprenticeship, embedded in social systems (Berkes et al., 2000;
Bussey et al., 2016). Whereas western science is shared “primarily through the written
word” in peer-reviewed journal publications, “but also through professional exchanges
including informal story-telling, on-the-job training, and more formal training
workshops” (Bussey et al., 2016, p. 105).
Finally, a challenge to knowledge integration is that different types of
knowledge often have different foundational beliefs, or ontologies and epistemologies.
This is the case not only between western biogeophysical science and Indigenous
Knowledge, but also between western biogeophyiscal science and western social
science (as discussed in Chapter 2) (Yilmaz, 2013). The assumption that knowledge
types can be packaged and traded in order to be integrated seamlessly is discussed in
more detail later in this chapter (see section titled Barriers: Northwest Boreal
Partnership).
Outcomes of Knowledge Integration at the Knowledge/Policy/Action Interface
Scholars offer that positive outcomes result from the practice of integrating
diverse knowledge to inform natural resource management policy and subsequent
action. Rathwell et al. (2015) synthesize these outcomes in the Arctic as resulting in
“enhanced overall understandings of changing environmental commons and the
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governance processes used to navigate that change” (p. 854). Kirchhoff et al. (2013)
show that the public views outcomes from research that includes transparent, authentic
engagement between scientists and local communities as more legitimate. This leads to
increased trust and improved communications (Robards et al., 2018). Similarly, policies
and management decisions that are based upon diverse and integrated knowledge are
seen as more legitimate leading to greater compliance (Rathwell et al., 2015; Robards et
al., 2018).
Knowledge integration can also lead to environmental co-management
scenarios. In addition to providing resource managers with more complete information,
co-management has important environmental justice and power-sharing implications
(Berkes, 2009b; Robards et al. 2018; Bussey et al., 2016). At a broad scale, Rathwell et
al. (2015) argue that “effective governance responses to multi-scale challenges must
align action with values of social justice and democracy” (p. 852). At the policy-action
interface of climate change and environmental conservation, recognizing and valuing
the contributions of diverse knowledge systems supports this goal.
Northwest Boreal Partnership: Where to Integrate Diverse Knowledge?
One seasoned participant of the Northwest Boreal Partnership told me that “in
the North...if you don't have that traditional knowledge provided equal weight to the
science knowledge, you're going to have a tough time achieving what you want to
achieve” (Interview D). A newer participant also knew this to be true: “from what I
understand...doing science in the North, you need to be connected with the people that
are living in the communities, living on the land…” (Interview G). I heard similar
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sentiments from everyone I spoke with, and it was clear that the Partnership steering
committee feels the importance of integrating Indigenous Knowledge and western
science in the Partnership’s work, and many in the work of their home organizations.
The Northwest Boreal Partnership’s Strategic Plan (2015) states immediately
and clearly that integrating knowledge is necessary to succeed as a partnership:
“Diverse partnerships such as ours are more resilient in the face of change and can meet
multi-faceted and large-scale conservation challenges by bridging diverse perspectives,
missions, and institutions. Local and Aboriginal perspectives are particularly important
to include in collective learning and adaptive management of our landscapes” (p. 1).
The Plan lays out goals and objectives for the Partnership in four topic areas: working
together; informing landscape conservation; communication; and Partnership
management. The Partnership’s objectives to work together and communicate as a
network both require trust and relationship-building across the region with diverse
knowledge holders. I observed the Partnership’s ongoing efforts to help their
participants connect, and I observed and heard from participants that the Northwest
Boreal Partnership is endeavoring to integrate diverse knowledge in the Partnership’s
two established priority areas: ecological monitoring and land use planning. In these
two stated priority areas the potential for integrating Indigenous Knowledge and
western science is nearly limitless.
I also observed that the way the Partnership conducts their convening work has
tried to incorporate more diverse knowledge. A particularly interesting way in which I
observed the Partnership move toward integrating Indigenous Knowledge and western
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science knowledge was in the design of the two Partnership meetings I attended in
Whitehorse (October 2018) and Yellowknife (April 2019). The Partnership Director
and local planning teams for each meeting prepared with extensive outreach to First
Nations governments, land use planning councils, and consortiums. These groups were
invited to participate in the meetings, which were both structured to include two days of
round-robin style listening and sharing with steering committee members. A result of
direct feedback from Indigenous participants, the Yellowknife meeting showed a
concerted effort to engage Indigenous elders and youth from the Yellowknife region.
Three elders (Satu, Métis, and Koyukon Athabascan) led prayers throughout the threeday event, and participants formally recognized two Indigenous youth (Alaska Native
and Satu) for their participation.
Northwest Boreal Partnership: How to Integrate Diverse Knowledge?
The Northwest Boreal Partnership is employing relationship-building,
information sharing, and administrative support as methodologies to actualize
integration of Indigenous Knowledge and western science in their priority areas and
partnership activities. Relationship-building rose to the surface as the most critical
method because it can facilitate trust-building, and mutual trust is critical for
knowledge integration. A longtime steering committee member told me that the
Partnership was intentional about its focus on relationship building from the beginning
(Interview C). I heard from a newer participant that they considered the Northwest
Boreal Partnership to be “positioned well to serve in that function...bringing these
different groups of people to the table and being that facilitator and convenor, so you
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can start working through how we talk to each other and how our different knowledge
sets represent different viewpoints” (Interview G). Other participants expressed a
similar sentiment by using the terms “bridging” (Interviews G, L) and “boundary”
(Interview K) to describe the work of the Partnership. One Alaska participant saw
boundary organizations like the Northwest Boreal Partnership having a role to play in
mitigating organizational-level conflict that might be hindering meaningful
relationship: “it seems sort of like a boundary organization...and at the higher level
sometimes the State and the Feds don't get along so well...so it seems like at the lower
level where we can build individual relationships between people in different
government entities, a lot of times you can do good work from the ground up. And this
seems to be one of those organizations that can help facilitate that” (Interview K).
Jacobson and Robertson (2012) support these observations. They write that the then
Northwest Boreal LCC partnership was developed as a “bridging entity” by creating
space for in-person engagement with participants.
Perhaps not surprisingly, information sharing on priority topics land use
planning and ecological monitoring is a second method the Partnership is using to bring
diverse knowledge to the table. This was especially clear at the Yellowknife Meeting
(April 2019), when an afternoon was devoted to presentations explaining different
types of land use planning initiatives including federal government planning processes,
government-to-government consultation, and community monitoring efforts. Time was
also given to presentations showing the difference between the Indigenous land claims
processes on either side of the international border. These presentations spilled into
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lively conversations about the wide variety of approaches to land planning and land
rights. In this way, information sharing was also supporting relationship building.
A third method of encouraging knowledge integration is brass tacks funding and
administrative support. The Partnership dedicated direct funding to rural Indigenous
participants to facilitate their travel to and stay in Yellowknife. Participants and
Partnership leadership alike told me that the time spent with each other in person was
critical to the success of the partnership and to relationship building. It follows that
including Indigenous Local Knowledge holders in these gatherings will support
knowledge exchange and integration. Large in-person gatherings have become unsafe
from a public health standpoint during the global COVID-19 pandemic that started in
North America just after the Partnership gathered in Anchorage in early March 2020.
Travel between the U.S. and Canada has been severely restricted by the closing of the
border. These circumstances have certainly strained the Partnership. It has also
prompted the Partnership to adopt video conferencing software rather than only
teleconference lines, so a pandemic version of “in-person” gatherings have continued to
take place.
Administratively, the Northwest Boreal Partnership is editing their charter and
bylaws to create more flexibility for participants. Levels of participation will allow
individuals or organizations to be more or less engaged while retaining membership on
the steering committee. This aims to address concerns from Indigenous groups about
capacity. Additionally, a short-term sub-committee is working to provide
recommendations regarding fostering Indigenous leadership, including how to bring
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Indigenous representatives from both Canada and Alaska onto the leadership team or
even on as Partnership staff.
Northwest Boreal Partnership: Barriers
The barriers to integrating Indigenous Knowledge with western science that are
acknowledged in the literature (and outlined above) are undeniably at play in Alaska, in
northwestern Canada, and in the Northwest Boreal Partnership. Because the Northwest
Boreal Landscape Conservation Cooperative began as a facilitative arm of the U.S.
federal government, trust was never a given in the Partnership. Notwithstanding nor
undermining this fact, other practical barriers showed up in this research. A common
barrier articulated by Indigenous participants and consortium organizations that
represent Alaska Native or First Nation communities center around staff capacity
challenges. Understaffing or staff turnover, inadequate training in community-based
monitoring and land use planning, and minimal monetary resources to travel to
participate in events like the Northwest Boreal Partnership meetings all contribute to
these capacity challenges. Government participants from Canada echoed capacity
concerns, citing a consultation mandate from their leadership: when all governments in
Canada are mandated to engage with First Nations, they quickly overwhelm the
capacity of the First Nations governments to meaningfully engage with each request.
The further I dove into the research, however, the more I became aware that a
significant barrier – perhaps one of the most significant – was fairly simple: most
participants I spoke with could not articulate what it looked like in practice to integrate
Indigenous Knowledge and western science. One participant, whose story represents
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what I heard from many others, articulated well this challenge in the context of a
previous experience with their home organization:
Interviewee: Largely we have failed to incorporate...we as a federal agency have
to enter into government-to-government relationships with Tribal entities if they
so desire, and in order for them to be informed we have to let them know of the
things that we're talking about doing or thinking about doing so they can tell us
when they want to enter into [a consultation]...when we had meetings with the
Tribes...they basically railed on me for not doing that well, and then they didn’t
help me out in knowing how to do that. So, it wasn’t that I didn’t want to, but it
was not exactly the most positive experience. I recognize how important it is...it
takes a while to get over the hump to get beyond that to be able to enter into real
collaborative kinds of relationships. And we had a lot of good meetings, but I
don’t think that we ever really accomplished the ultimate goal of incorporating
Traditional Ecological Knowledge into our plans.

Marcella: What do you think that would look like? I'm just trying to get my head
around what a true incorporation of TEK and traditional western science would
look like if you were really able to get them meaningfully incorporated.

Yeah. I don’t know, that is exactly the problem. I've heard it a thousand times,
you guys aren’t incorporating our knowledge into what you do...then you have
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to tell me what your knowledge is so I can figure out how to incorporate it.
(Interview I)

This participant was neither the first nor the last I heard say they wanted to integrate
diverse knowledge into their research or land use plans but did not know how to make
it happen. This participant and several others felt that they had to do the knowledge
integration in their plans or research by themselves. The framing here is that the
western science model must stretch and swallow Indigenous Knowledge, or that
Indigenous Knowledge must bend to fit into the western science model.
Two other longtime participants voiced similar sentiments when reflecting on
how to better include Indigenous Knowledge: “it was always known that we needed to
get that Traditional Ecological Knowledge and local knowledge, we just had no idea
how to go about getting it. And how to position ourselves, or sell ourselves to the
holders of that traditional knowledge, to build that level of trust, to get that relationship
so that they're comfortable sharing that knowledge with such a large group that does
include governments” (Interview D). The second participant said “we've recognized for
quite a while...that there's the need to focus effort on incorporating, learning what is
traditional knowledge and then incorporating it into our work. And that is going to
require partnerships because we're not experts on traditional knowledge. And so we're
going to have to work closely with First Nations and Tribes, and request feedback on
what we're doing.” (Interview M).
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All three of these participants recognized the moral imperative and practical
benefits of diverse knowledge integration. All three were aware of the long histories of
discrimination in both the U.S. and Canada, and all three understood that relationshipbuilding and trust are necessary to create a space for knowledge integration. However,
in each instance, there is an underlying sentiment that Indigenous Knowledge is
tangible, like a data point or a set of interview transcripts that can be folded into a
project developed with western science frameworks. However, Emery et al. (2014)
caution that “combining TEK and Western science is not a simple additive process” (p.
209). Researchers must be wary of assuming that western science and Indigenous
Knowledge are grounded in the same worldviews. Indigenous Knowledge and western
science, generally speaking, have very different contexts or epistemological and
ontological foundations. The questions asked in this study did not seek to deeply
describe these different ontologies and epistemologies, but the information collected in
this study does confirm that they are different. Hints of exactly how showed up through
conversation and observation in this study, and scholars of knowledge integration
discuss these differences more thoroughly than I will here (Berkes et al., 2000; Emery
et al. 2014; Bussey et al., 2016; Robson et al., 2009). These differences make
integration more complex than simply combining knowledge.
Roux et al. (2006) make a distinction between information and knowledge that
helps illuminate the challenge of integrating diverse knowledge in a management
network. They define information as data that can be packaged and transported between
and among parties. Knowledge, however, derives from a “mix of experiences, values,
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contextual information, and intuition that provides a framework” from which to
understand the world (p. 6). Along this thread, Robson et al. (2009) describe that, in
natural resources and environmental management, Indigenous cultures are often
thought of “as static packages of knowledge, belief and practice that must therefore be
preserved” (p. 173); when in reality, Indigenous ways of knowing are “adaptive,
dynamic assets...that reflect local needs and aspirations” (p, 173). “Static packages of
knowledge” can be plucked neatly from their context and incorporated into another
context – or form of knowledge – with or without the help of the original knowledge
holder or the original context. But, adaptive and dynamic systems of thinking cannot be
separated from their context or their knowledge holder. If a “package” of Indigenous
Knowledge (an interview transcript, a collection of data, etc.) were to be dropped into
research based in western science, the knowledge would lose its contextual foundation.
And, it would likely take on different meanings in a western epistemological context,
which is neither the goal of integration nor ethically acceptable.
This concept of Indigenous Knowledge as a tangible entity that can be added as
an ingredient into science research seems to stand at odds with the feedback I received
from an Indigenous participant. A conversation with a newer Indigenous participant
showed how ubiquitous the desire to integrate diverse knowledge types into natural
resources management work is becoming. The participant said, “everybody from every
aspect – from water resources, forestry, [the] Northwest Boreal, [the Yukon River]
Inter-Tribal Watershed [Council], Yukon Government, federal government –
everybody is like oh we want to incorporate traditional knowledge, we want to
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incorporate traditional knowledge.” This framing – that traditional knowledge is an
entity that can be incorporated into projects largely based in western science – did not
sit well with this participant: “Traditional knowledge is instilled within us as aboriginal
people...how do you incorporate that?” (Interview L). The framework of wanting to
know exactly what Traditional Knowledge is so that a researcher can figure out how to
incorporate it into their work on their own sits opposite the way this Indigenous
participant described their knowledge: “how could you share that? Then what,
somebody else gets to use it? No. No...it can't be written down and it can't be stored in a
document and sent somewhere else. That is to be held with us.” (Interview L).
Added to this, a longtime government participant told me the Partnership had
some discussion about whether or not Indigenous Knowledge is included in the
definition of science: “on one of the field trips we actually had a conversation about
whether the term science included Traditional Ecological Knowledge. And it was a
really interesting discussion and we never did all agree. But my perspective on it
was...if you can document those patterns, and causes and effects, that happen out there
then, sure, Traditional Knowledge is science too” (Interview C). Another longtime,
non-profit participant said, “I also call everyone I talk with in the communities a
science person because [of] the knowledge they're sharing about the region, the area,
how it's changed” (Interview J). This conversation seems to reflect a western scientific
knowledge way of knowing or knowledge system, in which to consider information
science is to consider it valid, worthy of consideration. In this system, considering
Indigenous Knowledge to be science is to value it. Not everyone described Indigenous
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Knowledge as science, some kept the two separate, and the distinction may be
semantics. But because of the power of language in this setting, it is worth examining
how knowledge types are framed.
Other participants recognized slightly different barriers that lead to inauthentic
integration of diverse knowledge. One participant saw a lack of structural support in
their home organization: “for the work that I've done, it's been fairly hard – like if I
want to get it published in a journal. I don't personally have the ability to know how to
work with TK or Indigenous knowledge… [our organization] doesn’t even have a
traditional knowledge expert...so we can't even ask questions of someone who is an
expert” (Interview B). Another participant with a depth of academic research
experience noted they saw instances where “sometimes it is just that we are overlapping
it” rather than truly integrating different knowledge types (Interview J). I also heard an
example that, even when a project had meaningful contributions by Indigenous
Knowledge holders, “the way we tested it was using western science” (Interview B),
indicating that consideration of what integration means in practice must be considered
in the multiple phases of a research project.
Finally, these discussions about integrating Indigenous Knowledge and western
science also apply generally to the integration of western biogeophysical science and
social science. Though categorization is often simplistic, it is generally accepted that
“ecological and social sciences have developed independently and do not combine
easily” (Ostrom, 2009). This is in part due to different epistemological and ontological
understandings (Yilmaz, 2013). Though different kinds of tensions and power
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imbalances will arise in the Indigenous Knowledge context, the process of integrating
knowledge while maintaining the context within which that knowledge was developed
is relevant to the social science context.
These discussions taken together lead me to understand the challenge of
integrating diverse knowledge as a spectrum. On one far side is the position that one
knowledge type can take a second set of knowledge and, on its own, fold it into the
firsts’ framework. While the approach takes in new information from a different
knowledge set, it works in a vacuum. It does not recognize the competency and
complexity, or even sovereignty (Emery et al., 2014; Bussey et al., 2016), of another
knowledge type. Because it is not a collaborative approach that includes knowledge
holders in the process, it may not be truly integrative.
On the opposite side, there is a position of overlapping or setting diverse
knowledge types together and hoping for integration. An example of this position might
be bringing together a diverse group of knowledge holders and having each share or
teach their expertise in turn. Reed and Abernethy (2018) posit that “simply bringing
parties together will not distribute local knowledge to a wider audience or generate
lasting or transformative change for sustainability” (p. 52). In this scenario, neither
knowledge type has a responsibility to learn from or let the other inform their position.
It is neither collaborative nor interactive and does not facilitate integration.
So what lies between these two extremes? A structure that facilitates mutual
learning and cross-fertilization between holders of knowledge with diverse expertise. A
process that maintains each knowledge holder’s agency and responsibility for
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considering what is known (and how it comes to be known) in another domain and
allowing it to inform their own knowledge. An organizational culture and personal
commitments to the belief that we all have something to learn from each other, not just
something to teach.
Solutions in the Literature
With this question and a long list of challenges in mind, I look to existing
literature for help defining this special space where authentic knowledge integration
and mutual learning can flourish—starting with what to call it. Berkes (2009b) says that
scholars and practitioners should agree to reframe the conversation from “science
versus traditional knowledge” to a “science and traditional knowledge dialogue and
partnership” (p. 151). He argues that to bring them into a dialogue, “the two kinds of
knowledge should not be blended or synthesized; both should retain its own
integrity…not taking knowledge out of its cultural context is one of the biggest
challenges of indigenous knowledge research” (p. 154). Rathwell et al. (2015) resonate
with this concept of conversation and dialogue when they note some scholars replace
the idea of “knowledge integration” with concepts like knowledge exchange, knowledge
bridging or managing knowledge to show how Indigenous Knowledge and western
science maintain their own identities. Berkes (2009b) says that because knowledge is a
dynamic process, there is room for “the development of relationships between
researchers and indigenous people as co-producers of knowledge” (p. 153). Reed and
Abernethy (2018) define knowledge co-production as “the collaborative process in
which academic researchers or other stakeholders work together to disclose and create
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new knowledge” (p. 41). Co-production of knowledge in the Northwest Boreal
Partnership will look like research scientists, natural resources managers and regulators,
and Indigenous participants making knowledge and meaning from new or changing
information together.
Robards et al. (2018) look at cross-cultural, natural resources management
scenarios in the North (not dissimilar to ones that might be found within the Northwest
Boreal Partnership) and argue that “co-production of knowledge required integration of
different ways of knowing in order to be salient, credible, and legitimate” (p. 211). This
frame, they offer, situates co-production of knowledge in the natural resources arena as
a middle ground between “formalized co-management of resources and ecosystems”
and general “collaborative or participatory research” (p. 211). Robards at al. (2018)
emphasize that knowledge co-production is an intentional process and that boundary
organizations or individual facilitators can help to “broker different flows of
information and worldviews” (p. 211). Reed and Abernethy (2018) also extol the
importance of a skilled facilitator and what they can offer to a group engaged in
knowledge integration and co-production. In their study, the authors look at knowledge
co-production in a cross-boundary partnership and identify that a facilitator can help
with “knowledge translation,” which involves establishing common language,
describing concepts in accessible terms, and ensuring participants understand the basis
for knowledge offered to the group. Helping geographically dispersed individuals
“contextualize local knowledge” for others is another type of translation with which a
facilitator can assist (Kim, 2018, p. 9). Facilitators can also encourage relationship254

building and social learning, which can build trust and empathy as well as new
knowledge (Reed and Abernethy, 2018, p. 42-43).
Developing trust between knowledge co-produces is fundamental to the success
of the endeavor. As discussed, historical discrimination and notable unethical research
projects mar the collective relationships between researchers and governments and
Indigenous peoples (Robards et al., 2018). Kania and Kramer (2011) in their collective
action framework argue that successful collaboratives require trust and common
vocabulary developed through regular, in person communication (p. 40). They further
argue that, in order to establish trust, groups need space and time. In an editorial for the
U.S. Bureau of Ocean Energy Management, Dee Williams (2012) writes that truly
integrating diverse knowledge “involves building mutual trust through continual
collaboration rather than episodic meetings” (p. 15). Nguyen et al. (2019) find a similar
need for connection when they take a detailed look at the perceived barriers to
incorporating new information into management decisions in the context of a pacific
salmon fishery. Among the solutions surfacing in their research was prioritizing inperson meeting space for stakeholders to gather for workshops, feedback, or problemsolving (p. 471). Finding time and space together is an obvious challenge in a
geographically dispersed network like the Northwest Boreal Partnership (Kim, 2018).
In addition to time together, Robards et al. (2018) acknowledge that long
timelines were critical to do the work of co-producing knowledge. Their study reviewed
integration of Indigenous Knowledge and western science in seven Alaska case studies:
“The co-production of knowledge…is a long process that emerges out of deliberation
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and negotiation to solve specific problems. All of our cases reflect significant long-term
leadership by individuals and boundary organizations…trust is built up over long
periods, leading to evolving communities of practice” (p. 210). The authors also note
that stable funding supports the long timelines necessary for “the evolution of coproductive capacity” (p. 210). Robards et al. (2018) note that most cases had key
individuals who “committed substantial time to ensuring the projects were place-based
and successfully stewarded over time…long term friendships and relationships are
important components of success” (p. 210). The Northwest Boreal Partnership is
actively forming new leadership groups and funding sources. As the group settles on
new norms, they will benefit from establishing sustained funding in order to support
integration of diverse knowledge types.
Others offer specific strategies to address barriers to co-production of
knowledge in a large network. For government participants, Robards et al. (2018) note
that policy mandates are often slow to encourage new ways of engaging with partners.
Williams (2012) writes that “government dialogue about [traditional knowledge] is
often preoccupied with integration of [traditional knowledge] data rather than with
integration of [traditional knowledge] experts into a meaningful resource management
process” (p. 15). Williams (2012) invites government officials to willfully concede “to
share aspects of decision-making authority and to enhance recognition of the local
community perspective” (p. 15). Robards et al. (2018) agree that it is better to identify
beneficial changes to processes and make them on a smaller scale, rather than wait for
policies to change at the government level.
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Rathwell et al. (2015) also offer the method of being out on the land together as
a way to enhance knowledge transfer and integration (p. 861). I heard this theme at the
Whitehorse (October 2018) and Yellowknife (April 2019) Partnership meetings, as well
as during teleconferences, through the prolific use of the phrase “out on the land.” The
phrase came up in several contexts, including in discussions of how to engage youth
and elders in natural resources management, a strong motivation for Indigenous
participation in the Partnership. Also, as Rathwell et al. (2015) suggest, being out on
the land came up as a tool to improve local monitoring and “do” science. The phrase
came up so often in casual conversation about subsistence activities and recreation that
I suspect that spending time engaging with the landscape – for food and for fun – are
experiences that inform many participants’ approach to natural resources management.
Rathwell et al. (2015) suggest that “methods and processes serve as the tangible
settings to bridge indigenous and scientific knowledge” (p. 864). “Bundling” methods,
for example monitoring together on the land or using boundary objects (objects that
facilitate shared learning) in an adaptive management scheme are a “robust way to
connect knowledge systems” (p. 865). Because this multi-faceted approach allows for a
“broader spectrum of insights,” it has the potential to generate trust among Indigenous
and non-indigenous participants, and even buffer against conflicting organizational
mandates (p. 870). Johnson et al. (2016) offer a list of participatory methodologies
including community-based monitoring and participatory conservation planning, as
appropriate to facilitating the integration of knowledge. Rathwell et al. (2015) caution,
however, that a focus on methodology alone is not enough because it would keep the
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integration of knowledge at a local scale. Methods are only “building blocks of
management of environmental commons” (p. 865). Organizations, they argue, must
institutionalize processes of integration in order to provide the scale and timeframe
needed to truly integrate (p. 865).
A theme common throughout the literature is that integrating diverse knowledge
and knowledge co-production between holders of Indigenous Knowledge and western
science is intentional work that “requires deliberate and attentive engagement” (Reed
and Abernethy, 2018, p. 52). Facilitators must be able to manage conflict in an
“anticipatory, deliberate” way (p. 52). Participation by knowledge holders must be
willing and open to learning. Berkes (2009b) illustrates this with a quote from the book
Seeking sustainability in an age of complexity (Harris, 2007): “Co-production of
requisite knowledge requires all parties to recognize that all knowledge is partial and
incomplete, that evidence is debatable, and that there are ways of knowing determined
by culture, semiotics and values" (Harris 2007, p. 303; Berkes, 2009b, p. 153). Berkes
recognizes that while “there will be some on both sides who would never be open to a
dialogue,” he sees in his varied research experiences willingness on both the part of
western scientists and of Indigenous Knowledge holders to enter into co-productive
partnerships (p. 154).
Positive Outcomes in the Partnership: Observed and Potential
I have observed positive outcomes, and heard participants talk about potential
positive outcomes, stemming from the Northwest Boreal Partnership’s efforts to engage
diverse knowledge types and holders of that knowledge in their work. I observed two
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striking moments at the Yellowknife (April 2019) partnership meeting. The first came
early on when one Alaska Native participant joyfully shared “I almost fell out of my
chair” upon hearing the similarities between her word and a Canadian First Nations’
word for thank you. The second came after a panel of presenters described the histories
of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act of 1971 and Canada’s land settlement
agreements with First Nations in Yukon and the Northwest Territories. An Alaskan
participant expressed “shock” upon hearing how differently the land claims process
unfolded between the United States and Canada, and several Alaska Natives in the
room expressed dark humor about moving to Canada for better recognition. These
moments illustrated connection, mutual understanding, and perhaps trust taking root as
individuals opened to each other their personal experiences and feelings. These
elements are indicative of social learning (Reed and Abernethy 2018; Berkes, 2009a).
Another positive outcome was a project-based outcome that has some hallmarks
of knowledge integration. The Aleut Community of St. Paul Island in Western Alaska
developed a community-based ecological monitoring application that through
Northwest Boreal Partnership facilitation was shared with the Tanana Chiefs
Conference (TCC) in Interior Alaska. TCC is expanding the tool to include species
native to Interior Alaska and plans to work with Tribal communities in their region to
establish a community monitoring network. This project shows two communities
sharing their respective local knowledge and project-specific expertise to create a tool
to encourage further community-level engagement.
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A practical benefit to finding ways to engage Indigenous Knowledge holders
has been the increased potential for funding from Canadian Federal partners, namely
Crown-Indigenous Relations and Northern Affairs Canada (CIRNAC). This funding
would be used to support First Nations government staff capacity to participate (travel,
training, etc.)—all beneficial to the effort of finding time and space to build
relationships and trust as a foundation for knowledge integration. A second practical
outcome to inviting increased participation by Indigenous Knowledge holders could be
better guidance to western science knowledge holders about what it looks like to create
meaningful knowledge integration and co-production in a project setting. One
Indigenous participant offered thoughts about how an Indigenous Knowledge working
group might contribute: “I think a lot of our traditional knowledge would be expressed
on the ethics and purpose of how you come into our traditional territory and start doing
studies or research. We would guide that...through our traditional knowledge. That's
how I think it would be shared” (Interview L). Further still, this participant recognized
how critical partnerships are to other parts of starting a research project, including
proposal writing (Interview L). This participant envisioned a Partnership that could
help researchers understand how to meaningfully consult Indigenous communities as
they develop their projects (Interview L).
Finally, another potential benefit of knowledge integration in the Partnership
articulated by a federal government participant is identifying transferable knowledge
best practices to assist others in similar situations: “I remember having a really
interesting conversation with a young woman at that first meeting...she was
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representing an Indigenous community up in Northern Alaska, and talking about the
things that she was doing were just really fascinating and completely relevant, and you
can imagine them being transferred to communities in the Northwest Territories”
(Interview G). This kind of knowledge transfer is similar to what several participants
referred to when they talked about the benefit of including industry and development
groups in the Partnership. These groups could also share best practices across the
border and with other organizations. Further, the participant offered, this kind of
connection can help cross-pollinate between Indigenous communities on both sides of
the border, reinforcing the fact that Indigenous communities themselves are diverse and
unique: “I've been hoping to find ways in which Indigenous communities can
network...because obviously culturally, historically that border was never there and
people were able to freely migrate and communicate...the [Partnership] can provide a
mechanism or a facility to actually allow and foster that connection among the
Indigenous communities on both sides of the border” (Interview G).

5.3 Emergent Theme: Scarcity and Abundance
An exploration of the relationship between perceptions of scarcity and
abundance as one of three emergent themes from this case study is relevant to this
conversation of diverse knowledge and ways of knowing in that perceptions of scarcity
and abundance appear to underpin Participant’s motivations for participating in a
collaboration like the Northwest Boreal Partnership. Participants in the network can
understand differently collaborative approaches to natural resources management work.
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The concept of abundance and scarcity feeds into a second theme of this research,
understanding the individual and the whole. Following the discussion in the previous
chapter about the relationship between the scarcity or abundance of funding and
collaboration, in this chapter I explore the relationship between collaboration and the
perceptions of scarcity and abundance I heard from participants.
During interviews, I asked participants to explain their motivation for
collaborating with the Northwest Boreal Partnership. The answers struck me as
stemming from a perception of scarcity or one of abundance. With regard to scarcity,
participants talked about four types of resource scarcity:
•

Access to land: Two participants mentioned that their organizations did not own
or directly manage land in the Northwest Boreal region and therefore needed to
engage in partnership to conduct on-the-ground research.

•

Organizational or personal capacity: Several participants talked about capacity
issues at their organization, namely staffing levels. Others mentioned that they or
their organization lacked a specific, desirable expertise.

•

Funding: much as funding was called out as an actual driver of collaboration,
participants spoke about funding as having both a positive and negative impact on
collaboration in the Partnership.

•

Information or data: A couple of participants mentioned a dearth of information in
the form of research and adequate regional maps.

Participants also mentioned the following opportunities, which stem from perceptions
of abundance, as motivation for participation:
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•

Doing more, together: Several participants voiced the belief that collaboration can
create synergy—that individuals and organizations can do more working together
than they could collectively do on their own.

•

Accessing new information: Participants indicated that accessing new information
from collaboration motivated their participation.

•

Bridging Knowledge Gaps: Several participants viewed the Northwest Boreal
Partnership as a bridging entity. One participant in particular felt that the potential
to help bridge the gap between Indigenous Local Knowledge and decisions made
by land managers was a strong motivator to their participation.

•

Relationships and Connection: Many participants mentioned the importance of
the relationships between and among Partnership participants. In interviews with
two Indigenous participants, they voiced motivation to collaborate based upon a
sense of greater connection with other Indigenous communities across the
network’s region.
About half of interview participants spoke about their motivations in terms of

both scarcity and abundance, showing that individuals can think about the same
collaboration in multiple ways. For example, one Federal participant believed that a)
collaboration with the Partnership provided opportunities for participants to access new
and different information (abundance - new information), and b) that gaining a
landscape-scale view of the region was impossible for any one organization to do in
isolation (resource scarcity - capacity). Another participant, who represented a nonprofit organization, described their motivation for participating as a) being part of a
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bigger problem-solving effort than they could be on their own (abundance - do more
together) and also b) helping their organization fill a gap of not having access to their
own land in the North for research or conservation (scarcity - access).
Scarcity approaches to collaboration seem to indicate that an individual or
organization cannot achieve their goals without collaboration—they have no choice but
to participate. This implies that they might not choose to collaborate if the particular
scarcity they face was ameliorated. But the Northwest Boreal Partnership’s Strategic
Plan (2015) approaches collaboration with a declared sense of abundance: “By working
together, we can achieve more than we can individually” (p. 1).
Abundance, Scarcity, and Collective Impact
In their collective impact framework, introduced in this study in the Governance
Networks chapter, Kania and Kramer (2011) introduce the concept of mutually
reinforcing activities as one of the framework’s five main pillars. Collaborative
networks practicing mutually reinforcing activities do not require every organization to
do the same type of work. Rather, participating organizations are encouraged to
consider the work at which they excel, and how that work can contribute to the overall
goal (p. 40). The collaboration then works together to ensure that each participant’s
efforts are directed toward supporting the group’s mutual vision. The Northwest Boreal
Partnership brings together a diversity of participants with various organizational
mandates, experiences, and expertise. The opinion that collaboration is an opportunity
to do more together resonates with the collective impact tenet that individual
organizations can coordinate, not replicate, their activities to achieve a shared vision
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together (Kania and Kramer, 2011). The Partnership’s Strategic Plan makes clear that
the Partnership approaches their work with the assumption that diverse organizations
can do more by working together. They recognize that each organization brings “unique
strengths and capacities” and that “by working together we can leverage our assets to
address landscape conservation challenges” (Northwest Boreal Partnership, 2015, p. 1).
The collective impact framework also addresses the challenges of funding,
which was a resource so often mentioned as a motivator for collaboration in this study.
Interview participants described funding scarcities with positive and negative tones.
Participants credited the Partnership’s enduring focus on building relationships and
bridging between the U.S. and Canada and among diverse knowledge types to the
scarcity of startup funding. Participants blamed the lack of funding for the current slowdown in mission work at the Northwest Boreal Partnership, and some for their own
organization’s necessity to collaborate on projects they could not afford to do alone.
Additionally, I heard from several participants that they believed the project-funding
model that some abundantly-funded LCCs adopted did not create a sustainable
collaborative partnership. Those LCCs, participants told me, were unable to survive the
transition into the Trump Administration because simply funding projects was not
enough to hold the group together when it came time to find the networks a new host
organization: “that focus on building relationships first rather than an automatic
assumptions that the way you increase access to science is by funding projects and
research made a huge difference in the character of [the Northwest Boreal Partnership].
And, I think that it played a lot into why the [Partnership] still has some of the strengths
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it does...if we had just been held together by projects, I think we wouldn’t exist at this
point” (Interview C).
Kania and Kramer (2011) would agree with the assessment that the RFP
model—where funders solicit project ideas for a pot of money and grant awards to
individual projects that best fit their search—is the wrong one to achieve collective
impact, saying it results in “isolated impact” and “exponentially increases” the amount
of resources perceived needed to make change (p. 38). They argue that collective
impact efforts cannot thrive in traditional funding models which “are used to focusing
on independent action as the primary vehicle for social change” (p. 38). They also
eschew the idea that current resources are too scarce to achieve success: “It is
commonplace to bemoan the insufficiency of resources…successful collective impact
efforts around the world are discovering, however, the problem is not necessarily a lack
of resources and solutions, but our inability to accurately see the resources and
solutions that best fit our situation” (Kania and Kramer, 2013, p. 4). They argue the
collective impact approach makes the most of resources already available.
This is not to say, however, that Kania and Kramer (2011) argue that collective
impact work does not take financial resources; it does take a considerable amount of
funding not only to maintain the time contributed by each organization, but also to fund
a backbone organization to coordinate the group’s efforts (p. 41). One participant with
significant experience with research funding models noted that even abundant funding
can come with scarcity in other ways: “This whole funding mechanism, it's always
like—you have funding and then there’s that timeframe attached to it. And trust and
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collaboration takes time...with having that [long-term financial] foundation, you will be
way more successful creating that deep foundation of partnership and trust” (Interview
J). Similarly, Robards et al. (2018) found that the case studies they examined benefitted
from consistent funds and labor to support the coproduction of knowledge (p. 210).
These insights suggest that the use of sustained funding to support the whole effort
rather than piecemeal projects may be more important to achieving collective impact
and a sustainable partnership than the relative abundance of the funding.

5.4 Emergent Theme: The Individual and the Whole
The relationship between the individual and the whole as one of three emergent
themes from this case study was discussed at length in the Governance Networks
chapter, where the whole was each participant’s home organization or the Northwest
Boreal Partnership itself. In this section, I discuss how this theme shows up in the
context of diverse knowledge and ways of knowing. Here, the individual and the whole
take several forms including: individual resources and full ecosystems; the Partnership
and society’s greater efforts to address climate change; individual organizations and
their networks; and the individual and their community. I include scholars into the
discussion to help frame and make meaning in this case. One of my interview
conversations with an Indigenous participant dove deep into topics of the individual
and the whole, and this conversation informs much of this section.
The Northwest Boreal Partnership’s Strategic Plan (2015) positions the
Partnership as a leader in “provoking a new way of thinking about conservation” (p. 1).
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The challenge is to move from understanding conservation as work done in individual
jurisdictions, on plots of land, or with individual resources to understanding
conservation at a landscape or ecosystem scale. Working at this whole-ecosystem scale
requires the adoption of a second whole-group mindset, one that values partnership
with organizations and actors on the landscape to collaboratively identify problems,
understand their drivers, and find creative solutions together (Northwest Boreal
Partnership, 2015). The Indigenous participant I spoke with about this theme believed
that so much of the work of meeting the challenge of climate change is mental: “it's all
about the individual mind, the transformation on the individual basis” (Interview H).
This sentiment will resurface in the discussion of uncertainty and change.
As noted previously in this study, participants were generally pleased with the
Partnership’s move from the U.S. federal government to a neutral non-profit. The
participant I spoke to about this theme in the context of ways of knowing shared this
sentiment but was specific that the move would allow the Partnership to respond to
“thought processes” (Interview H). Our conversation was wide-ranging, but these
thought processes essentially are thinking of oneself only or thinking of the greater
good. We first spoke about the theme with respect to climate change and species
survival. This participant believed that thinking about addressing the problems of
climate change based upon how well it will allow an individual - me - to survive is
destined to cause conflict and fail: “If i was to go around and say well, the world can go
to Hades but I have to survive...extinction is almost a certainty...no Indigenous society
ever put on this planet ever said we must or I must survive and no matter how many
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others die, I have to survive” (Interview H). Another Indigenous participant echoed this
sentiment while discussing the importance of integrating Indigenous Knowledge and
scientific knowledge: “I think it's an outreach. It's networking and partnering to be able
to bridge ideas...looking at the bigger picture of climate change. How do we all come
together – because we're all in it together. We all live on the planet together. We're not
that much apart. We're not that different” (Interview L). Both are saying that when
everyone is focused on one’s own survival above all else – or the survival of one
species or one way of life above all else – conflict arises that thwarts sustainable
solutions. These participants’ arguments are that valuing the survival of the whole
community allows for a path forward.
We also talked about this theme with respect to the work of the Northwest
Boreal Partnership itself. The participant told me that the Partnership was doing good
work, but that their investment in the Partnership’s continuation was neutral. This
participant argued that if the organization continued to exist, it did not particularly
matter who participated, just as long as the concepts are moved forward. Likewise, if
the organization failed that was okay too, as long as the ideas and principles were
moved forward in another forum: “the Northwest Boreal is...in the process of learning
what kind of tools are best suited for the work, for setting out to do. If they fail
somebody else will get there. So, to me, I have no vested interest in who gets there as
long as somebody is interested in getting there” (Interview H).
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5.5. Emergent Theme: Uncertainty and Change
This study has been exploring perceptions of uncertainty and change as one of
three emergent themes. Change has been a constant of the last four years of the
Northwest Boreal Partnership. Uncertainty is at the heart of the complexity of
responding to climate change. Uncertainty and change also emerged in discussions with
participants as relating to knowledge types and ways of knowing. Here, I discuss how
the theme shows up in the context of the diverse knowledge.
Daigle et al. (2019) acknowledge that Indigenous peoples are both particularly
vulnerable to the effects of climate change and have a long collective history of
adapting to change on the landscape. One Indigenous participant I spoke with
confirmed this in their own words and said that Indigenous ways of knowing expect
change and embrace uncertainty:
It's a certain level of comfort in the fact that it is all uncertain. You have to learn
to think in terms of the unexpected. That's the key to Indigenous survival for 15,
20 thousand years and many extinction events. You can't possibly dream up the
actions. They are beyond human experience so how the heck are we going to
dream—how the heck are you going to prepare for something you've never
experienced? So indigenous societies say, well we have to prepare for the
unexpected. There is not an Indigenous tribe in the world that isn’t a living
example of that kind of thinking and process…expect the unexpected.
(Interview H)
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Berkes et al. (2000) compares Traditional Ecological Knowledge (TEK) and its
“scientific analogue,” adaptive management, showing that both embrace uncertainty
and change not only in that the landscape will change, but also in that humans’ modes
of managing or interacting with the landscape will change in response. The authors
draw parallels between the ontologies underlying TEK and adaptive governance:
“adaptive management can be seen as a rediscovery of traditional systems of
knowledge and management…because of its integration of uncertainty into
management practices that confer resilience” (p. 1262). The authors argue that TEK
and adaptive management both assume that “uncertainty and unpredictability are
characteristics of all ecosystems, including managed ones” (p. 1262). This belief about
the nature of reality as uncertain provides a notable common ground between some
forms of western science and Indigenous Knowledge.
Other scholars show that knowledge integration supports resilience in the face of
uncertainty and change. Bohensky and Maru (2011) frame this idea of “expecting the
unexpected” as resilience of people and ecosystems. They argue that “resilience view
holds that management of complexity and uncertainty in social-ecological systems can
benefit when diverse types of knowledge are combined...co-management arrangements
that allow knowledge to be integrated through collaboration can build social as well as
ecological resilience” (p. 6). Rathwell et al. (2015), resonant of Huntington (2000), add
that part of being able to cope with change is having “space for envisioning a future
that is different from the present,” and one way to practice that is to be open to multiple
epistemologies and different ways of seeing the world (Rathwell et al., 2015, p. 855).
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This same participant noted that western, and particularly government,
frameworks are insufficient to manage for change and uncertainty because they are too
risk-averse: “[governments] should be saying there is a certain amount of failure that
we have to contend with because of what we want to accomplish...and in the western
dichotomy, failure is some kind of evil practice” (Interview H). But, this participant
conceded that “it’s the resources of the government that are necessary to deal with
global warming” (Interview H). This is echoed in literature that highlights the
importance of sustained funding, which often comes from federal sources. Robards et
al. (2018) review several case studies that reflect co-management and co-production of
knowledge, and emphasize that each is a long term prospect: “The co-production of
knowledge in our cases is a long process...All of our cases reflect significant long-term
leadership by individuals and boundary organizations, where the diversity of involved
parties also supports mentorship and trust among new groups and individuals, which
thus buffered against loss of individual leaders over time” (p. 210). The authors note
that most of that funding is federal, with some being philanthropic. The collective
impact framework by Kania and Kramer (2011) agrees that typical frameworks of
funding are inadequate. Collective impact embraces uncertainty and requires funders to
do the same. Collective impact trusts that initiatives will develop solutions and produce
positive outcomes when given the time and support.
I continue to have questions about the impact of change and uncertainty over
time on trust-building, but I believe there is much to be learned from communities that
have learned how to hold trust and uncertainty simultaneously; how to maintain trust
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amid change. I conclude with a passage from Robin Wall Kimmerer’s Braiding
Sweetgrass (2013, p. 47) that resonates with the discussions in this chapter:
There was a time when I teetered precariously with an awkward foot in each of
two worlds—the scientific and the indigenous. But then I learned to fly. Or at
least try. It was the bees that showed me how to move between different
flowers—to drink the nectar and gather pollen from both. It is this dance of
cross-pollination that can produce a new species of knowledge, a new way of
being in the world. After all, there aren’t two worlds, there is just this one good
green earth…Science and art, matter and spirit, indigenous knowledge and
Western science—can they be goldenrod and asters for each other?
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Dent, M. (2021)

CHAPTER 6: IMPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
This study began with my curiosity over whether shared science information
could adequately support collaboration in a diverse and multi-jurisdictional governance
network of natural resources decision-makers in Alaska and northwestern Canada:
What is the nature of the science information shared across a diverse set of
participants in a collaborative natural resource governance network, and how
does the information move through the network? Given its nature and patterns
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of movement in the network, what is the value of the information to the diverse
set of network participants, and how does this relate to their interest and ability
to participate in the network?

I established a qualitative case study design that included participant interviews, inperson and virtual observation, and document review. While some of my original
objectives were adapted as I learned new information and as the Northwest Boreal
Partnership changed over time, this study meets the personal, professional, and
scholarly goals and objectives I outlined in the research design. This thesis provides
deeper understanding of how science information and knowledge shared in a diverse
governance network relates to collaboration. I reflected throughout this research to
deepen my understanding of the processes of qualitative research and my own identity
as a researcher. Findings from this thesis illuminate insights into the core functions of
the Northwest Boreal Partnership and practical suggestions for further research and
Partnership action.

6.1 Science Information and Collaboration
Participant interviews, observations at virtual and in-person meetings, and
document review showed that sharing science information is key to the activity of the
Partnership, but not in the way I originally assumed it would be. When I asked
participants whether they shared science data with each other, most said no. When I
asked participants whether the science information shared around the network was
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varied enough to keep such a diverse set of participants interested in engaging with the
network, some participants reframed the question altogether, saying that collaboration
does not work how I described it. What holds collaboration together is trust and
common ground, they said. The Partnership provides a space where individuals can
connect over common interests in the natural resources management sector and create
communities of practice. At the Partnership level, information being shared includes
science information like project-based data and findings or journal articles, but it also
includes non-science information like project-based feedback, stories of individual,
organizational, and community experience, troubleshooting challenges, and
brainstorming opportunities. Sharing science information can support these connections
and flourish within communities of practice.
Where science information supports collaboration most prominently was
through Participant perceptions of the neutrality of science. Coming together around
science seems to be what allows this diverse set of Participants – even organizations
with histories of conflict with another in the network – to engage with each other. The
foundation of sharing science information creates a perception of neutral, nonregulatory, non-political common ground. As has been established, the Partnership is
not value-free, and an important stipulation of the validity of science (information or
projects) is that local communities and Indigenous Knowledge are both included and
respected. Even as the Partnership prioritizes collaboration around land use planning,
which is an inherently political process, participants seem to feel comfortable when
conversation is centered around: science-based tools developed to assist land use
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planning decisions (e.g., BEACONs, Sentinels Network); sharing challenges of land
use planning and monitoring processes; and sharing ideas for improving participation in
land use planning and monitoring. In short, shared science information is what fuels the
collaboration, but mostly because of its perceived neutrality rather than its content.
Effective Engagement of the Social Sciences
If it remains the priority of the Northwest Boreal Partnership to incorporate
social science along with other types of science and knowledge, a deeper look at the
Partnership’s collective understanding of social science and qualitative methods is in
order. As noted in this thesis, though social science was not discussed at length, initial
conversations showed some binary ways of thinking about quantitative and qualitative
information, natural and social western sciences. Knowledge and the people who hold
knowledge are susceptible to simple categorization—it is human nature to categorize.
But simple categorizations of knowledge and knowledge holders can be a liability on
efforts to co-produce and integrate diverse knowledge. This study’s findings indicate
that a practical step for the Northwest Boreal Partnership is to expand the types of
knowledge they explicitly consider and explore how social science might contribute to
the work of the Partnership and its cooperating organizations. A focused social science
inquiry on perceptions of knowledge integration will likely add nuance to perceived
binaries and reveal other opportunities for effective leverage of the social sciences in
furthering the Partnership’s mission. Other examples of social science engagement
include: encourage monitoring of social factors along with landscape and species
factors; study participant perceptions of integrating Indigenous Knowledge and western
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science to understand what lies under the challenges participants identified in this
study; study participant perceptions of integrating social science and biogeophysical
science to understand barriers; using the Bixler (2018a) social network analysis to
inform action regarding participant outreach, connection, and coordination.

6.2 Creating Stability
While observing and interacting with the Northwest Boreal Partnership, I heard
often about federal politics on both sides of the U.S.-Canada border that impacted
government’s abilities to do or fund science addressing climate change. I wondered if
the Partnership created a sense of stability for participants wanting to engage in
landscape-scale natural resource management amid changing political administrations
and mandates. I posed this question to a few participants who validated this idea.
Beyond changing politics, this research raises questions about whether and how the
Partnership might create structural stability that allows for sustained collaboration.
Change, Uncertainty, and Trust
Participants noted that the ability of an organization or individual to participate
will ebb and flow given staff turnover, political and policy shifts, and inevitable
fluctuations in individual or organizational capacity. Indeed, during my involvement
with the Partnership I saw the withdrawal of BLM, four different Partnership directors,
and heard participants reflect on when they were more or less involved in the
Partnership. While allowing flexibility in participation may be pragmatic for
participants and for maintaining network integrity, I wondered about the impact of
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these ebbs and flows on participant trust. It has been established in this study that
individual connection and authentic relationships are critical to trust-building, and that
trust is critical to meaningful collaboration and knowledge co-production. Even without
constant change, it is logistically difficult to make meaningful individual connections
across such a large region, especially with individuals with different experiences,
backgrounds, and home organizations. My study findings raise a concern that changes
in participation over time may erode the establishment of trust within the network.
One solution may be that the Partnership itself holds a base level of trust great
enough to withstand staff turnover, political and priority changes at member
organizations, and fluctuations in individual participation. More specific research and
reflection is needed to verify this. This research could draw from network analysis
(looking at how trust and participation correlate to certain network measurements) and
social analysis. My study indicates that this baseline or structural trust model is a
possibility. I witnessed many examples of truly vulnerable and honest sharing of
personal experience among participants at virtual and in-person Partnership meetings,
even from newer participants and from those that did not know many people in the
group. The level of openness suggests that participation in the Partnership and adoption
of the Partnership’s set of values, vision, and mission, creates a sense of mutual trust
even where individual relationships are not yet established. Robards et al. (2018) hint at
this phenomenon in a paper detailing their study of several co-management cases in the
Alaskan Arctic: “All of our cases reflect significant long-term leadership by individuals
and boundary organizations, where the diversity of involved parties also supports
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mentorship and trust among new groups and individuals, which thus buffered against
loss of individual leaders over time. Trust is built up over long periods, leading to the
evolving communities of practice as described” (p. 210). Whether the Partnershipgenerated trust is enough to sustain collaboration is unclear, but it may be enough to
spark collaboration and allow participants to start the process of building relationships
and communities of practice across jurisdictions and distance.
I am also curious to explore whether this idea should be made plain to
participants and codified in some way. To my knowledge, the Partnership has not
adopted a policy of group norms beyond their mission and vision statements and their
administrative governance policies described in their charter. Perhaps an adoption of a
set of group norms or social principles – or jointly drafting their own – would create a
statement of mutual trust strong enough to signal welcome to even the newest
participants. One respected example of such an agreement in the environmental justice
sector is the Jemez Principles (1996). While the Jemez Principles may be more political
than the Northwest Boreal Partnership would find comfortable, the principles
themselves are a solid starting-point: be inclusive; emphasize bottom-up organizing; let
people speak for themselves; work together in solidarity and mutuality; build just
relationships among ourselves; commit to self-transformation (Jemez Principles, 1996).
My findings indicate that some participants are already thinking in this way: “you can
see a transition from when a person comes [to the Partnership] to see what they can get
out of being a participant, to actually saying I want to help this thing succeed”
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(Interview I). Leveraging this energy may be one way to allow trust-building in the
Partnership to withstand uncertainty and change.
Scarcity, Abundance, and Trust
Scarcity and abundance showed up in this study through participant perceptions
of collaboration. Some participants framed collaboration in scarcity, perceiving a lack
of resources (human, financial, time) to do the work alone. Some participants framed
collaboration as an opportunity for synergy and abundance, perceiving collaboration as
allowing for new and better science. Most participants, as well as Partnership
documents, spoke about collaboration in both frames of scarcity and abundance. I am
left wondering, what is the impact of framing collaboration in scarcity or abundance?
My findings suggest that scarcity does not always have a negative impact on
collaboration, as one participant generalized that scarce funding leads to more
collaboration and several others linked the collaborative success of the Partnership to
their initial scarcity of start-up funding. However, if collaborators perceive their
participation as forced by necessity, what is the impact of that perception on group
relationship- and trust-building? And, further, how does the impact to trust relate to a
group’s ability to co-produce knowledge? Further participatory inquiry has the potential
to address these new questions.
Collective Impact
This study shows how the collective impact Framework (Kania and Kramer,
2011) has potential benefits for the Northwest Boreal Partnership, and the Northern
Latitudes Partnerships more broadly, particularly with respect to the search for long281

term, sustained funding. Notwithstanding perceptions about scarce funding
necessitating collaboration, this study establishes that sustained funding for a facilitator
and backbone organization can have a positive influence on collaboration and
knowledge co-production. I have also described throughout this thesis how the
Northwest Boreal Partnership model and collective impact model for addressing largescale, complex social issues like climate change overlap. As a practical suggestion for
the Partnership, the body of collective impact literature may be able to bolster funding
applications. The Partnership should position itself as the backbone organization of a
collective impact effort that will “plan, manage, and support the initiative
through...myriad logistical and administrative details needed for the initiative to
function smoothly” (Kania and Kramer, 2011, p. 40). Drawing from established
literature may help to convince funders to support long-term collective impact over
short-term isolated impact (Kania and Kramer, 2011). The collective impact
Framework is supported by other calls in the literature for funders to allow longer
periods of time for research to allow partnership-building, co-production of knowledge,
and management of challenges that make collaborative research more time consuming
(Wong et al., 2020; Reed and Abernethy, 2018).

6.3 Recommendations to the Northwest Boreal Partnership
1. Continue to foster the Partnership’s base level of trust by:
a. collaboratively drafting and/or adopting a set of group norms or principles
as a statement of mutual trust (e.g., Jemez Principles, 1996) (page 280).
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b. maintaining a transparent and participatory process; monitoring for uneven
or unintended consequences of using science information as a central
collaborative tool (pages 35, 171, 183).
c. establishing common language where possible and encouraging diverse
communications methods to support mutual learning (page 202).
2. Convene dialogues in which participants explore what it means to co-produce
knowledge in practice.
a. Clarify the different ontological and epistemological foundations of
knowledge types and participant understandings of what it means to coproduce knowledge (page 245).
b. Critically examine assumptions about and simple categorization of
knowledge types and knowledge holders. Avoid the pitfall of packaging
and removing knowledge from its foundational context (page 277).
c. Generate ideas to make co-production of knowledge operational in the
Partnership and within partner organizations.
d. For government participants particularly, convene conversation about the
nuances of interacting or co-producing knowledge with First Nations and
Tribes given government-to-government consultation mandates and
complex histories (page 128).
3. Leverage formal and informal communities of practice, defined in the literature as
groups of people who interact to learn about a common interest (Wenger-Trayner
and Wenger-Trayner, 2015), to encourage Partnership stability.
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a. Leverage an informal community of practice interested in Partnership
success to balance the goal of maintaining an inclusive and diverse
steering committee with Partnership responsiveness, agility, and ability to
move programming forward (page 166). See also Recommendation 4,
below.
b. Highlight opportunities for interested participants to work in collaboration
with others in the partnership.
c. Establish best practices for formal communities of practice (e.g., subcommittees), especially to ensure diverse representation of participants.
4. Balance the Partnership’s inclusivity while maintaining a nimble, productive
organization (page 166). See also Recommendation 3(a), above:
a. Focus outreach efforts to strategic members of organizations who can
bring organizational support and relevant experience (page 157).
b. Leverage formal and informal communities of practice (existing and new)
to provide support and move priorities forward. Because these
communities will exist in many places throughout the network, they can
help connect participants working at the edges of the network and increase
cohesiveness. For example, participants who are particularly invested in
overall Partnership success could survey participants and generate draft
measurements for and indicators of Partnership success (page 152).
c. Other recommendations, including establishing group norms and
indicators of success in the Partnership, will provide structure to ground
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the Partnership and avoid mission-drift or being pulled too far from its
goals by an influential or disruptive actor.
5. Use social network analysis (Bixler, 2018a) to:
a. understand the impact and inform next steps when an organization leaves
the Partnership (e.g., U.S. Bureau of Land Management). Who did that
actor interact with, connect, or bring into the Partnership? What outreach
is needed to mitigate the loss? (page 102)
b. inform leadership’s approach to gathering feedback and making decisions
by understanding that participants may have different perspectives and
experiences based on their network position (page 113).
6. Expand the types of knowledge explicitly considered in the Partnership to
effectively engage in and with social science inquiry (page 277):
a. Use social science methods to investigate questions about how to integrate
Indigenous Knowledge and western science, to illuminate assumptions,
and to identify opportunities to practice knowledge co-production.
b. Consider adding human dimensions such as subsistence harvesting
concerns or community economic factors to monitoring efforts.
7. Leverage the collective impact framework (Kania and Kramer, 2011):
a. to establish a shared understanding of success for the Partnership, and
methods to measure and track that success (page 220).
b. in conjunction with the work of other scholars of co-production of
knowledge (Berkes, 2009a; Berkes, 2009b; Robards et al., 2018; Reed and
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Abernethy, 2018) to communicate with funders about the Partnership’s
role as a backbone organization and the necessity of long funding
timelines (pages 264, 272, 281).

6.4 Conclusion
In conclusion, this thesis highlights several emergent themes useful for
understanding how the Northwest Boreal Partnership has evolved over time while
maintaining an interest in sharing scientific information: change and uncertainty,
scarcity and abundance, and the individual and the whole. These themes provide
insights into the complexity of sharing scientific information in the network, and the
challenges of bringing together diverse ways of knowing that span government, nongovernment, Indigenous and non-Indigenous, and academic settings. The findings of
this case address how the perceived neutrality of science can support participation of a
diverse group. It also raises questions about whether and how the Partnership creates a
base of stability that can sustain trust and forward momentum in a changing natural and
political landscape. While the place and situation of this case is unique, these findings
may be relevant or transferable to other collaborative natural resource governance
networks with diverse participation, or to other groups endeavoring to support coproduction of knowledge among diverse participants.
Lessons from this case provide practical opportunities for the Northwest
Boreal Partnership to pursue related to social science inquiry and securing sustained,
backbone funding. This study suggests that further research into whether a
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collaborative partnership and governance network may be able to hold a base level of
trust great enough to withstand staff turnover, political and priority changes at member
organizations, and fluctuations in individual participation. More nuanced studies could
investigate how scarcity and abundance framing of collaboration influences this base
level of trust and therefore the collaborative’s capacity to bring diverse ways of
knowing together to co-produce new knowledge.
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APPENDIX A: INFORMED CONSENT AND INTERVIEW INSTRUMENT
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Science Communication across Diverse Ways of Knowing and Collaboration in a
Landscape-Scale Natural Resources Governance Network
Interview Guide | December 2018
Marcella Dent, Graduate Student, Rubenstein School of Environment and Natural Resources

Begin with brief self-introduction, a thank you for participating, and ensuring that the
interviewee understands and consents to the interview (consent form sent ahead of time –
verbal consent is okay).
Section 1: Foundational Questions
~10 minutes, but do not rush introductions
1. Please tell me about yourself and about your connection to the Northern
(AK)/Northwest (CAN) Boreal Region.
2. Please describe the purpose of the Northewest Boreal LCC as you understand it.
3. How did you become involved with the Northwest Boreal LCC Partnership?
a. Prompt: What is your role or position in the Northwest Boreal LCC
Partnership? How do you come to have this role?
b. Prompt: How long have you been participating in the LCC? Were you
present for the recent changes?
c. Prompts: educational background; past relevant work experience;
current employer; current job responsibilities
4. What motivates you and your home organization to participate in the LCC
Partnership?
a. Prompt: is there a difference between your original motivation and your
current motivation?
b. Question relative to collaboration in both primary role and LCC role
c. Question relative to role in other Alaska LCCs, if applicable (Statewide
entities)
Section 2: Understanding Science Information in the Partnership

~15 minutes

Reference Northwest Boreal LCC mission and values statements, goals (sharing science
information is a central pillar supporting collaboration)
Reference the first part of my research question: what is the nature of the science
information shared among participants in the partnership?
5. I want to start by understanding what science means to you. What constitutes
science for you in a general sense – given your perspectives and experiences?
6. When you think about science being shared in the Northwest Boreal LCC
Partnership, please describe for me what comes to mind.
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a. Prompt: What kind of science information do you interact with in the
partnership?
b. Prompt: In your experience, how central/important is sharing science
information to the partnership? To your participation?
7. In your experience, do you notice patterns or specific qualities that information
needs to have in order to be considered science worth sharing throughout the
partnership? For example, does the information need to be peer-reviewed? Does
it need to be in a narrative, article format?
a. Simple data sets? Stories? Technical reports? Complete or partial data?
b. Particular methodology, process, or output that makes something
science
c. Do you perceive any barriers to sharing science, knowledge, or data in
the Partnership?
i. If yes, please tell me more.
ii. If yes, how does this impact the Partnership?
d. Question relative to individual communities keeping data private.
8. Bridge to next section: Pivoting now, I want to start to gain a better
understanding of how science information is communicated in the partnership.
To start, how is science information shared logistically? For example: webinar,
scholarly articles, word of mouth, website, via collaborative projects, etc.
a. Prompt: Is the audience only partnership participants, or intended to be
broader?
b. Is one method of communication particularly better for you/your
organization?
9. How does science come into the partnership? Who is creating, disseminating,
and receiving science information? Does anyone fill multiple roles?
a. Prompt: What is(are) your role(s)?
b. Prompt: Have you noticed any patterns around communicating science
information? For example, does most of the science information come
from government participants?
Section 3: Diverse Partnership, Diverse Knowledge

~25 minutes

Reference Northwest Boreal LCC partnership members and steering committee as a
diverse group in many ways: backgrounds and experience; organizational structure;
organizational missions
Reference the second part of my research question (how does the science information
being shared relate to participants experiences in the partnership?)
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10. When I look at the list of participants in the Northwest Boreal LCC Partnership,
I see a pretty diverse group both organizationally and individually. In light of
such a diverse partnership, do you see the science information being shared
among participants as representative of diverse knowledge and experience?
a. For example, does the information skew toward one methodology or
type of information (e.g. remote sensing, observational data) over
others?
b. For example, are there times when information shared in the
partnership has little or no value to you because of the way the research
was conducted, or the way the information was shared?
c. For example, are there times when information is more valuable to you
because of the way the research was conducted or the way the
information was shared?
d. Prompt: Is this important to you? To the partnership?
11. Are diverse research methodologies and experiences with natural resources
being reflected in the information shared? (e.g., Traditional Ecological
Knowledge, Indigenous Knowledge, Local Knowledge)
a. Prompt: Is this important to you? To the partnership?
12. Is the information accessible to you? Is the information useful to you?
a. If not, can you identify why?
13. How do you as an individual partnership member interact with the science
information being shared throughout the partnership?
a. Prompt regarding DOING science as a partnership, within the
partnership vs. FUNDING science as a partnership, outside of the
partnership. What are your experiences with each approach?
b. Prompt: Do you review it? Implement it? Re-share it?
c. Does the way you experience and interact with the information impact
your desire/ability to participate?
14. Zooming out a bit— the LCC Partnership documents identify science
communication as a main tool for encouraging collaboration within the
partnership. What are your thoughts about this?
a. Prompt: how are you most likely to collaborate with partnership
members? Does the science information play a role?
b. Prompt: Would you say that sharing science information creates
conditions that support, hinder or otherwise affect collaboration within
the partnership and between different levels of governance (for example,
federal to state, state to tribal, etc.)?
c. Do you understand collaboration to be the intended purpose for sharing
science information?
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d. Prompt relative to cross-boundary/inter-jurisdictional tensions
Section 4: Overall Observations
~10 minutes
15. Thinking about our conversation – the nature of science shared throughout the
partnership and your experiences with that information – do you think that
yours or others’ interest in and ability to participate in this partnership is
impacted by the kinds of science information being shared? What about the
methods of sharing that information?
a. Prompt: Can you think of organizations, agencies, or other important
decision makers in the region who are not already involved in the LCC
Partnership? Do you know why they are not involved?
16. If a longtime participant Do you think the recent structural changes in the
partnership will change your experience in the partnership?
a. With respect to the types and flow of information?
b. With respect to your experience with science information?
c. With respect to your experience with collaboration?
d. With respect to a non-profit vs. a federal agency in coordinating role?
17. Reflecting on your experiences (including with the Northwest Boreal LCC)
what challenges, or barriers to participation exist in the partnership? What
benefits, or incentives to participation exist in the partnership?
a. Why do you participate? (revisit if not addressed previously)
b. What opportunities and challenges do you see moving forward?
18. What is different about this setting that might make collaboration work better
than other settings?
a. Are there reasons for your participation beyond sharing science
information? If so, please say more about those reasons.
19. Do you have any additional thoughts about the partnership that you’d like to
share with me that haven’t been raised by these questions?
a. This can include plus/delta feedback, suggestions, concerns. Reminder
re: confidentiality
20. Will it be okay for me to contact you in the future should I have any additional
questions or points of clarification?
Ensure that interviewee has my contact information. Briefly overview my next steps, and
when they can expect to hear more from me regarding my research.
Thank you so much for your time
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APPENDIX B: GLOSSARY AND ACRONYMS
Glossary
Boreal (Taiga): A diverse ecoregion spanning the Circumpolar North, characterized
by cold weather, long winters, permafrost, forest fires, and diverse land cover
(forests, meadows, marshes, lakes, and rivers) (ADF&G, Boreal)
Cache: Elevated food and gear storage caches used by Indigenous and nonIndigenous northerners alike. Usually a small, rustic log cabin on tall legs to elevate
the cache out of reach of animals (Bonnell, 2020). In this thesis, the Researcher’s
Cache is used as a metaphor to incorporate reflections and experiences of the
researcher.
Interior Alaska: Refers to the central, boreal forest region of Alaska without
coastline.
North Slope of Alaska: Refers to the northernmost part of Alaska where the Brooks
Range slopes into the Chuckchi Sea and Beaufort Sea (Arctic Ocean)
Northern Latitudes or Northern Latitude Partnerships: Refers to the three former
Landscape Conservation Cooperatives working in Alaska and Northwestern Canada:
the Northwest Boreal Partnership, the Western Alaska Partnership, and the Aleutian
and Bering Sea Initiative.
Subsistence: Refers to harvesting wild and traditional foods for critical nutrition,
food security, and economic stability. Typically refers to a traditional and current
practice, way of life for Indigenous communities. (ADF&G, Subsistence)
Western Alaska: Refers to the Western Coast of Alaska (not including the Arctic)
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Acronyms
ACF

Alaska Conservation Foundation

ADF&G

Alaska Department of Fish and Game

BLM

U.S. Bureau of Land Management

LCC

Landscape Conservation Cooperative (The Northwest Boreal
Partnership was formerly named the Northwest Boreal Landscape
Conservation Cooperative)

NPS

U.S. National Park Service

USFWS

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

U.S. DOI

U.S. Department of the Interior

WMI

Wildlife Management Institute
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